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ABSTRACT
A Sequential Explanatory Mixed Methods Study of the Strategies That Chief Human
Resources Officers Use to Create a Culture of Inclusiveness
by Tonia E. Watkins
Purpose: The purpose of this sequential, explanatory mixed methods study was to
identify and describe the leadership strategies that exemplary chief human resources
officers (CHROs) of K-12 school districts use to create an organizational culture of
inclusiveness using Kennedy’s (2008) 5 leadership qualities of cultural differences.
Methodology: This research study utilized quantitative surveys and qualitative
interviews of 13 exemplary CHROs in Riverside, San Bernardino, and Orange counties in
Southern California to identify and describe the strategies used to create an organizational
culture of inclusiveness according to Kennedy’s (2008) 5 qualities of cultural differences.
Findings: The findings of the study reveal that exemplary CHROs understand that
creating a culture of inclusiveness is important to achieving the goals of the school
district and leads to a respectful and accepting environment, ensures that the needs of
students, staff, and the community are met, and enriches the school district. The study
produced 7 findings and 4 unexpected findings based on the quantitative survey results
and qualitative themes as defined by Kennedy’s (2008) 5 leadership qualities of cultural
differences.
Conclusions: The study produced 8 conclusions, drawn from the data analysis of
exemplary CHROs. Creating a culture of inclusiveness is not a static process and
consists of engaging in diverse hiring practices, getting to know people and their
differences, taking personal responsibility for actions and behaviors to model inclusive
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practices, using influence to encourage others to embrace inclusive practices, fostering
inclusive environments, encouraging feedback and collaboration, and providing
professional development and training to support the development to support a culture of
inclusiveness.
Recommendations: Further research is needed to assess and evaluate the effectiveness
of the strategies identified in this study. Several research recommendations include the
replication of the study of charter and private school CHROs to compare strategies; a
Delphi or meta-analysis professional development trainings related to supporting
culturally inclusive environments; a correlational study of the effect of identified
inclusive strategies on K-12 employees; a Delphi or phenomenological study of CHROs
of color in K-12 and their strategies. Moreover, a correlational study of strategies across
and between the thematic team members is recommended.
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PREFACE
Following discussions and considerations regarding the opportunity to study
cultural intelligence in multiple types of organizations, seven faculty chairs and 10
doctoral students discovered a common interest in exploring the ways exemplary leaders
create culturally inclusive organizations. This resulted in a thematic study conducted by
a research team of 10 doctoral students. This mixed methods investigation was designed
with a focus on how school district chief human resources officers create a culturally
inclusive culture in their organization. Exemplary leaders were selected by the team from
various public, for-profit, and nonprofit organizations to examine the leadership
behaviors these professionals used. Each researcher interviewed five exemplary leaders
to determine what strategies they use to create an organizational culture of inclusiveness
using Kennedy’s (2008) five leadership qualities of cultural differences. The researchers
administered a survey to 15 exemplary leaders who met the study criteria. To ensure
thematic consistency, the team cocreated the purpose statement, research questions,
definitions, interview questions, surveys, and study procedures. Furthermore, the
thematic team developed the definition of exemplary and the criteria used to determine
the sample population who met the definition.
The definition for exemplary is someone set apart from peers in a supreme
manner, suitable behavior, principles, or intentions that can be copied (Goodwin, Piazza,
& Rozin, 2014). For this research, exemplary leaders were defined as those who are set
apart from their peers in a supreme manner with the exhibition of at least four of the
following seven characteristics:

xv

 participation in activities involving diverse individuals;
 evidence of leading a culturally inclusive organization;
 a minimum of 5 years of experience in the profession;
 articles, papers, or materials written, published, or presented at conferences or

association meetings about cultural inclusion;
 recognition by his or her peers as a leader who gives respect to all people; and
 membership in professional associations in his or her field.

Throughout the study, the term peer researchers was used to refer to the other
researchers who conducted this thematic study. My fellow doctoral students and peer
researchers studied exemplary leaders in the following fields: Tonia Watkins, chief
human resources officers in K-12 districts; Toloue Aria, nurse leaders in integrated health
care systems; Kelly Kennedy, superintendents in K-12 schools in Southern California;
Stephanie Smart, elementary principals in California; Maris Alanis, deans in higher
education; Nicole Tafoya, counselors in K-12 schools in Northern California; Martha
Martin, Latina superintendents in K-12 schools in Southern California; Nemo Withania,
CEOs of banks in Southern California; Lynn Carmen Day, superintendents in K-12
districts in Southern California; and Leila Dodge, elementary principals in San
Bernardino and Riverside counties.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Diversity is pervasive and part of an overall perspective and strategy that is
inclusive of all employee differences, and these differences themselves are
considered opportunities for both individual and organizational learning.
—Donna Chrobot-Mason and Kecia Thomas, “Minority Employees”
Due to globalization, the 21st-century workforce has become more diverse with
an increase in women and cultural minorities (Aldhaheri, 2017; Eagly & Chin, 2010;
Mor Barak et al., 2016). The 2014 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics noted that 16.9% of
the U.S. workforce was foreign born (Bissessar, 2018). By contrast, Cohn and
Caumont (2016) pointed out that workforce diversity trends of the past 50 years
continue to increase dramatically and noted that 14% of workers were foreign born.
The U.S. population is projected to increase in diversity with demographic data that
reflect 9% Black, 34% Hispanic, and 36% Asian by 2055 (Cohn & Caumont, 2016).
The student population within K-12 schools is also projected to reflect the
demographic of the population shift by 2043 (Maxwell, 2014). Moreover, the
disproportion of nonminority support staff, teachers and administrators in public
schools (California Department of Education, 2020), creates a cultural melting-pot of
opportunities for misuderstanding, tension, disagreement, and workplace
incohesiveness to flourish.
The effect of the increased overall population within K-12 school districts is the
need to manage the cultural diversity of the workforce to achieve organizational
outcomes (T. H. Cox, 1991; Ely & Thomas, 2001). This requires leaders with cultural
intelligence capable of guiding the development of a culture of inclusiveness (Shore et
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al., 2011). Consequently, scholars have urged further research to investigate the
practices, policies, and strategies that aid in the development of an inclusive environment
that leverages differences based on the diversity of the workforce to achieve desired
organizational goals (Böhm & Dwertmann, 2015; Kennedy, 2008; Mor Barak et al.,
2016; E. S. W. Ng, 2008).
In his conceptual framework on why organizations choose to manage diversity,
E. S. W. Ng (2008) suggested that a leader’s belief in the value of workforce diversity
influences organizational decision-making and inclusion practices. With increased
diversity, the potential for intercultural conflict, communication gaps, exclusion or
acceptance have an impact on how well employees perform within an organization and
the decision to stay or leave (Ely & Thomas, 2001; Mor Barak et al., 2016; Shore et al.,
2011). Existing studies underscore the importance of culturally intelligent leadership to
create a diverse and inclusive work environment exhibiting innovation, creativity, and
productivity (Kennedy, 2008; Theodorakopoulos & Budhwar, 2015). Leaders bear the
responsibility of propelling and supporting the development of organizational cultural
intelligence and practices and policies that create diverse and inclusive work
environments necessary for the improved performance required for organizational
success (E. S. W. Ng, 2008; van Knippenberg, De Dreu, & Homan, 2004).
Kennedy (2008) maintained that human capital is significant in any organization
because that is the source of creativity, ideas, innovation, and skill that leads to business
success. Harnessing the individuality, talent, idea differences, and expertise that are
represented within that human capital requires leaders to review the organizational
practices, strategies, actions, and attitudes to pinpoint where and how to begin the process
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of putting differences to work (Kennedy, 2008). Leading in a diverse environment and
advising other leaders with the responsibility for leading diverse staff is a key
responsibility of the chief human resources officer (Losey, Miesinger, & Ulrich, 2005;
Rebore, 2011). A school district is a complex interconnected system of divisions, sites,
and processes with which the chief human resources officer is challenged to manage
human resources that support the operation of the district (Rebore, 2011). With broadly
diverse populations, CHROs are challenged to use culturally intelligent methods and
strategies not only to build and lead competent and effective human resources teams, but
the CHRO is also called upon to support other leaders within the organization to fulfill
their roles to manage diversity in an increasingly diverse organization (E. S. W. Ng,
2008; Nishii & Paluch, 2018; Rebore, 2011).
There is little existing research on the cultural intelligence of individuals who
successfully lead human resources departments, and there is no research related to this
concept within school districts. Understanding how chief human resources officers in K12 school districts integrate the elements of cultural intelligence into their organization
can assist educational institutions to develop the capacity to serve an increasingly diverse
workforce and student population.
Background
The growing demographic shift in the U.S. population reflects a continual
increase in the diversity entering the workforce (Cohn & Caumont, 2016; Fassinger,
2008). This same demographic shift has affected the K-12 educational system
(Fassinger, 2008; Maxwell, 2014). The effect of this increase in diversity has guided
organizations to implement diversity programs to manage intercultural relationships
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(T. H. Cox, 1991; Ely & Thomas, 2001). Creating a diverse and inclusive environment
presents challenges such as ensuring job satisfaction, creativity, retention, burnout
prevention, productivity, acceptance, and goal attainment (Mor Barak et al., 2016).
Conversely, research studies have demonstrated that increased diversity that lacks an
inclusive environment supported by culturally intelligent leaders may result in adverse
effects or intergroup conflict (Gonzalez & DeNisi, 2009; Shore et al., 2011;
Theodorakopoulos & Budhwar, 2015).
The scholarly debate over cultural diversity and inclusiveness within
organizations (E. S. W. Ng, 2008; Roberson, 2006; Shore, Cleveland, & Sanchez, 2018),
arises from the development and application of diversity policies, leadership, and the
domain where diversity and inclusion do or do not occur (Theodorakopoulos & Budhwar,
2015). An expanding research base indicates a need for culturally intelligent leaders to
aid in the creation of a diverse and inclusive work environment (Kennedy, 2008; Mor
Barak et al., 2016; Shore et al., 2018; Theodorakopoulos & Budhwar, 2015). However,
diversity and inclusion policies have experienced limited success without the
commitment and support of culturally intelligent leaders (E. S. W. Ng, 2008) and a
corresponding environment that fosters inclusiveness (Azmat, Fujimoto, & Rentschler,
2015; Mak, Daly, & Barker, 2014; Mor Barak et al., 2016; Shore et al., 2018; Tawagi &
Mak, 2015). At issue is that leaders are needed who understand diversity, culture, and
cultural diversity, and who possess the intelligence to effectively lead a multicultural
organization (T. H. Cox, 1991; Ely & Thomas, 2001).
Kennedy (2008) noted that exemplary culturally intelligent leaders use five
qualities of cultural difference to develop a diverse and inclusive work environment
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associated with organizational success. The five qualities of cultural differences are
important to leaders because they can clarify what leadership skills, knowledge, and
strategies support creating a culture of inclusiveness (Kennedy, 2008; Korzilius, Bücker,
& Beerlage, 2017). Organizations that make diversity a priority get to know people and
their differences, establish rich communication, hold people accountable, and value
mutualism possess core components of achieving a culturally diverse and inclusive
environment (Kennedy, 2008).
Diversity and Inclusion
The effort to create culturally diverse and inclusive work environments is not a
new phenomenon (Fassinger, 2008). Williams and O‘Reilly (1998) observed that
between 1955 and until the time of their publication in 1998, organizations had faced the
challenge of successfully managing diversity as women and minorities entered the
workforce. Likewise, T. H. Cox (1991) and Ely and Thomas (2001) indicated that
although the U.S. workforce was mostly White male dominated between the 1950s and
1980s, companies increasingly hired women and minorities. The influx of women and
minorities required companies to establish diversity measures to allow for greater
participation and contribution to the success of the organization.
Early attempts at creating multicultural environments and diversity policies
focused on the integration of the individual into the work environment, with little real
understanding of inclusion (Ely & Thomas, 2001; Roberson, 2006; Shore et al., 2011) or
inclusiveness (Shore et al., 2018; Tawagi & Mak, 2015). Though organizations expanded
the diversity, people naturally tend to classify themselves and others into categories that
are points of reference about where they and others belong based on race, ethnicity,
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gender, education, and so forth (Mor Barak et al., 2016; Tajfel, 1982). The
ethnocentricity of individuals within an organization and lack of culturally intelligent
leaders resulted in the inability to create culturally inclusive environments (Livermore,
2015; Triandis, 2006), and resulted in stress, burnout, dissatisfaction, and turnover (T. H.
Cox, 1991). Research has expanded the focus beyond diversity to include the
intelligence necessary for leaders to create inclusive environments (Earley & Ang, 2003;
Van Dyne & Ang, 2008a). Though U.S. legislation focuses on addressing hiring
practices and promotion and discrimination (T. H. Cox, 1991), there are no laws that
mandate the cognitive abilities of individuals in cross-cultural settings that foster
inclusiveness.
Inclusiveness
Diversity and inclusion policies alone are not enough for an inclusive
environment in which differences lead to innovation, creativity, and organizational
success (Kennedy, 2008). Creating an inclusive environment requires culturally
intelligent leaders to guide and shape the development of a culturally inclusive
environment (Earley & Ang, 2003; Earley & Mosakowski, 2004; Van Dyne et al., 2010).
People classify themselves into categories that have meaning and also shapes the way
they view, categorize, and interact with others (Mor Barak et al., 2016; Tajfel, 1982) The
development of an inclusive workplace using the characteristics of a multicultural
environment as a foundation can be achieved by incorporating culturally diverse
members of the group and creating opportunities for decision-making (T. H. Cox, 1991;
T. H. Cox & Blake, 1991). Hayes, Bartle, and Major (2002) argued that inclusive
workplaces can be achieved but with difficulty. Hayes et al. suggested that inclusive
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environments must recognize and address the factors that hinder the development of
inclusive workplaces, such as individual experiences, workgroups norms, and individual
bias.
Existing research emphasizes the necessity of creating inclusive diverse work
environments that capitalize on using the differences of workers (Kennedy, 2008;
Rosenauer, Homan, Horstmeier, & Voelpel, 2016). Lindsey (2016) offered that
exemplary leaders can cultivate an inclusive environment by using strategies such as
sharing the vision to stimulate innovation and creativity. Likewise, van Knippenberg et
al. (2004) posited that exemplary leaders who use sharing or exchanging information as a
strategy as a means to spark innovation, creativity, decision-making, and communication
create the optimal environment for inclusion.
Theoretical Foundations
Cognitive diversity. Cognitive diversity is defined as the inclusion of individuals
with differences in beliefs, preferences, values, and thinking styles within an organization
(Liao & Long, 2016; Miller, Burke, & Glick, 1998). Differences in cognitive diversity
are observable in the individual cognitive level and style within an organization.
Cognitive diversity is beneficial in promoting teamwork, problem-solving, and
innovation. Scholars note that the cognitive level means the individual’s intelligence,
aptitude, and talent whereas cognitive style refers to how people organize, process, and
conceptualize information to solve problems or make decisions (Jablokow, DeFranco,
Richmond, Piovoso, & Bilén, 2015). The presence of and consideration of cognitive
diversity is important because diversity provides the impetus for new ideas and
knowledge (Mor Barak, 2000; Østergaard, Timmermans, & Kristinsson, 2011; Zhang &
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Guo, 2019). Organizations use cognitive diversity to increase creativity, innovation, and
performance (Liao & Long, 2016; Mitchell, Nicholas, & Boyle, 2009; Zhang & Guo,
2019). Culturally intelligent leaders can use cognitive diversity as a tool to cultivate a
culture of inclusiveness in which information and knowledge are readily exchanged
(Jablokow et al., 2015).
Social cognitive perspective. Social cognitive theory presupposes that
individuals can acquire new behaviors and knowledge by simply observing a model
(Hess & Blanchard-Fields, 1999). Studies have shown that people can acquire
knowledge, attitudes, preferences, values, and emotional reactions from information
conveyed through cross-cultural interactions (Bandura, 1999b). As people interpret
behavior, extract meaning from the interaction, and then act based upon their beliefs
about the situation, they use thinking and judgment to reinforce and reproduce the
cultural norms that influence their social cognitions. Earley and Ang (2003) noted that a
person’s self-concept influences the ability to interpret social situations. More
importantly, Bandura (2001) suggested that an individual’s response or behavior in one
cultural setting may have a very different meaning and interpretation in another cultural
setting. To ensure organizational success, leaders must set the example by first
developing a cultural understanding of the employees and encouraging employees to
expand their knowledge by sharing cultural information (Chen & Lin, 2013). Bandura
(1986) proposed the idea of reciprocal determinism (Figure 1), in which behavior,
cognitive processes, and situational context influence each other (Albert, 1978; Bandura,
1986, 2001). In other words, individuals influence and are influenced by their
environment within a social context. Therefore, successful leadership involves using
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social influence to organize and direct effective strategies toward creating a culture of
inclusiveness (Bandura, 1978, 1986; McCormick, 2001).

Figure 1. Bandura’s social cognitive theory of reciprocal determinism. From “The Self System In
Reciprocal Determinism,” by A. Bandura, 1978, American Psychologist, 33(4), p. 345.

Theory of Cultural Intelligence
Earley and Ang (2003) theorized that cultural intelligence is a form of situated
intelligence that is a function of the interaction of motivation and interindividual
cognitive mental abilities that produces adaption to culturally specific environments.
Earley and Ang found multiple theories of intelligence, including theories conceptualized
by H. Gardner (1983) and Sternberg and Grigorenko (1997), which support the theory of
cultural intelligence. The cultural intelligence construct was initially introduced during a
period of cultural unrest resulting from globalization (Earley & Ang, 2003). Drawing on
research on the multidimensional perspective model of intelligence, Earley and Ang
(2003) provided evidence about why leaders who possess cultural intelligence experience
success in new cultural environments, but others do not. Cultural intelligence is defined
as the leader’s capability to successfully adapt to new and unfamiliar cultural settings
9

(Earley & Ang, 2003). Furthermore, Earley and Ang explained that culture means
“imperfectly shared rules for behavior and meanings attached to those behaviors” (p. 63).
Leaders who possess cultural intelligence are cognizant of cultural context behaviors in
cross-cultural interactions (Elenkov & Pimentel, 2008; Thomas et al., 2008).
Dimensions of cultural intelligence. Van Dyne et al. (2012) concluded that
Earley and Ang (2003) firmly positioned cultural intelligence as multidimensional based
on the work of Sternberg and Detterman’s (1986) intelligence framework. Furthermore,
Van Dyne and Ang (2008a) theorized that cultural intelligence comprises the dimensions
of cognitive, metacognitive, motivational, and behavioral intelligence. Van Dyne and
Ang proposed that these four dimensions are interrelated ways to understand individuallevel intelligence. Likewise, Earley and Ang (2003) agreed and noted that the four
dimensions represent the general capacity of a leader to function and manage in different
cultural settings. Van Dyne and Ang (2008a) built on the theoretical foundation of
Earley and Ang (2003) by further clarifying cultural intelligence as a specific construct
that focuses on individual capabilities within the larger realm of individual differences.
Emotional intelligence. Although emotional intelligence is not a domain of
cultural intelligence, it is important to discuss the impact emotional intelligence has on
leadership and creating a culture of inclusiveness. Emotional intelligence refers to the
ability to recognize and process emotional information to regulate the emotions within
oneself (Goleman, 1998a, 1998b; Mayer & Salovey, 1995). The intent is to provide the
individual with the ability to perceive and express emotion as well as understand and
reason with emotion (Earley & Ang, 2003). Additionally, Crowne (2013) found that
emotionally intelligent individuals are aware of their mood and can reflect on their
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thoughts and feelings when interacting with others in social settings. Therefore,
emotional intelligence is an important leadership skill necessary for creating a culture of
inclusiveness.
Cultural intelligence domain assessment. Organizations recruit and hire
individuals to fill positions based on the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to
complete the technical aspects of the position. Subsequently, recruitment and selection
processes typically only test and measure the technical requirements but not the
cognitive, cultural competencies needed to navigate intercultural settings necessary for
success (Earley & Ang, 2003). Thomas et al. (2008) and Earley and Ang (2003) agreed
that assessing the level of intercultural competency when recruiting for positions is
critical when cross-cultural interactions could impact the success of the organization.
Cultural intelligence is separated into three domains: cross-cultural interactions, social
cognition, and intelligence (Thomas et al., 2008). Thomas et al. (2008) determined that
cultural intelligence results in culturally intelligent behavior that is reflected by good
personal adjustment, development of relationships with culturally different others, and
task completions that are measurable.
Theoretical Framework
The potential for intercultural conflict, communication gaps, exclusion or
acceptance resulting from the influx of cultural diversity in the population remains a
constant challenge that organizations must address (Ely & Thomas, 2001; Mor Barak et
al., 2016; Shore et al., 2011). Kennedy (2008) suggested three themes that
organizations can employ to increase innovation use individual differences to achieve
success. First, Kennedy noted that as organizations become more diverse, leaders must
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develop the understanding of how diversity influences the business at all levels.
Second, as diversity increases, the diversity within the leadership of 21st-century
organizations must also increase. Third, Kennedy noted that leaders must be cognizant
of how to utilize diversity within to strengthen the organization and better serve
internal and external customers.
Since the human capital of any organization is its greatest asset, Kennedy
(2008) argued that the key to responding to changes within the diversity of the
population is to create a diversity business plan. To provide practical resources for the
leaders, Kennedy identified five characteristics of leadership that culturally intelligent
leaders must utilize to create culturally inclusive environments. She noted that a
leader’s ability to use differences to make diversity an organizational priority helps to
get to know people and their differences, which enables rich communication necessary
to transform organizations. Moreover, leaders must also possess the ability to hold
personal responsibility as a core value and establish mutualism as the final arbiter,
which leads to the creation of a culture of inclusiveness within the organization
(Kennedy, 2008). Kennedy’s theoretical framework for culturally intelligent leaders,
using differences to create an inclusive environment, is the variable that is the focus of
this study.
Make diversity a priority. Culturally intelligent leaders make diversity a
priority by consciously including individual differences in the decision-making and
problem-solving processes and examining the effects on organizational outcomes.
Culturally intelligent leaders make diversity a priority by consciously including
individual differences in the decision-making and problem-solving processes and
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examining the effects on organizational outcomes (Kennedy, 2008; Mor Barak et al.,
2016). Public school districts are required by mandates to ensure inclusion for all
students within educational settings that focus on increasing performance (Childress,
Elmore, Grossman, & Johnson, 2007). Creating diverse and inclusive environments at
every level within the district helps provide the impetus for making diversity a priority
(Kennedy, 2008).
Get to know people and their differences. Culturally intelligent leaders
regularly use opportunities to consciously develop their knowledge and understanding of
when and how to tap into the cultural and ethnic knowledge, perspective, resources, and
differences of the individuals they lead (Kennedy, 2008). Likewise, Ely and Thomas
(2001) noted that cultural differences are sources of insight that leaders can use to help
employees focus on achieving the organizational objectives as well as new ways of
learning and being.
Enable rich communication. Rich communication is defined as the transfer of
information with the intent to understand the meaning and broaden one’s perspective,
resulting in a personal connection between individuals (Daft & Lengel, 1986; Jensen,
Moynihan, & Salomonsen, 2018; Tausen, Miles, Lawrie, & Macrae, 2018). Culturally
intelligent leaders trust themselves and those they lead to engage in productive dialogue
to accomplish change, solve problems, and increase productivity within and across
cultural settings (Kennedy, 2008). Bouffard (1998) asserted that the role of the personnel
leader is to maintain communication with all staff to ensure employees are aware of the
common goals and purpose of the organization. Likewise, Daft and Lengel (1986)
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concluded that leaders accomplish rich communication via multiple modalities,
depending on what is being communicated and to whom.
Hold personal responsibility as a core value. Culturally intelligent leaders who
assume personal responsibility as a core value take conscious ownership of their actions
and the impact on others (Çelik, Storme, & Forthmann, 2016; Kennedy, 2008;
Molenmaker, de Kwaadsteniet, & van Dijk, 2016). Losey et al. (2005) indicated that
leaders are aware of the personal responsibility to lead and guide, provide information
and resources, and know when to step aside when their guidance is not needed.
Establish mutualism as the final arbiter. Culturally intelligent leaders
understand that decisions and actions are mutually beneficial to everyone within the team
or organization. Therefore, mutualism establishes trust within the organization through a
deep sense of shared purpose, a thoughtful inspection of each member’s ideas and
interests, and an interdependence when performing roles and responsibilities (Kennedy,
2008; Mishra, 1996). Leaders who consciously encourage the mutual sharing of ideas,
feedback, and decision-making to achieve a common goal lead individuals to trust and
feel valued and included (Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006).
Culture of inclusion. A culture of inclusion is the incorporation of diverse
individuals in an environment of mutual respect and acceptance who recognize and value
their unique contribution to the success of the organization (Azmat et al., 2015; Kennedy,
2008). Shore et al. (2011) described a culture of inclusion as a state in which diverse
individuals experience acceptance and belonging. Leaders can create a culture of
inclusion by utilizing Kennedy’s (2008) five leadership qualities of cultural difference.
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Leadership
Though leadership practices and theories have changed over time, the need for
good leaders capable of decision-making persists (Kouzes & Posner, 2007). Formal and
informal leadership occurs globally and is woven into the fabric of every culture (Bass,
2008). Moreover, school districts, religious organizations, families, and social groups are
dependent on leadership for success and sustainability. The definition of leadership is as
varied as leadership theories (Avolio, Walumbwa, & Weber, 2009; Vroom & Jago,
2007). Although theories espouse traits, characteristics, and processes in an attempt to
solidify what leadership is, creating a culture of inclusiveness requires the ability of
individuals to influence and affect organizational change (Kennedy, 2008; E. S. W. Ng,
2008; Shore et al., 2018).
Cultural Intelligence and Transformational Leadership
Posner (2013) suggested that the connection between culturally intelligent leaders
and transformational leadership aligns with the characteristics of exemplary leadership.
Transformational leaders are expected to know and understand about diversity to
influence employee behavior and performance (Bass, 1999). Furthermore, this
“knowing” would entail the development of characteristics espoused by Keung and
Rockinson-Szapkiw (2013) as an idealized influence (attributed and behavior),
motivational influence, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration.
Idealized influence (attributed) refers to how followers view the leader. Similarly,
idealized influence (behavior), motivational influence, intellectual stimulation, and
individualized consideration refer to the actions and behavior the leader exhibits and the
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leader’s ability to support and inspire followers (Keung & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2013;
Rockstuhl, Seiler, Ang, Van Dyne, & Annen, 2011).
Keung and Rockinson-Szapkiw (2013) theorized that cultural intelligence is a key
competency of transformational leadership. Moreover, Earley and Mosakowski (2004)
observed that leaders with elevated cultural intelligence are adept at communicating with
ease among and between individuals from differing cultural backgrounds. Consequently,
leaders who can use cultural intelligence to communicate and understand common values
can also share the vision with followers. Therefore, cultural intelligence is a key
characteristic needed to achieve a culture of inclusiveness.
Human Resources Administration
Traditionally, the function of the human resources department was to provide
specialized services to employees based on the identification of staff needs, teacher
recruitment, training, staff development, and labor relations (Rebore, 2011). Rebore
(2011) concluded that the primary responsibility of human resources functions shifted
from the principal and superintendent to a designated administrator located within the
central office to comply with state and federal mandates. Furthermore, research
maintains that district reform has focused on the inclusion of human resources
management to aid in improving instructional quality and the shifting role of the school
district office administrator (Smylie, Miretzky, & Konkol, 2004). Human resources
practices, policies, and procedures, which organize human resources functions with
organizational goals, promote actions and behaviors that support the organizational
outcomes (Bottger & Vanderbroeck, 2008; Ericksen & Dyer, 2005). The chief human
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resources officer (CHRO) is vital to the success of the school district because this
individual serves as a policy developer, advisor, and strategic partner (Rebore, 2011).
The Role of the Chief Human Resources Officer
The role of the CHRO has multiple functions within education (Bouffard, 1998).
Bouffard (1998) suggested that the role of public CHROs includes planning, recruitment,
selection, attrition, induction, appraisal, personnel development, information, continuity,
security, collective bargaining, and compensation, which are not dissimilar from private
CHROs (Losey et al., 2005). Similarly, Metzger (1988) noted that CHROs bear the same
responsibilities, but education requires CHRO leaders to have subject-matter expertise
specific to K-12 education.
Bouffard (1998), Mosley Linhardt (2011) and Metzger (1988) concurred that
CHROs in education have the added responsibility of aligning organizational objectives
to meet student-learning outcomes. Despite the prevalence of cultural intelligence
literature, research is nascent in the area of human resources and cultural intelligence, and
employers should be concerned with the cognitive diversity and cultural intelligence of
their leaders and employees. For example, Keung and Rockinson-Szapkiw (2013) and
Aldhaheri (2017) agreed that the cultural intelligence of leaders is important to achieving
performance and problem-solving within the educational setting. Furthermore, Bass
(1999), Avolio and Bass (1995), and Triandis (1989) acknowledged the importance of
cultural intelligence as a leadership characteristic. However, none of the research
provides strategies specific to CHROs in school districts.
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Chief Human Resources Officer and Cultural Intelligence
One of the most significant roles that CHROs play in organizations today is that
of a change agent, most notably when the change affects employees at every level within
the school district, including the impact on student achievement (Dean Anderson &
Ackerman Anderson, 2010). The CHRO is one of the best choices to help leaders
address the emotional impact of change needed to create a culture of inclusion (Dean
Anderson & Ackerman Anderson, 2010; Crowne, 2013). Consequently, existing
literature points to a connection between emotional intelligence, cultural intelligence, and
development as a leader for the CHRO (McKee, Boyatzis, & Johnston, 2008; Wittmer &
Hopkins, 2018). Managing oneself, building relationships, and bringing people together
regarding a future state are traits that help leaders excel and are used to support creating
inclusive environments using emotional and cultural intelligence (McKee et al., 2008;
Wittmer & Hopkins, 2018).
Existing research focuses on departmental functions versus the individual role of
the CHRO (Bottger & Vanderbroeck, 2008; Ericksen & Dyer, 2005). There are varying
conclusions in the existing literature regarding the responsibilities of human resources in
public and private organizations, but there is an agreement that the function of the human
resources department and the role of the CHRO in education are unique (Metzger, 1988).
The CHRO is a top-level management position that works closely with the
superintendent, the school board, and the site administrators to manage an ever-changing
diverse environment (Rebore, 2011). This emphasizes the need for leadership with
strategic skills to influence change. Even though an organization may desire change, the
development of a culture of inclusiveness requires that a leader have the qualities
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necessary to ensure that diversity and differences are valued (Losey et al., 2005).
Moreover, inclusiveness is best fostered by leaders who recognize and create
opportunities and activities where employees experience differences as the norm (Randel
et al., 2018; Shore et al., 2011, 2018).
Gaps in the Research
The research has identified cultural intelligence as a critical characteristic that
exemplary leaders must possess to devise, implement, and sustain an inclusive work
environment. The literature has noted the outcome of inclusive environments as the high
performance of workgroups, which engenders organizational success. Pandey, Schulz,
and Camp (2018) suggested that human resources practices result in high performance of
the employees when reinforced by management. However, the literature does not address
the role of the CHRO in achieving high performance. Likewise, Jung, Yammarino, and
Lee (2009) provided insight into the value of transformational leadership and creating an
inclusive environment that leads to innovation and creativity. Although Kennedy (2008)
theorized that five leadership qualities of cultural differences are tools in creating a
culture of inclusiveness, there is a gap in the literature on culturally intelligent CHROs
and the strategies CHROs in education use to create that environment.
Furthermore, a search of the research on cultural intelligence, human resources,
leadership, and public education resulted in some articles that proved useful; however,
there was little information specific to CHROs. There were no articles found on CHROs
and cultural intelligence in education. Moreover, available empirical literature that exists
describes and assesses the various strategies to create a culture of inclusion in K-12
school districts that teachers and principals use, but there is little empirical research that
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describes and assesses the strategies that exemplary CHROs in K-12 school districts use.
Not only is there little information regarding the use of various approaches to human
resources management, but there is also a need to explore the understanding of how a
school district’s human resources management and the CHRO develop strategies that
support the school district’s mission.
Statement of the Research Problem
Existing research has emphasized the value and importance of a diverse and
inclusive environment (T. H. Cox & Blake, 1991; Ely & Thomas, 2001; Mor Barak et al.,
2016; Shore et al., 2011). A diverse and inclusive environment leads to a culture of
inclusivity. Leaders who value and use peoples’ individual differences to create a culture
of inclusivity are beneficial to sparking creativity and innovation, which leads to
organizational success (Kennedy, 2008). To achieve a culture of inclusivity, leaders are
instrumental in the organizational development and management of diversity initiatives
(Nishii & Mayer, 2009). Leaders can help drive the management of diversity.
Furthermore, scholars have noted that the type of leadership, namely
transformational leadership, is positively related to cultural intelligence (Odden & Kelly,
2008). Likewise, CHROs who are transformational leaders are more likely to focus on
measures that create a culture of inclusiveness that contributes to or improves student
learning (Keung & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2013; Shore et al., 2018). Leaders with cultural
intelligence are more likely to support the development of diverse and culturally inclusive
environments (Nishii & Mayer, 2009). Therefore, organizations need to cultivate leaders
who are culturally intelligent and can use differences to motivate employees (Moua,
2011). Whom the organization selects as culturally intelligent leaders is equally
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important. Losey et al. (2005) and Bottger and Vanderbroeck (2008) observed that
CHROs influence the diversity and leadership practices within the organization.
Moreover, Keung and Rockinson-Szapkiw (2013) noted similar findings in leaders with
high cultural intelligence in education settings. Therefore, CHROs are instrumental in
guiding the district in the creation of a culture of inclusivity within the organization.
Bass (1999) noted that the need for cultural competency is important in successful
organizational operations. To influence and motivate change, Bass indicated that leaders
are expected to know and understand about diversity to influence employee behavior and
performance. Jung et al. (2009) asserted that in a multicultural organization, the effect of
transformational leadership on organizational outcomes is profound. This is likely
because, as Jung et al. noted, leaders can use their cultural competency to communicate
and understand common values and shared vision of followers to create and sustain a
culture of inclusiveness.
Additionally, meeting the challenges of globalization and diversity remains a
constant challenge for school districts. Therefore, educational institutions must be guided
in recognizing the value and benefit of culturally intelligent educational leaders who use
strategies to ensure cultural differences to achieve organizational objectives such as
collaboration, task performance, and student learning outcomes (Aldhaheri, 2017). This
includes modeling behavior and action that contributes to the desired culture of
inclusivity. However, CHROs must contend with the challenge of identifying what
strategies support the development of inclusive environments (Bottger & Vanderbroeck,
2008). The literature has stated that leaders who serve as role models induce a culture of
inclusiveness to achieve success (Jung et al., 2009; Nishii & Mayer, 2009). Losey et al.
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(2005) suggested that it is the responsibility of human resources and the role of CHROs
to implement and enforce diversity management measures within the organization.
However, diversity initiatives alone will not achieve a culture of inclusiveness. As the
diversity within education continues to evolve, the need for culturally intelligent leaders
to guide diversity, inclusion, and the facilitation of a culture of inclusiveness is clear.
An exemplary CHRO who is culturally intelligent and who can support the school
district’s development and employment of strategies to create a culturally inclusive
environment and value the differences of all employees to support student learning is
vital (Aldhaheri, 2017; Crowne, 2008). Although Kennedy (2008) theorized five
leadership qualities of cultural differences as tools to sustain the creation of a culture of
inclusiveness, there is a gap in the literature on culturally intelligent CHROs and the
strategies they use in school districts to create that environment. Whereas Mor Barak
(2000) and Shore et al. (2011, 2018) discussed the need for organizations to create a
culture of inclusiveness, the strategies necessary to facilitate inclusive environments are
lacking. Therefore, it is not known what strategies exemplary CHROs use to create a
culture of inclusiveness using Kennedy’s (2008) five qualities of leadership within K-12
school districts.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this sequential, explanatory mixed method study was to identify
and describe the leadership strategies that CHROs of K-12 school districts use to create
an organizational culture of inclusiveness using Kennedy’s (2008) five leadership
qualities of cultural differences.
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Research Questions
1. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make diversity a priority?
2. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to get to know people and their
differences?
3. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to enable rich communication?
4. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make personal responsibility a core
value?
5. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to establish mutualism as the final
arbiter?
6. What do exemplary K-12 CHROs perceive as the most important advantages of
creating an organizational culture of inclusiveness?
Significance of the Problem
The accelerated rate at which global changes affect an organization is alarming
(Theodorakopoulos & Budhwar, 2015). The impact of changes within the educational
system is especially alarming, making the role of the CHROs critical (Rebore, 2011).
Human resources leaders have the responsibility for critical roles that are central to
organizational success when recruiting, selecting, training, developing, and implementing
policy and complying with changes in local, state, and federal regulations (Losey et al.,
2005; Rebore, 2011). Keung and Rockinson-Szapkiw (2013) and Aldhaheri (2017)
found that leaders who use cultural intelligence and transformational leadership to guide
organizational decisions can have a positive influence on the development of inclusive
practices and work environments, which in turn affect student learning.
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Human resources leaders must possess a sense of the current conditions within the
organization, such as the demographic trend predictions that indicate the composition of
the population and the effect on K-12 public education (Aldhaheri, 2017; Rebore, 2011).
Trend analysis requires CHROs to rely on transformational leadership abilities to aid in
guiding decisions to achieve organizational goals and to have an awareness and
understanding of diversity and inclusion issues (Aldhaheri, 2017; Rebore, 2011). CHROs
who are culturally intelligent are more likely to influence the development of strategies
that create inclusive environments that are conducive to the retention of qualified staff.
Furthermore, organizations require human resources leaders who can incorporate
Kennedy’s (2008) five qualities of leadership to use individual differences (making
diversity a priority, getting to know people and their differences, enabling rich
communication, making accountability a core value, and establishing mutualism as the
final arbiter).
Research has shown that leaders who use differences establish a culture of
inclusion, influence the behavior of other leaders, and have followers who are more
successful at achieving organizational objectives. Achieving the organizational
objectives is tied to the primary human resources functions of recruitment of teachers
capable of changing a system. A review of the essential role of the CHROs includes
responding to the shifting diversity to address the needs of students. Rebore (2011)
reported that organizations continue to experience an expansion in the diversification of
the workforce. Likewise, districts, through the CHROs, must be prepared to respond by
developing other leaders who are culturally intelligent and aiding the district in
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developing, recruiting, and retaining teachers and other staff who align with the district’s
educational objectives.
Organizations require culturally intelligent leaders who use individual differences
to devise strategies to aid the organization in creating a culture of inclusiveness, and there
is much that is unknown about the applicability of cultural intelligence in educational
settings relative to human resources leaders. Therefore, this study sought to fill in the
gap in the research regarding the impact and efficacy of a school district CHRO’s
development and implementation of strategies to create a culture of inclusiveness within
educational organizations. Additionally, the study may identify the most effective
strategies human resources leaders could employ to achieve organizational success. The
study can be used to identify traits, strategies, and the leadership style that are best suited
to selecting human resources leaders. Furthermore, the results of the study could be used
to provide information such as professional development strategies for other leaders
within the organization that affect diversity and inclusiveness of employees, and thus
student learning.
Definitions
Chief human resources officer (CHRO). The CHRO is the top human
resources management position within K-12 districts used for this study. The position
titles ranged from director, CHRO, to assistant, associate, or deputy superintendent.
Organizational priority. Diversity as an organizational priority is an intentional
action to embrace individuals’ unique differences, perspectives, and talents as identifiers
for organizational success (Kennedy, 2008; Winters, 2015).
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Know people and their differences. Knowing people and their differences is
intentionally developing deep knowledge, expertise, and empathy about diversity through
curiosity, experiences, and daily practice (Hesselbein & Goldsmith, 2009; Kennedy,
2008; Travis, Nugent, & Lengnick-Hall, 2019).
Enables rich communication. Rich communication is the transfer of
information with the intent to understand the meaning and broaden one’s perspective,
resulting in a personal connection between individuals (Armengol, Fernandez, Simo, &
Sallan, 2017; Daft & Lengel, 1986; Jensen et al., 2018; Kennedy, 2008).
Personal responsibility as a core value. Personal responsibility as a core value
is a leader’s conscious ownership of his or her actions and the impact on others
(Kennedy, 2008; Molenmaker et al., 2016; Tausen et al., 2018).
Mutualism as the final arbiter. Mutualism as the final arbiter is when everyone
benefits and no one is harmed by the decisions and actions within the team or
organization (Kennedy, 2008). Mutualism establishes trust in organizations through a
deep sense of shared purpose, a thoughtful inspection of each member’s ideas and
interests, and an interdependence when performing roles and responsibilities (Harvey &
Drolet, 2004; Mishra, 1996; Rau, 2005).
Culture of inclusion. A culture of inclusion is the incorporation of diverse
individuals in an environment of mutual respect and acceptance that recognizes and
values their unique contribution to the success of the organization (Azmat et al., 2015;
Kennedy, 2008; Mak et al., 2014; Tawagi & Mak, 2015).
Culture. “Culture is all learned and shared human patterns or models that
distinguish the members of one group of people from another” (Damen, 1987, p. 51).
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Cultural intelligence. Cultural intelligence is “an individual’s ability to relate
and work effectively in culturally diverse settings” (Ramirez, 2014, p. 22).
Delimitations
This study was delimited to 13 exemplary CHROs in K-12 school districts in
Orange, Riverside, and San Bernardino counties that met the definition of exemplary.
Exemplary is defined as someone set apart from peers in a supreme manner, a suitable
behavior, or principles or intentions that can be copied (Goodwin et al., 2014). For this
study, an exemplary leader demonstrated at least four of the characteristics listed in the
following section:
● They have participated in organizational and community activities involving diverse
individuals.
● They show evidence of leading a culturally inclusive organization.
● They have a minimum of 5 years of experience in the profession.
● They have had articles, papers, or materials written, published, or presented at
conferences or association meetings about cultural inclusion.
● They have received recognition by their peers as leaders who gave respect to all
people.
● They have a membership in professional associations in their field.
● They have a membership in associations of groups focused on their field.
Organization of the Study
This study on culturally intelligent CHROs and the strategies they used to guide
and support the creation of culturally inclusive organizations by using differences is
organized into five chapters. Chapter I introduced the study along with the purpose
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statement, research questions, and significance of the study. Chapter II contains a
synthesis of the literature expanding on the concepts of cultural intelligence and CHROs.
Chapter III reveals the research design and methodology of the study with a description
of the population and sample, the instrument used, and the data collection procedures.
Chapter IV represents an analysis of the data and a subsequent discussion of the findings.
Chapter V offers a summary, conclusions, and recommendations for further research.
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Chapter II provides an extensive review of the literature and research conducted
on cultural intelligence and the strategies that exemplary chief human resources officers
(CHROs) use to create a culture of inclusiveness in K-12 school districts. The literature
review begins with the investigation into what a culture of inclusiveness is. Next, the
review provides a brief historical review of diversity, inclusion, the challenges of
diversity, and the importance of creating a culture of inclusiveness. The review
progresses to include a discussion of associated theoretical foundations related to cultural
intelligence that helps guide the reader to understand the use of cultural intelligence in
creating a culture of inclusiveness. The study also explored the five variables that are the
theoretical framework for this study—make diversity a priority, get to know people and
their differences, enable rich communication, hold personal responsibility as a core value,
and establish mutualism as a final arbiter. Furthermore, the literature review references
how exemplary leaders use each variable separately to create a culture of inclusiveness.
The researcher investigated the correlation between leadership, leadership characteristics,
and cultural intelligence.
The study includes a review of the function of human resources and the role of the
CHRO within the K-12 school district. Finally, the literature review provides the
researcher a theoretical framework from which to understand the strategies and behaviors
that exemplary leaders, specifically K-12 school district CHROs, practice to create an
inclusive environment using the five qualities of leadership. The literature review
concludes with a discussion of the gaps in the research and a summary relevant to the
research.
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Culture
Culture is the core of cultural intelligence and provides the foundation to
understand the behaviors and beliefs of ourselves and others (Thomas et al., 2008).
There are many definitions of culture. Triandis (1989) referred to culture as a group’s
way of perceiving their environment and the behavior and attitudes whereas Hofstede
(1980) defined culture as a system of collective values that are programmed over time
and distinguish one group from the other. Still another definition by Banks (2006)
indicated that culture is the symbols, behavior patterns, values, and institutions to which
groups ascribe meaning and share with others. Culture is also viewable from common
antecedents such as time, language, location, history, and ecology (Earley & Ang, 2003).
Culture provides the knowledge, for members of a group and to those whom they teach
their culture to, of acceptable ways to act, think, and feel (Moua, 2011). Furthermore,
culture is learned, evolves, and enables group members to understand and share their
cultural patterns or norms as well as distinguish themselves from other groups (Hofstede,
1980; Triandis, 1989). Culture affects the social behavior of members to the extent that
individuals within the culture respond collectively as a group or individualistically to
goals, ideas, or conflict (Triandis, 1989).
Researchers have found that constructs within culture exist specific to a culture
(emic) or across cultures universally (etic), which explains the meaning, thinking, and
behavior of the culture as perceived by the members (emic) or nonmembers (etic; Earley
& Ang, 2003). Just as individuals or groups ascribe to cultural norms, organizations
develop cultural patterns that provide members of the organization with the expected
patterns of behaviors, actions, norms, and feelings that are distinctive to that organization
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(Moua, 2011). However, in organizations, individuals bring their unique cultural
backgrounds, experiences, and perspectives that serve to shape and influence the
organizational culture in terms of roles, norms, behaviors, and processes (Chuang, 2013).
Chrobot-Mason and Thomas (2002) found that individuals of color struggled with racial
identity and culture, making it difficult to adjust in organizations where assimilation is
prevalent or diversity exists, but does not extend to changing how the organization thinks
or works. Therefore, a goal of the CHRO and leadership as a whole is to guide the
development of a culture of inclusiveness by serving as a role model (L. C. Ng, 2011;
Nishii & Paluch, 2018), setting the cultural tone (Hyde, 2004), and creating the
environment (Korzilius et al., 2017; Nishii, 2013) in which a culture of inclusiveness can
flourish (Azmat et al., 2015; Shore et al., 2011, 2018).
Diversity
The United States has a long history of diversity and inclusion through the
diaspora of immigrants who arrived between 1880 and 1920 seeking new opportunities
(Foner, 2019; McCorkle, 2018). This immigration wave resulted in nearly 24 million
individuals of diverse cultures and races mixing culturally. Between the Depression Era
(1929-1930s) and World War II, the diversity of the United States continued to expand
with the influx of Hispanic immigrants from Latin countries. However, the feelings
about cultural diversity continued to shift to be less culturally inclusive as the diversity of
the population increased (McCorkle, 2018). Moreover, between 1960 and the mid-1970s,
the United States saw the rise of the civil rights movements in response to the increasing
diversity, yet feelings of exclusion and lack of power and equality by ethnic and racial
minorities persisted (Foner, 2019). Accordingly, research arose that centered on cultural
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diversity and the intelligence necessary to understand and successfully create inclusive
organizations that use the talents of a diverse workforce (T. H. Cox & Blake, 1991; Ely &
Thomas, 2001). Organizations comprised individuals who were representative of the vast
spectrum of demographic diversity (Mor Barak et al., 2016; Roberson, 2006; Rosenauer
et al., 2016) and cognitive diversity, which included specialized knowledge, education,
and skills (Liao & Long, 2016; Miller et al., 1998). Like culture, attempts to define
diversity by a single definition has proven difficult.
Researchers have defined diversity as the fundamental nature of a group or
organization when cultural or national commonality exists and has the potential for both
harmful and positive outcomes (Mor Barak, 2008). Ely and Thomas (2001) defined
diversity as the characteristics that exist within and between members of demographic
groups. Whereas T. H. Cox (1991) indicated diversity as defined by a narrow definition
of race, gender, and national origin, Ely and Thomas (2001) expanded the definition to
include cultural diversity. Diversity is also defined as the different perspectives among
cultural groups that result in differences attributable to the behavior and identity of the
specific group (Roberson, 2006). Williams and O’Reilly (1998) aptly defined diversity
as an attribute that is used to inform the individual that another person is different.
Research related to diversity, inclusion, and leadership has found a correlation
between organizations that prioritize diversity perspectives and organization initiative to
achieve successful outcomes (E. S. W. Ng, 2008). Furthermore, the commitment to
diversity extends beyond increasing the number of different diverse perspectives within
an organization to taking advantage of the individual differences to affect organizational
outcomes (Bono & Judge, 2004; Kennedy, 2008; Korzilius et al., 2017; Randel, Dean,
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Ehrhart, Chung, & Shore, 2016). Creating a culture of inclusiveness requires leadership
to recognize and influence the diverse, available human capital within the organization
(Dreachslin, 2007; Ely & Thomas, 2001).
Inclusion
Extant research on diversity and inclusion uses the terms interchangeably and
treats each as a separate and distinct construct. Roberson (2006) suggested that the
diversity and inclusion literature refers to the conditions organizations seek to create and
maintain. To distinguish diversity from inclusion, Roberson posited that diversity is the
mixing of individuals from dissimilar cultural backgrounds into one group. Mor Barak,
Cherin, and Berkman (1998) found that the distinction between diversity and inclusion is
that diversity focuses organizational practices to assess diversity climate, diversity
policies, and hiring based on demography; whereas, inclusion addresses fairness,
personal value, comfort with diversity, in an employee perception diversity climate. The
definition of diversity centers on race, ethnicity, gender, and national origin (Roberson,
2006). Moreover, inclusion is defined as the empowerment of workers to participate in
decision-making, have access to information, and engage in a level of active involvement
in workgroups or in the organization (Roberson, 2006). Inclusion also focuses on the
degree of belongingness and uniqueness an individual feels toward the workgroup or
organization (Roberson, 2006; Shore et al., 2011), and thus the ability to contribute
meaningfully (Mor Barak et al., 1998).
The available research has demonstrated that historically, language, cultural
backgrounds, race, gender, disability, and orientation are barriers to inclusion and
acceptance by others who perceive dissimilar individuals as undesirable (Mor Barak,
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2000; Pelled, Ledford, & Mohrman, 1998). Organizations achieve inclusion when the
demographic dissimilarity of the existing diversity is accepted and individuals are
provided full opportunities to contribute to the success of the organization (Mor Barak et
al., 2016; Pelled, Ledford, & Mohrman, 1999; Shore et al., 2018). A leader’s beliefs and
behaviors influence inclusion within the organization (Nishii & Mayer, 2009; Randel et
al., 2018; Rosenauer et al., 2016). As the climate of increased diversity continues,
organizations need leaders who value diversity and demonstrate inclusive behavior that
encourages employees to adopt similar behaviors (Mor Barak et al., 2016; Nembhard &
Edmondson, 2006; Randel et al., 2016, 2018).
A Culture of Inclusiveness
The United States has one of the largest heterogeneous workforces in the world
(T. H. Cox & Blake, 1991). Technology, transportation, and communication have
changed how the U.S. workforce operates and provides education in local and global
settings (Aldhaheri, 2017; Fang, Schei, & Selart, 2018; Moua, 2011). As the world
continues to expand and change, globalization requires organizations to meet the
challenges of seamlessly engaging this expanding diverse workforce in cross-cultural
interactions to achieve the organizational goals. Multicultural organizations must
become more knowledgeable about workforce experience (T. H. Cox, 1991).
It is important to note that the ability to mix cultures without a bridge to interpret
cultural context, provide meaning, or ensure belongingness can lead to intercultural
conflict, loss of productivity, and eventual turnover (Korzilius et al., 2017). Therefore,
creating and maintaining an inclusive workplace is valuable in allowing individuals of
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every diversity spectrum to achieve their fullest potential as well as the organizational
mission and objectives.
Cultural inclusiveness is the voluntary establishment of an environment that
respects and values diverse individuals for who they are and leverages those differences
for the benefit of the organization (Azmat et al., 2015; Roberson, 2006; Shore et al.,
2018). Similarly, Randel et al. (2018) and Mor Barak (2000, 2008) explained that a
culture of inclusiveness is essential for the growth and sustainability of the organization
whereas Nembhard and Edmondson (2006) suggested that a culture of inclusion and
leader inclusiveness is the antecedent to collaboration, engagement, and effective
outcomes. Because this study investigates the effect of cultural intelligence and culture
of inclusiveness in K-12 school districts, educators must also consider how providing a
culture of inclusiveness impacts student learning (Rubinstein, 2014). The function of
human resources and the role of the CHRO support student achievement by focusing on
recruitment and retention of teachers and administrators and the development of policies
and procedures that support those goals (Odden & Kelly, 2008). Chrobot-Mason and
Thomas (2002) contended that organizations recognize the existence of cultural
differences and capitalize on those differences by developing a culture of inclusiveness,
and incorporate the diversity of the employees, gaining the competitive advantage by
increasing creativity and innovation. Specific strategy, policy, and practice initiatives
designed to create a culture of inclusiveness in support of student achievement are
needed.
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Theoretical Foundations
An understanding of cultural differences and diversity is necessary to establish a
culture of inclusiveness and to determine whether cultural differences exert influence on
the creation of a culture of inclusiveness (Mak et al., 2014; Mor Barak, 2000;
Theodorakopoulos & Budhwar, 2015). Cultural intelligence theory is used as the basis
for understanding the potential influence cultural differences play in establishing a
culture of inclusiveness (Earley & Ang, 2003; Van Dyne & Ang, 2008a). Earley and
Ang (2003) explored other intelligences, including social and emotional intelligence, as a
means to define what constituted cultural intelligence and identified cultural intelligence
as a separate construct that provides an understanding of intercultural exchanges. Based
on the research findings of Earley and Ang (2003), Van Dyne et al. (2012) expanded on
cultural intelligence theory to include metacognition, cognitive, motivational, and
behavioral as dimensions of cultural intelligence. Thomas et al. (2008) identified cultural
intelligence as a system and redefined it to include cultural skills, cultural knowledge,
and cultural metacognition based on the research of Thomas and Inkson (2003) and
Sternberg (1997). Earley and Ang (2003) asserted that cognitive abilities are core to
cultural intelligence because cognitive capacity allows individuals to make sense of new,
cultural information.
Cognitive Diversity
Because Earley and Ang (2003), Thomas and Inkson (2003), and Sternberg
(1997) indicated that cognitive abilities are core to cultural intelligence, it is essential to
differentiate cognitive diversity from demographic diversity. Cognitive diversity is noted
as a key driver of performance (Liao & Long, 2016). Cognitive diversity is used to
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describe the observable differences, beliefs, and preferences of individuals (Miller et al.,
1998) and individual possession of specific knowledge and skills (Gonzalez & DeNisi,
2009; Rosenauer et al., 2016). Cognitive diversity also refers to the differences in
knowledge, beliefs, and preferences within multidisciplinary teams in addition to
demographic diversity such as race, gender, ethnicity, age, or disability (Miller et al.,
1998; Shore et al., 2011). According to Liao and Long (2016) and Gonzalez and DeNisi
(2009), environmental factors significantly influence cognitive differences. Moreover,
Fang et al. (2018) concluded that environmental factors provide the impetus to assess
norms, behaviors, and understanding within the cultural context to test the
appropriateness of responses that affect the group or organizational outcomes.
Based on cognitive diversity theory, individuals’ effectiveness at sharing their
expertise with the group is dependent on the team’s norms of open-mindedness and their
perception of the team members (Randel et al., 2018). Pelled et al. (1998) noted that the
knowledge and skills of diverse individuals enhance the efficacy and performance of the
team. Earley and Mosakowski (2004) indicated that over time, an organization will reap
the benefits of sharing unique perspectives, skills, and knowledge through increased
performance and organizational commitment. An ongoing reality of school district
administration and the CHRO is the need for collaboration between diverse staff,
instructors, and administrators responsible for student achievement (Mosley Linhardt,
2011; Rebore, 2011).
The challenge facing school district leaders of diverse individuals is the
perception of inclusion and the subsequent effect on job performance and student
learning outcomes (Childress et al., 2007; Horsford, Grosland, & Gunn, 2011; Odden &
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Kelly, 2008). Though cognitive diversity theory is associated with leveraging individual
knowledge and information by and between colleagues (Liao & Long, 2016), it is also
beneficial to achieving the school district’s goals and objectives. District goals and
objectives are achieved through the enhanced efficacy of teachers, leaders, and staff and
provide the impetus to a better understanding of individual differences and knowledge
creation that leads to innovation and creativity (Chua, Morris, & Mor, 2012; Korzilius et
al., 2017; Mitchell et al., 2009).
Social Cognitive Perspective Theory
Social cognitive perspective centers on the belief that individuals possess the
ability to make sense of themselves, others, and events encountered in daily interactions
(Bandura, 2001). Individuals regularly process events, situations, and individual
demands within social context through forethought, performance, and self-reflection
(Zimmerman & Schunk, 2004). People develop thoughts to address current and future
situations while assessing the value of actions and the effect of likely outcomes
(Zimmerman, 1990). Researchers have found that human behavior is shaped by
cognitive, biological, and affective events driven or controlled by internal disposition
(Zimmerman & Schunk, 2004). Therefore, the environment that humans live in, whether
it is imposed, chosen, or created (Bandura, 1999a), influences behavior, including
performing tasks and forming ideas about what leads to what results (Bandura, 1999a,
2001). Through action, humans develop knowledge and convey what is learned by
modeling over time (Bandura, 1999a). Thus, whether deliberate or accidental, humans
develop new ways of being or acting through observing, modeling, performing tasks, and
forming ideas.
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Over time, studies have noted that humans develop social-cognitive skills,
including communication and sharing knowledge with others, to aid in processing events
(Tomasello & Herrmann, 2010; Triandis, 1989). In order to sustain and foster the growth
of services or products, knowledge sharing within and between individuals is necessary
(Losey et al., 2005). However, possessing knowledge is insufficient; rather, it is how
knowledge is used and shared that positively impacts others or the organization that
determines the value of knowledge (Chen & Lin, 2013; Randel et al., 2018; Zhang &
Guo, 2019). Bandura (1986) stated that learning occurs in a social context and developed
the social cognitive perspective theory to explain that humans do not automatically act
based on environmental stimuli. Rather, individuals learn through causation, action,
cognition, affective, personal, and other influences that determine action (Bandura,
1986). Social cognitive perspective research notes that individuals with high selfefficacy create positive cognitive simulations to events in which they are the producer
and recipient of knowledge in an environment (Bandura, 1999a; Zimmerman, 1990).
The 21st-century workforce is beset by many challenges that have changed the
foundations of today’s societies and organizations (Friedman & Mandelbaum, 2011).
These challenges include the rapid pace at which organizations are transforming locally
and globally, requiring departments and teams to work collaboratively to achieve the
organizational objectives. The use of teams or groups to accomplish the organizational
goals of the school district that lead to team learning is well documented (Knapp, 2010;
Mosley Linhardt, 2011). To gain an understanding of team and group functioning and
processes used to share knowledge, researchers have examined how groups create or
develop mutually shared cognition and knowledge (Chen & Lin, 2013; MacNab &
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Worthley, 2012). Moreover, social cognitive theory asserts that individuals’
effectiveness in an organization is based on their ability to share knowledge in a team
(Chen & Lin, 2013).
Team effectiveness is enhanced by professionals who share knowledge and
expertise (Zhang & Guo, 2019). Managing a diverse workforce provides an opportunity
for sharing knowledge in groups to achieve a shared goal (Chen & Lin, 2013; Williams &
O’Reilly, 1998). Although it is essential to understand why individuals engage in
knowledge sharing among groups, it is also vital to understand how an individual’s
cultural background could influence knowledge sharing. Furthermore, effectively
leading and managing an organization requires the identification of strategies to support
an environment of knowledge sharing that leads to desired outcomes.
Social Identity Theory
A great deal of literature is devoted to diversity and inclusion (T. H. Cox & Blake,
1991; Ely & Thomas, 2001; Mor Barak, 2000; Roberson, 2006) and inclusiveness
(Azmat et al., 2015; Shore et al., 2018). Although the construct of diversity and inclusion
is important, researchers have noted that an individuals’ sense of belonging is essential to
sustaining a culture of inclusiveness (Randel et al., 2018; Shore et al., 2011). Tajfel
(1978), and Tajfel and Turner (1979) conceptualized social identity theory to identify and
describe ways in which individuals within groups behave toward one another, group
processes, and intergroup relations. Additionally, social identity theory describes the
basis for an individual’s positive self-concept within the group and the desire to secure
his or her place as a member of the group (Randel et al., 2018). The theory maintains
that individuals reserve an image of self through personal and social identity and self-
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categorization (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). This categorization provides positive selfconcept and identification in the individual and with the group based on shared
characteristics to create esteem and a sense of belonging while differentiating outgroups
(Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Although social identity theory provides the theoretical
foundation for how groups behave, the social psychology research community contended
that the social identity theory did not include motivation (Hogg, Abrams, & Brewer,
2017). Consequently, further research on social identity found that individuals desire
inclusion or sameness and uniqueness and individuality while seeking to balance the two
competing motivations of self-concept and belongingness (Hogg et al., 2017; Shore et al.,
2011).
Although the research on social identity theory continues to expand, current studies
demonstrate the benefit to exemplary CHROs in creating inclusive environments because it
provides antecedents to a culture of inclusiveness (Randel et al., 2018). Social identity
theory recognizes the challenges of ingroup and outgroup bias that pose a threat to
developing a sense of shared belonging within a group (Shore et al., 2011; Tajfel, 1978;
van Knippenberg et al., 2004). Likewise, Hogg et al. (2017) asserted that the ingroup
exhibits bias toward those who do not share the same characteristics and norms as the
individuals in the identified group and differentiates the outgroup as “them.” This
provided leaders with insight to understand variables that may decrease the ingroup and
outgroup biases. Identified findings assumed to reduce bias and increase diversity are
reducing biases against outgroups while increasing diversity within an individual’s
identified groups (Nishii & Mayer, 2009). However, additional findings have indicated
that the ingroup and outgroup conflict (Hogg et al., 2017) and biases are not eliminated
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solely through diversity measures primarily because of the cognitive and cultural
perspective of the ingroup, which influences how information is processed about self and
others (Tajfel, 1978, 1982; Triandis, 1989). Therefore, fostering a culture of inclusiveness
requires an exemplary leader with the knowledge and skills to understand the influences of
individual differences and develop strategies that promote effective teamwork to achieve
organizational goals (Earley & Ang, 2003; Kennedy, 2008; Randel et al., 2018).
Conceptualization of Cultural Intelligence
Organizations are systems of moving parts comprising a network of departments
and people established to perform specific tasks in a mutually dependent manner
(Childress et al., 2007). Harvey and Drolet (2004) acknowledged the heterogeneousness
that exists within organizations and noted that conflict is an inevitable reality to support
this system. Likewise, the need for collaboration within organizations is a constant
challenge between individual groups that leaders must grapple with (Donald L.
Anderson, 2012). The complexity of the workforce requires careful attention (Harvey &
Drolet, 2004). Increased intercultural mixing within the workforce because of
globalization requires leaders to learn new ways of leading individuals from diverse
backgrounds (Moua, 2011; Rockstuhl et al., 2011). To create the desired environment
that uses the individual differences (Azmat et al., 2015; Mor Barak, 2000; Randel et al.,
2018; Shore et al., 2011) and individual knowledge (Ang & Inkpen, 2008; Chen & Lin,
2013) of the workforce, leaders must develop an awareness of intelligence to effectively
leverage its usage.
Intelligence. Man’s interest in defining and measuring intelligence is well
documented in research since Charles Spearman’s introduction of intelligence in 1923
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(Conway & Kovacs, 2015; Hampshire, Highfield, Parkin, & Owen, 2012). Although a
unifying definition of intelligence remains nascent (Conway & Kovacs, 2015; Kovacs &
Conway, 2019), Sternberg (1984) defined intelligence as a “mental activity directed
toward purposive adaptation to, selection and shaping of, real-world environments
relevant to one’s life” (p. 270). Thus, intelligence focuses on the general cognitive
abilities of individuals to acquire knowledge and how well individuals apply that
knowledge in real-world environments (Barbey, 2018; Hampshire et al., 2012). Of note,
researchers have found a correlation between intelligence and physical attributes, job
performance, and socioeconomic outcomes and the use of intelligence for predictive
purposes (Kovacs & Conway, 2019). Specifically, current research studies have
developed new models of intelligence, extending the theory of intelligence with
influences on cultural intelligence (Conway & Kovacs, 2015; Kovacs & Conway, 2019).
Researchers have observed crystallized intelligence and fluid intelligence in the CattellHorn two-factor model of intelligence. Crystallized refers to the skills and knowledge
acquired through the socialization process whereas fluid refers to the ability to reason and
think flexibly through complex issues without previous knowledge or experience
(Barbey, 2018; Conway & Kovacs, 2015; Kovacs & Conway, 2019).
Multiple intelligences. H. Gardner (1983) defined intelligence as intellectual
potential and innate ability. Over the last 4 decades, other theories of intelligence have
emerged such as multiple intelligences. H. Gardner challenged conventionally accepted
views of intelligence as singular and broadened the scope to explain that individuals
possess multiple intelligences. H. Gardner’s theory contends that every human possesses
multiple intelligences that operate independently with varying degrees. The seven
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different forms include “logical-mathematical, linguistic, musical, spatial, bodilykinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal” (H. Gardner, 1993, p. 8). Although multiple
intelligences theory initially only distinguished seven forms of intelligences, H. Gardner
(1999) reassessed the criteria for identification and added additional intelligences.
Naturalistic and existential are considered as subdomains of intelligence, thereby
expanding the original seven to nine.
Multiple intelligences theory is based on a review of biological, psychological,
psychometric, and anthropological studies (H. Gardner, 1993). The theory was
developed to explain the cognitive processes of how the mind works but has since been
accepted by educators to try to understand how students learn (H. Gardner, 1993).
Multiple intelligences are present to varying degrees in everyone; therefore, task
performance or response is affected by the strength of the intelligence (H. Gardner, 1993;
Sternberg, 2000). Multiple intelligences theory also asserts that there are fewer variations
between groups of people than within the groups (H. Gardner, 1983). One factor to be
considered in employing or selecting for a specific job is the psychological dimensions
and criteria of individuals. H. Gardner (1999) acknowledged the limitations of multiple
intelligences theory in that it was not intended to conflate every conceivable notion of
intelligence. Also, the theory of multiple intelligences faces challenges because it is not
founded on empirical data (Sternberg & Grigorenko, 2004). Multiple intelligences theory
does provide information about social thinking or creativity, which are necessary for
intercultural relations.
Social intelligence. Social intelligence is defined as the knowledge, skills, and
beliefs that a person uses to effectively navigate in social interactions to direct behavior
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toward the desired outcome (Bar-On, Tranel, Denburg, & Bechara, 2003; Crowne, 2013;
Sternberg, 1997). People live in a social world and interact using verbal and nonverbal
communication, indicating social intelligence as a set of social-cognitive skills (Ang &
Inkpen, 2008; Sternberg, 1997). Crowne (2009) argued that social intelligence is present
in diverse environments such as when employees and leaders use interpersonal and
intrapersonal skills and interpret cultural clues and emotions to successfully achieve
organizational objectives. Crowne suggested that these aspects of multiple intelligences
from which emotional intelligence and cultural intelligence are derived lead to higher
levels of emotional intelligence and cultural intelligence, and she also suggested that the
effects of social, emotional, and cultural intelligence are concomitant. Similarly, Miao,
Humphrey, and Qian (2018) argued that there is a correlation between emotional and
social intelligence that indicates an effect in daily interactions. Figure 2 demonstrates the
correlation between social intelligence and emotional and cultural intelligence.

Figure 2. The relationships among social intelligence, emotional intelligence and cultural
intelligence. From “An Empirical Analysis of Three Intelligences” by K. A. Crowne, 2009,
Organizational Management Journal, 6(3), pp. 148–163. Copyright 2009 by Eastern Academy of
Management.
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Emotional Intelligence
Emotional intelligence is a separate construct independent of cultural intelligence
(Earley & Ang, 2003). H. Gardner (1983) conceptualized emotional intelligence as part
of intrapersonal and interpersonal intelligence. Emotional intelligence is considered a
key facet of multiple intelligences, not only as a separate construct but also as intertwined
throughout the other intelligences (H. Gardner, 1993). The theory was introduced to
describe an individual’s capability to process and monitor emotions or feelings,
differentiate between them, and use the information to guide their thinking or action
(Crowne, 2009; Mayer & Salovey, 1993). The intent was to provide the individual with
the ability to recognize and express emotion as well as comprehend and reason with
emotion (Earley & Ang, 2003; Goleman, 1998b). As a leadership quality, emotional
intelligence enables the leader to self-regulate emotions through the development of
awareness of mood, which leads to self-reflection when interacting with others (Shore et
al., 2011). Goleman (1998a) maintained that “effective leaders are distinguished by a
high degree of emotional intelligence” (p. 2). Therefore, when responding to situations,
leaders demonstrate emotional intelligence in a two-step process: (a) the leader reacts
instantly to external stimuli, and (b) reflection occurs shortly thereafter, requiring the
leader to assess the meaning of the emotional responses of the individual and the
situation, followed by actions based on an understanding of the emotional response(s)
(Crowne, 2008).
Although Earley and Ang (2003) and Crowne (2013) offered that social,
emotional, and cultural intelligences are separate constructs but share similar
characteristics, leaders could exhibit social intelligence and emotional intelligence but
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lack cultural intelligence (Crowne, 2008). Additionally, Triandis (2006) indicated that
leaders with emotional intelligence could adeptly interpret social and emotional cues in
cross-cultural interactions. Bar-On et al. (2003) conceptualized emotional intelligence as
noncognitive skills that embrace mental and personality dispositions. The theory
presupposes that individuals exhibit intrapersonal skills such as self-awareness and
interpersonal skills such as empathy. The range of emotions influences the individual’s
coping mechanism with environmental demands. Goleman, Boyatzis, and McKee (2013)
found that in emotional moments, leaders who are attuned to the feelings of others are
capable knowing what to do and say to calm fears, ease anger, and lift spirits. The
emotional intelligence theory is conceptualized by an overlap with social intelligence and
cultural intelligence because all three intelligences are concerned with interpersonal
relationships (Crowne, 2013). Combined with social intelligence and cultural
intelligence, a leader possesses the ability not only to develop self-awareness and the
skills to manage his or her emotional responses to situations (Goleman, 1998a; Mayer &
Salovey, 1993) but also to properly identify the emotions of others to successfully
manage intercultural situations (Crowne, 2013; Goleman et al., 2013). Therefore,
emotional intelligence is useful in cross-cultural environments when coupled with other
intelligences.
Dimensions of Cultural Intelligences
The tragic events of September 11, 2001, and the ensuing global discourse over
the events reflected a fundamental failure of understanding of culture, beliefs, politics,
and needs (Earley & Ang, 2003). Moreover, globalization saw an increase in diversity
represented in organizations both domestically and abroad. Cultural differences and
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misunderstandings led researchers to explore interpersonal interactions through
extensive studies of intelligence. The ability to interact effectively in multiple cultures
is described and identified by researchers as cultural intelligence (Crowne, 2008; Earley
& Ang, 2003; Triandis, 2006). The roots of cultural intelligence are firmly grounded in
the intelligence theory postulated by Sternberg (2000), which provides a historical
context of intelligence to researchers like Cattell. H. Gardner (1983), Mayer and
Salovey (1995), and Sternberg (1997) conceptualized new theories of intelligence that
suggested direction, adaptation, and criticism as core dimensions. Cultural intelligence
contains process and content consisting of cognitive, motivational, and behavioral
elements without which individuals are not considered culturally intelligent, as
represented by Figure 3 (Earley & Ang, 2003). Current studies have indicated that
individuals with higher cultural intelligence are considered better suited for successfully
mixing into any environment with effective adaptive practices within the workforce than
those with a lower cultural intelligence.

Figure 3. Facets of cultural intelligence. From Cultural Intelligence: Individual Interactions
Across Cultures, by P. C. Earley & S. Ang, 2003, p. 67. Redwood City, CA: Stanford University
Press.
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Technological trends and globalization of the workforce require an understanding
of why some individuals are more successful in certain settings than others (Crowne,
2008; Earley & Ang, 2003). A review of the literature reveals the existence of an
abundance of constructs, models, and measurements. Cultural intelligence refers to the
cognitive, motivational, and behavioral capacities to understand and effectively respond
to the beliefs, values, attitudes, and behaviors of individuals and groups in complex and
changing circumstances to effect the desired change. Moreover, cultural intelligence is
considered a consistent predictor of performance in multicultural settings.
Cognitive. Cognitive models provide the theoretical foundation for
understanding the ways people store and process information. Building on the
knowledge of self-concept (identity theory) and social information (self-theory), the
cognitive aspect of cultural intelligence attempts to establish a means for comprehending
and functioning within a cultural context. Researchers argued that intrapersonal and
interpersonal processes influence an individual’s capabilities in unfamiliar cultural
environments. Although cultural intelligence includes cognitive frameworks such as selfidentity, self, and analogical reasoning used to acquire, store, and process information,
theorists have argued that knowledge alone is not enough considering the critical
development of cognitive abilities across cultural boundaries (Earley & Ang, 2003).
Cognitive intelligence requires the individual to possess or develop the ability and skills
to function within a new culture, including customs and norms. Cognitive intelligence
includes how individuals see themselves within a cultural context (Earley & Ang, 2003;
Van Dyne & Ang, 2008a). Cognitive intelligence also consists of the individual’s
perception of cultural knowledge of differences on a macrolevel (universal) and
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microlevel (specific; Moua, 2011). Livermore (2015) maintained that the ability to
recognize personal, global, and cultural differences through interactions and respond
appropriately are gauges of cultural intelligence. Analogical reasoning describes the
transference of knowledge and experience between domains as well as differentiation and
flexibility when new information is introduced into a cultural setting. Therefore,
culturally intelligent individuals use analogical, self, and self-identity to effectively
navigate cultural and social situations.
Metacognitive. Earley and Ang (2003) noted the importance of metacognitive
abilities in cultural intelligence but did not include metacognition in their cultural
intelligence model. Building on the cognitive aspects of cultural intelligence, Van Dyne
and Ang’s (2008b) expanded model of cultural intelligence, which included
metacognitive, is represented by Figure 4. Van Dyne and Ang explained metacognitive
intelligence as the conscious awareness of cultural intelligence during cross-cultural
exchanges. Consequently, Earley and Ang (2003) observed that metacognition is
“thinking about thinking” (p. 100) or the awareness of one’s thoughts and the ability to
regulate thoughts when information is received. Researchers have noted that
metacognition contains two elements: metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive
experience. Metacognitive knowledge is a person’s acquisition of knowledge about the
world. Metacognitive experience is defined as experience based on a cognitive activity
by which the individual infers outcome based on the experience. Specifically,
metacognition allows an individual to use thought process to decipher cultural knowledge
during an interaction and make an appropriate adjustment during or after an interaction
with someone from a different culture (MacNab & Worthley, 2012). Metacognitions are
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superordinate judgments made about the thought processes of self and others. As a
result, individuals are more likely to recall information and make connections to an
existing schema (Earley & Ang, 2003). Consequently, Van Dyne et al. (2010) and Earley
and Ang (2003) maintained that leaders with high metacognitive intelligence use
planning and checking to anticipate how to approach people, topics, or situations to
develop strategies to resolve intercultural issues or improve effectiveness.

Figure 4. Four factor model of cultural intelligence. From The Sub-Dimensions of the Four-Factor
Model of Cultural Intelligence: Expanding the Conceptualization and Measurement of Cultural
Intelligence, by L. Van Dyne and S. Ang, 2008, Technical Report for the Cultural Intelligence Center.

Motivational. The second element of cultural intelligence is motivational
cultural intelligence. Possession of knowledge and the ability to process information
about the self and others is insufficient to actualize cultural intelligence within a cultural
context. Researchers studying intelligences have noted that the motivation of individuals
within cross-cultural settings is often overlooked. For example, theorists, like H. Gardner
(1983) and Mayer and Salovey (1995), who have done emotional intelligence work, have
noted that in multiple intelligences, motivation appears secondary. Likewise, the
motivational aspect is absent in Sternberg’s (1986) triarch model (Earley & Ang, 2003).
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Earley and Ang (2003) believed that motivation is critical to an individual’s interest in
cultural influences and understanding capabilities.
Motivation is conceptualized as individuals’ confident belief in their ability to
focus needed attention on cultural differences to achieve successful cultural interactions
in new environments (Van Dyne & Ang, 2008a). In addition to developing cognitive
awareness of a new culture, the individual must be motivated to engage cross-culturally
in new settings (Earley & Ang, 2003; Rockstuhl et al., 2011). Motivation is influenced
by various facets, including an individual’s self-motivation (Earley & Ang, 2003).
Earley and Ang (2003) described self-motivation that underlies cognition as (a) selfenhancement, (b) self-efficacy, and (c) self-consistency. Respectively, research has noted
that leaders who use motivational cultural intelligence to endure challenges when cultural
differences occur are more successful (Livermore, 2015). Moua (2011) concluded that
the ability to pay attention and respond in unfamiliar surroundings and situations is an
aspect of motivational cultural intelligence.
Behavioral. Earley and Ang (2003) and Van Dyne and Ang (2008a) agreed that
behavioral cultural intelligence is the individual’s ability to demonstrate appropriate
verbal and nonverbal actions and responses when engaging in cross-cultural interactions.
Acquisition of knowledge, motivation, or cognition constitutes cultural intelligence.
Cultural intelligence is evidenced by possession of the subdimensions of cultural
intelligence followed by behaviors. Earley and Ang (2003) indicated that behavior is a
critical consideration of cultural intelligence because an individual’s interactions and
interpretations of those actions are influenced by culture. Cultural intelligence means
that individuals with high behavioral cultural intelligence possess the skill to interpret
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what is seen and heard in face-to-face interactions and subsequently adjust their behavior
(Livermore, 2015). Therefore, those individuals with higher behavioral cultural
intelligence are more likely to be understood by and have more common ground with
culturally diverse others.
Cultural Intelligent Domain Assessment
Cultural intelligence is represented by an individual’s ability to function across
culturally diverse settings and extends the boundaries of traditional intelligence theories
(Earley & Ang, 2003). Since its conceptualization, research by new and seminal authors
continues to refine and expand the body of cultural intelligence knowledge, including
adding new variables that align cultural intelligence with traditional intelligence models
(Ang et al., 2007). For example, Thomas (2006) conceptualized mindfulness as a new
dimension of cultural intelligence that is integrated with and central to knowledge and
behavior. Mindfulness is described as heightened awareness and is critical for cultural
intelligence because it is descriptive of continual monitoring and consciousness (Thomas,
2006). Available research found that the influence of mindfulness, when added to
existing cultural intelligence domains, decreases reactiveness while increasing influential
capacity in cross-cultural exchanges (Thomas, 2006). Moreover, although Thomas
maintained that cultural intelligence requires knowledge of the effect of culture on the
motivation of self and others, motivation as a part of knowledge is arguable. Motivation
involves different self-concepts about what is desirable and thus may influence outcomes
and behaviors.
Earley and Ang (2003) defined cultural intelligence as the capability for
successful adaptation in new cultural settings. Thomas et al. (2008) noted that conceptual
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issues with Earley and Ang’s (2003) original definition lacked clarity in that it included
variables not directly connected with cultural intelligence. The redefined definition of
cultural intelligence is “a system of interacting knowledge and skills, linked by cultural
metacognition, that allows people to adapt to, select, and shape the cultural aspects of
their environment” (Thomas et al., 2008, p. 127).
Thomas et al. (2008) argued the need to differentiate intelligence and intelligent
behavior. In contrast to Earley and Ang’s (2003) and other views of cultural intelligence,
Thomas et al.’s (2008) new definition of cultural intelligence asserted that knowledge and
skills are developed but highlighted that cultural metacognition is the critical component
that predicts culturally intelligent behaviors across cultures. Cultural metacognition links
deliberate monitoring of cultural knowledge, learning, and experiences to actions
(Thomas et al., 2008). Similarly, Chua et al. (2012) and Chua and Ng (2017) wrote that
cultural metacognition helps mitigate cultural knowledge overload. Thomas et al. (2008)
believed that cultural intelligence is a system of interactive abilities that are linked to and
enhanced by metacognition. These metacognitive enhancements are
1. cognitive self-regulation,
2. abstraction of specific knowledge,
3. focus of cognitive resources, and
4. compensatory effects. (Thomas et al., 2008, p. 131)
Figure 5 represents the process of intelligence and intelligent behavior guided by
conscious cultural metacognition.
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Figure 5. Domain of cultural intelligence. Adapted from “Cultural Intelligence: Domain and
Assessment,” by D. C. Thomas et al., 2008, International Journal of Cross-Cultural
Management, 8(2), 123–143 (https://doi.org/10.1177/1470595808091787).

Although the new definition clarified cultural intelligence as a system of
interacting elements consisting of knowledge, skills, and cultural metacognition,
assessment based on the new definition is lacking. Previously developed assessments
based on existing definitions of cultural intelligence contained behavioral elements (Ang
et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2008; Van Dyne & Ang, 2008a). Thomas et al. (2008) argued
that measuring cultural intelligence as a multifaceted system requires employing multiple
instruments, including surveys, interviews, observations, and simulations that provide a
direct correlation to cultural intelligence.
Measuring Cultural Intelligence
Many organizations use assessments designed to measure a candidate’s
technical or professional knowledge required for the job. However, neither technical
nor professional knowledge alone is sufficient to ensure success in cross-cultural
environments (Thomas et al., 2008). With globalization resulting in greater diversity
within the workforce, there is a need to ensure that individuals demonstrate the
capacity to navigate cultural environments (Ang et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2008).
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Additionally, the assessment of cultural intelligence identifies knowledge gaps (Ang et
al., 2007; Van Dyne & Ang, 2008a; Van Dyne et al., 2012). Cultural intelligence
assessments are useful resources that can be used when recruiting to aid in identify
potential candidates with desired characteristics needed to work and lead in
multicultural environments (Ang et al., 2007; Fang et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2008;
Van Dyne et al., 2010).
Theoretical Framework
To ensure the longevity of an organization, leaders need strategies to manage the
workforce effectively. Present research highlights the need for managing intercultural
interactions in multicultural environments as the demographic population within the
workplace continues to shift (Chua et al., 2012). Leveraging or cultivating the unique
differences of employees is critical in innovating new ideas and achieving the mission of
the organization (Kennedy, 2008; Korzilius et al., 2017; Mor Barak, 2000; Mor Barak et
al., 2016; Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006; Randel et al., 2016).
Recognizing the importance of diversity within organizations to drive
competition, Kennedy (2008) proposed three themes to use diversity to increase
innovation and creativity by putting the differences of individuals to work. Theme 1
suggests that as organizations become more diverse, leaders must understand and address
diversity within the organization. Theme 2 argues that 21st-century leaders who lead
with a diverse perspective have an edge. Theme 3 signifies that leader acclimation is
necessary to utilizing diversity within the organization to the internal and external needs
of the customer.
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Kennedy (2008) provided a theoretical framework that is used to identify and
describe the leadership strategies that exemplary leaders use to create an organizational
culture of inclusiveness. Kennedy described five leadership qualities of cultural
differences that achieve cultural inclusiveness:
1. makes diversity an organization priority,
2. gets to know people and their differences,
3. enables rich communication,
4. holds personal responsibility as a core value, and
5. establishes mutualism as a final arbiter. (pp. 44–50)
The five qualities are perceived as the difference between organizations that recognize
the need to create a culture of inclusiveness and managing diversity and those that do not
(Kennedy, 2008; Moua, 2011). The opportunity to deliver human resources processes
and initiatives within K-12 school districts, and thus to support student achievement, lies
in understanding individual employees and their differences; therefore, the framework
selected has relevance in creating a culture of inclusiveness.
Makes Diversity an Organizational Priority
There are many competing demands for 21st-century leaders (Zaccaro, Rittman,
& Marks, 2001). Leaders often shift between focusing on these competing demands (i.e.,
profits, goals, or compliance) and supporting employee issues (Nembhard & Edmondson,
2006; Nishii & Paluch, 2018). Effective leadership requires the organizational
development of strategic plans that include assessing and analyzing the vision to
determine the direction of the organization (Kennedy, 2008). This is a shift in focus of
the typical leader function. However, effective organizational prioritization also includes
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intermediate and long-term strategic planning, development, and actualization of a vision
for the organization to follow (Kennedy, 2008). Kennedy (2008) also urged the
organization’s diversity to be made a priority.
Making diversity an organizational priority is an intentional action that embraces
individuals’ unique differences, perspectives, and talents as identifiers for organizational
success (Kennedy, 2008; Winters, 2015). To achieve making diversity a priority, leaders
must evaluate and prioritize the influence of diversity within the organization to create a
culture of inclusiveness (Kennedy, 2008). Though the effect of prioritizing diversity is
not always tangible (E. S. W. Ng, 2008), when employees perceive diversity as a priority,
the importance of increased engagement, ownership, and collaboration to create new
ideas is communicated as an opportunity (T. H. Cox, 1991).
Making diversity a priority requires leaders to understand the importance of
diversity in the workforce (Ely & Thomas, 2001; Kennedy, 2008; E. S. W. Ng, 2008;
Winters, 2015). Organizations that make cultural diversity a priority have benefited from
increased innovation, creativity, organizational commitment, individual self-value, and
pursuit of a shared goal (Kennedy, 2008; Mor Barak et al., 2016; Randel et al., 2016;
Shore et al., 2011). Additionally, there is supporting evidence that leveraging employees’
diversity leads to an organization’s overall success (Mor Barak et al., 2016; E. S. W. Ng,
2008; Nishii & Mayer, 2009). Existing research indicates that to innovate and sustain the
business, leaders must make diversity an organizational priority (Kennedy, 2008; Mor
Barak et al., 2016; E. S. W. Ng, 2008).
School districts are diverse multicultural organizations (Fassinger, 2008; Metzger,
1988; Rebore, 2011) with individuals from different backgrounds working toward a
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common goal of student achievement. Under Title IX, Every Student Succeeds, and
Equal Employment Opportunity, school districts prioritize diversity in hiring and in
student achievement to ensure diversity and access. School districts have developed
strategies to provide services and employment opportunities to students and staff through
increased diversity (Rebore, 2011).
Gets to Know People and Their Differences
The process of getting to know people and their differences involves intentional
actions. Developing expertise and knowledge about the challenges and experiences of
individuals within the organization through positive inquiry improves understanding and
acceptance of diversity by and between groups (Hesselbein & Goldsmith, 2009;
Kennedy, 2008; Mor Barak et al., 2016; Randel et al., 2018; Shore et al., 2018).
Increased exposure to different cultures is proven to influence openness to gain
knowledge and understanding of different cultural backgrounds (Fang et al., 2018).
Effective leadership gets to know the individual contributors within the
organization to facilitate the individuals’ unique contributions (Northouse, 2018; Randel
et al., 2018). Individuals in an organization possess diverse skills, strengths, and
knowledge requiring the creation of tailored opportunities to maximize those abilities
(Mor Barak et al., 2016; Randel et al., 2018; Shore et al., 2018). Providing individuals
the opportunity to use their unique abilities and energy creates feelings of belongingness,
value, and organizational commitment, which creates positive organizational outcomes
(Randel et al., 2016). Culture has a profound influence on how individuals think and
behave. Therefore, getting to know people and their differences requires a leader to
understand the cultural differences of the individuals (Earley & Ang, 2003).
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Consideration of cultural influences is required when developing strategies to get
to know people and their differences (Northouse, 2018). A school district is an
organization rich with individuals from culturally diverse backgrounds with equally
diverse experience and knowledge. School district employees serve in a variety of
positions focused on the mission of student achievement, requiring interaction and
collaboration. Consideration of cultural differences is necessary to allow diverse
employees to contribute fully, thus ensuring feelings of value and commitment to the
district (Azmat et al., 2015). When employees share a role in decision-making that leads
to the success of the school district’s mission, the school district has better student
performance, employee satisfaction, and employee retention (Rebore, 2011; Rubinstein,
2014). Moreover, as educational reform continues to focus on student achievement and
employee diversity expands to fill positions to meet the educational mandates, school
districts must prepare to meet the challenge of understanding employee differences.
Getting to know the employee’s cultural differences may provide a needed cultural
understanding of students within the district’s boundary (Horsford et al., 2011).
Enables Rich Communication
Rich communication is defined as the transfer of information with the intent to
understand the meaning and broaden one’s perspective, resulting in a personal connection
between individuals (Armengol et al., 2017; Daft & Lengel, 1986; Jensen et al., 2018;
Kennedy, 2008). In a complex school district environment, leaders must develop dyadic
communications, expanding traditional methods of information sharing to achieve rich
communication (Kennedy, 2008). Rich communication involves more than the exchange
of information. Kennedy (2008) concluded that rich communication requires having a
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willingness to be open, listening effectively, and reflecting on information heard. Twoway communication describes the relationship wherein trust exists to engage in dialogue
that enables collaboration, creativity, and innovation to extend beyond traditional ideas
(Chua et al., 2012; Guerrero, Fenwick, & Kong, 2017; Neves, Almeida, & Velez, 2018).
Willingness to engage in communication between employee and employer requires
building trust, understanding of cultural perspective to establish new ways of working
and communicating (Kennedy, 2008; Mishra, 1996).
Collaboration and exchange of ideas require establishing the means for effective
communication between individuals engaged in supporting the school district’s mission
of student achievement. Effective communication is bound by mutual trust, respect, and
commitment by and between leaders and followers when exchanging information that is
pertinent to achieving the organizational goals (Northouse, 2018). Effective
communication behavior is how a leader communicates the intended message that
influences the employees’ perception of the message giver, the message, and the
commitment to the outcome (Jensen et al., 2018). In a diverse population, effective
communication is key to developing a personal connection with individuals of different
backgrounds (Armengol et al., 2017; Chuang, 2013; Daft & Lengel, 1986; Jensen et al.,
2018; Kennedy, 2008).
Leaders’ development of effective communication with all individuals within a
school district is important to achieve desired goals (Armengol et al., 2017). The
capacity of effective communication is especially critical for the CHRO who is the sense
giver within the school district who communicates with individuals at all levels
(Bouffard, 1998; Mosley Linhardt, 2011; Nishii & Paluch, 2018; Odden & Kelly, 2008).
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Effective communication includes various platforms, including verbal, visual, listening,
written, and nonverbal communication. The CHRO must develop the ability to skillfully
use various communication modalities to communicate across cultural differences in
support of aiding the achievement of the district mission and vision (Armengol et al.,
2017; Chua et al., 2012; Losey et al., 2005).
Holds Personal Responsibility as a Core Value
Personal responsibility as a core value is leaders’ conscious ownership of their
actions and the impact they have on others (Kennedy, 2008; Molenmaker et al., 2016;
Tausen et al., 2018). The understanding of potential action or inaction by a leader and
the effect on others creates the conscious awareness of personal responsibility by the
leader (W. L. Gardner, Cogliser, Davis, & Dickens, 2011; Kennedy, 2008; Molenmaker
et al., 2016). Followers look to leaders to lead by example (Chuang, 2013; Shore et al.,
2018). Leaders who hold themselves personally accountable and instill personal
accountability as a core value in others ensure that individual differences are not barriers
to accomplishing the district mission. Kennedy (2008) and Molenmaker et al. (2016)
argued that ingraining personal responsibility as a core value requires incorporating
personal responsibility into daily actions and behaviors. When leaders create
opportunities to increase knowledge of individual differences, personal responsibility as a
core value is reinforced for responsibility to collectively achieve outcomes (Molenmaker
et al., 2016). Through increased exposure to cultural differences, leaders increase their
knowledge, understanding, and commitment to personal commitment as a core value
(Çelik et al., 2016; Horsford et al., 2011). Losey et al. (2005) indicated that leaders are
aware of the personal responsibility to lead, guide, and provide information and resources
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and know when to step aside when their guidance is not needed. To understand the
individual’s cultural differences, leaders must have personal responsibility and lead
through shared responsibility as a core value (Kennedy, 2008; Molenmaker et al., 2016;
Tausen et al., 2018).
As school districts become increasingly diverse and complex, meeting the needs
of students, parents, employees, and interested stakeholders means that individual
differences are represented in guiding decisions (Rubinstein, 2014). Leaders within the
school district who hold personal responsibility for their actions are associated with
employees who see their leaders as resources to model (Horsford et al., 2011; Rubinstein,
2014). Moreover, the perception of personal responsibility within a school district is
linked to positive job performance, increased engagement, and collaboration between
support staff, teachers, and administrators (Horsford et al., 2011; Rubinstein, 2014).
However, attention to personal responsibility as a core value is not a magic bullet that
will resolve all misunderstandings of individual differences toward goal achievement. A
culture of inclusiveness environment that includes personal responsibility as a core value
for decisions and actions that align with other school district policies and procedures for
inclusion is necessary (Çelik et al., 2016; Kennedy, 2008).
Establishes Mutualism as a Final Arbiter
Mutualism as the final arbiter is when everyone benefits and no one is harmed by
the decisions and actions within the team or organization (Kennedy, 2008). Mutualism
establishes trust in organizations through a deep sense of shared purpose, a thoughtful
inspection of each member’s ideas and interests, and an interdependence when
performing roles and responsibilities (Harvey & Drolet, 2004; Mishra, 1996; Rau, 2005).
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Establishing mutualism as a final arbiter means that an individual’s behaviors and actions
are associated with increased cooperation, collaboration, and communication with trust as
the foundation (Mishra, 1996). Furthermore, establishing mutualism as a final arbiter
creates an atmosphere of reciprocal trust that predicts the future actions of employees and
leaders that is beneficial through sharing information and decisions, thereby creating a
win-win situation (Kennedy, 2008; Little & Little, 2006; Rau, 2005).
Creating an environment that is beneficial to everyone and in which no one is
harmed requires intentionality by the leader that is then mirrored by employees
(Kennedy, 2008). An environment that encourages authentic communication and
exchange of information that values diverse views of others is beneficial for achieving a
win-win situation (Kennedy, 2008; Little & Little, 2006). Including mutualism as the
final arbiter builds an environment in which members understand that decisions are made
based on what is beneficial for all, thus ensuring that actions, behavior, and motives
support a win-win environment (Kennedy, 2008; Klass, Schmidenberg, & de Reuck,
2005).
Leadership
Leadership exists in school districts, businesses, religious organizations, families,
social groups, and public agencies. Leadership is deeply woven into the very fabric of
human existence and psyche. Additionally, leadership occurs globally, both formally and
informally, among people of every culture (Bass, 2008). Though leadership practices and
theories have changed over time, the need for good leaders who are capable of leading
and who are instrumental in decision-making persists (Kouzes & Posner, 2006).
Leadership is an important factor in an organization’s success or failure. Scholars have
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found that there is a critical need for globally thinking leadership with an understanding
and appreciation for differences that can shape the culture of the organization (Moua,
2011). Theories of leadership remain a widely discussed and researched field. An
extensive amount of literature on leadership theories abounds, from the great man theory
through behavioral theories, transactional, and more recently transformational leadership.
Leadership theories attempt to explain the traits, characteristics, personality, and process
of leadership (Avolio et al., 2009; Bass, 2008; Vroom & Jago, 2007; Yammarino, 2013).
A single definition of what leadership is and does is nonexistent. Consistent in the
literature is the view that leadership involves influence and followers (Vroom & Jago,
2007). Without followers, leadership cannot exist (Vroom & Jago, 2007). The
leadership–follower dynamic occurs for many reasons, including shared purpose, trust in
the leader based on style knowledge and skill, and access to resources (Dean Anderson &
Ackerman Anderson, 2010; Bass & Riggio, 2006; Bono & Judge, 2004).
The potential to influence followers is an important factor of leadership because
in organizations, the capacity to influence represents the traits, cognitive, and situational
context needed to lead in a global environment (Bass, 2008; Vroom & Jago, 2007;
Zaccaro, Green, Dubrow, & Kolze, 2018; Zaccaro et al., 2001). Leaders have both
natural and developed capabilities that influence others to follow them toward a common
goal (Bono & Judge, 2004; Miao et al., 2018). Leadership source of power and influence
stems from many sources including legitimate authority-based positions to informal
leadership based on influence (Fairholm, 2009). Moreover, effective leaders set goals,
provide direction (McKee et al., 2008), and set the tone and expectations for the
organization (Chen & Lin, 2013). These leadership activities denote influence that
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achieves the organizational goals. Therefore, developing a culture of inclusiveness
requires leaders with the desired qualities and characteristics to influence and affect
organizational change (Kennedy, 2008; Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006; E. S. W. Ng,
2008; Randel et al., 2018; Shore et al., 2018).
As organizations and school districts continue to increase the multiculturalism of
the employee population, diversity can be a strength or a challenge if not consciously
managed (Fassinger, 2008; Mor Barak et al., 2016; Theodorakopoulos & Budhwar,
2015). Achieving an environment in which cultural inclusiveness is the norm requires
that leaders develop strategies to sustain and guide the organization, commencing with an
understanding of self to leverage the diversity within the organization (Mor Barak, 2008;
Randel et al., 2016; Shore et al., 2011, 2018). Creating a culture of inclusiveness requires
the ability to create the vision and lead the organization through the desired change
(Ackerman Anderson & Anderson, 2010; McKee et al., 2008; Moua, 2011).
Transformational Leadership
Transformational leadership is considered the single most effective form of
leadership in terms of effectiveness for achieving the organizational mission (Keung &
Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2013). Transformational leadership rests on the theory that leaders
influence and motivate followers to exceed expectations to achieve outcomes by paying
attention to the needs of followers (Dean Anderson & Ackerman Anderson, 2010; Bass &
Riggio, 2006; Piccolo et al., 2012). The theory contains four dimensions that drive
transformation and leaders: (a) idealized influence, (b) inspirational motivation,
(c) intellectual stimulation, and (d) individualized consideration (Antonakis & House,
2014; Bass & Avolio, 1993; Bass & Riggio, 2006; Piccolo et al., 2012). Idealized
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influence means the extent to which followers identify with the leaders who behave
charismatically. Inspirational motivation is the capacity of the leader to articulate a
vision that appeals to and inspires followers. Intellectual stimulation is the capacity of
leaders to take a degree of risk, challenge assumptions, and seek follower input. Finally,
individualized consideration is the extent to which leaders care about followers through
mentoring, listening to concerns, and meeting their needs. The four dimensions reflect
the concept that transformational leaders empower followers, instill trust, encourage
collaboration, and serve as role models (Bass & Avolio, 1993; Bass & Riggio, 2006;
Piccolo et al., 2012).
It is important to note the existence of a symbiotic relationship between the
culture within an organization and leadership with each affecting the other (Bass &
Avolio, 1993). Therefore, transformational leadership is of importance because leaders
are responsible for leading cultural change. Antonakis and House (2014) found that of the
various leadership theories, transformational leadership positively supports effective
leadership strategies that lead to change. Moreover, transformational leadership is shown to
positively affect employee engagement and commitment to organizational goals (Lee, Shin,
Park, Kim, & Cho, 2017; Shuck & Herd, 2012) and is the sole theory that recognizes

individual differences (Antonakis & House, 2014; Bass & Avolio, 1993; Bass & Riggio,
2006; Jung et al., 2009; Keung & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2013; Randel et al., 2018; Shore
et al., 2011). Leaders with a transformational style of leadership invest in individuals and
develop a supportive environment by responding to the uniqueness of followers (Randel
et al., 2018). Existing literature also points to a positive correlation between
understanding cultural influences and transformational leadership (Aldhaheri, 2017;
Keung & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2013).
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Charismatic Leadership
Although charismatic leadership is a separate construct, it is represented by
subdomains within transformational leadership (Bono & Judge, 2004). Charismatic
leadership is represented by idealized influence and inspirational motivation domains of
the transformational leadership theory (Antonakis & House, 2014; Bass & Riggio, 2006).
Charismatic leadership focuses on inspiring or influencing individuals to follow the
leader through motivation or appeal (Bono & Judge, 2004; Piccolo et al., 2012; Russell et
al., 2018; Zhang & Guo, 2019). Additionally, charismatic leaders are believed to have
inherent characteristics such as enthusiasm, symbolism, action, or building confidence
that give them the power to attract followers. Leaders are identified as charismatic
according to the beliefs, values, and morals displayed (Bono & Judge, 2004; Piccolo et
al., 2012).
Charismatic leadership is useful for creating the desired organizational climate to
introduce needed change initiatives. The role of leaders is to establish the vision and
direction while supporting followers through the attainment of outcomes (Randel et al.,
2016; Zaccaro et al., 2018). Likewise, charismatic leaders guide their followers by their
actions toward the desired vision by employing influence and motivation (Bono & Judge,
2004; Piccolo et al., 2012; Russell et al., 2018; Zhang & Guo, 2019). Although
transformational leadership is suited to creating inclusiveness, leaders can use
charismatic leadership practices in conjunction with transformational leadership. Leaders
selecting charismatic leadership practices to govern a diverse workforce must also
develop cultural competency because attempts to influence or motivate could have
different meanings and thus result in unintended outcomes (Aldhaheri, 2017; Keung &
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Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2013). The primary difference between charismatic and
transformational leadership is that transformational leadership focuses on individuals. By
contrast, charismatic leadership relies on the charm, communication skills, and
persuasive abilities of the leader to influence, persuade, or motivate followers without
considering follower needs.
Purpose of Human Resources Administration in K-12 School Districts
The term human resources describes both the employees of the organization and
the functions of the department responsible for managing resources related to employees
(Richman, 2015). Although different terms are used to describe the department, Bouffard
(1998) contended that the purpose of human resources is to serve people and facilitate the
learning process in school districts. The human resources administration’s main purpose
with K-12 school districts is to satisfy the obligations of public education and to assist the
district in maintaining the employment climate, which supports student learning. Odden
and Kelly (2008) reflected that the purpose of human resources within a school district is
to attract, retain, develop, and motivate qualified teachers and staff capable of meeting
student performance goals. Childress et al. (2007) maintained that the role of human
resources is to support building a high-performance district focused on student
achievement through strategic functions such as recruitment, retention, and training.
Managing the human component is the core and most important function of the human
resources department. Rebore (2011) and Odden and Kelly (2008) indicated that humans
are the greatest asset that a school district can leverage to achieve its goals.
Because globalization has required school districts to consider the challenges of
educational reform to safeguard student achievement outcomes (Horsford et al., 2011;
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Odden & Kelly, 2008; Smylie et al., 2004), research has concluded that the role of the
human resources department is often overlooked in aiding the school district to
accomplish the mission of increasing student achievement (Horsford et al., 2011; Mosley
Linhardt, 2011; Odden & Kelly, 2008; Rubinstein, 2014; Sheridan & Wheeler, 2017).
Globalization has had a corresponding effect on the workforce responsible for delivery of
school district services. Aldhaheri (2017) noted that educational institutions are a
microcosm of diversity that can benefit from cultural differences and culturally intelligent
leader strategies. Therefore, school districts must consider more than curriculum delivery
to include establishing a culture of inclusiveness designed to facilitate support to increase
student achievement. Furthermore, although previously relegated to traditional functions
such as hiring, the human resources department and the CHRO are vital to creating the
desired culture and climate within the district that supports cultural intelligence and
inclusive environments aimed at increasing student achievement. Research has suggested
that the human resources department includes seven specific functions designed to
achieve the school district objectives:
1. human resources planning of helps establish short- and long-range HR
requirements,
2. recruitment entails staffing of positions at every level,
3. selection of short- and long-range requirements is the implementation of
recruitment and HR requirements,
4. staff development programs to help individuals meet school district objects and
provide growth opportunities,
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5. performance evaluation helps individuals understand district objectives and
align growth,
6. compensation programs are developed to compensate and motivate employees,
and
7. collective negotiations is the process that allows employees to participate in
matters that affect their professional welfare. (Rebore, 2011, p. 11)
However, the seven functions are not intended to represent all functions of human
resources. Human resources management in education is a set of practices and methods
of integrating and maintaining the teaching and support staff to achieve the purpose as
well as meet the goals of the organization (Rebore, 2011). Furthermore, Mosley Linhardt
(2011) found that these human resources functions are viewed individually, instead of as
a system, intended to support the district’s efforts to improve student performance.
Although the view of human resources functions is related to recruitment and retention,
Odden and Kelly (2008) pointed out that human resources is critical to any change
designed to improve student performance. By building the capacity of the human
element, the human resources department is instrumental in increasing the competencies
and motivation of employees, which leads to improved job performance and student
learning (Odden & Kelly, 2008; Rubinstein, 2014). Equally important are the additional
functions of the human resources department beyond the traditional functions, which
include behavior and change management (Richman, 2015). With the inclusion of
behavior functions, the human resources department is a catalyst for change within the
school district, focusing more on district outcomes (Nishii & Paluch, 2018; Rebore, 2011;
Richman, 2015). This change management includes creating and supporting the creation
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of climates that value differences and inclusiveness (Randel et al., 2018; Shore et al.,
2018). Accordingly, Chuang (2013) reported that leadership competency is vital to guide
and influence the outcome of organizational goals.
The Role of the Chief Human Resources Officer
The role of the CHRO has multiple functions within education (Bouffard, 1998).
Based on research, Bouffard (1998) suggested that the role of CHROs includes planning,
recruitment, selection, attrition, induction, appraisal, personnel development, information,
continuity, security, collective bargaining, and compensation, which are not dissimilar
from private CHROs (Losey et al., 2005). Similarly, Metzger (1988) noted that CHROs
bear the same responsibilities, but education requires CHRO leaders to have subjectmatter expertise specific to K-12 education.
Besides Bouffard (1998), Mosley Linhardt (2011) and Metzger (1988) concurred
that CHROs in education have the added responsibility of aligning organizational
objectives to meet student-learning outcomes. Despite the prevalence of cultural
intelligence literature, research is surprisingly lacking in the area of human resources and
cultural intelligence, and employers should be concerned with the cognitive diversity and
cultural intelligence of their leaders and employees. For example, Keung and RockinsonSzapkiw (2013) and Aldhaheri (2017) agreed that the cultural intelligence of leaders is
important to achieving performance and problem-solving within the educational setting.
Furthermore, Bass (1999), Avolio and Bass (1995), and Triandis (1989) acknowledged
the importance of cultural intelligence as a leadership characteristic. However, none of
the research provides strategies specific to CHROs in school districts.
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The importance of people has changed the function of the K-12 school district
CHROs’ work. Childress et al. (2007) and Leroy, Segers, van Dierendonck, and den
Hartog (2018) agreed that the role of CHROs is centered on developing practices and
systems that foster success for the organization through its human capital. The CHRO
works closely with the district superintendents, the school board, and the site
administrators to leverage resources to meet district obligations (Rebore, 2011). While
CHROs are responsible for the oversight of human resources management, they ensure
that interviewing, hiring, and training result in the right person for the right position to
allow the district to achieve its mission of educating students (Odden & Kelly, 2008).
Rebore (2011) found that CHROs also interpret the guidelines of fair employment laws,
collective bargaining statutes, and educator licensing rules and provide administrative
leadership for projects assigned by the superintendent or designee. For example, CHROs
prepare, manage, and coordinate assigned budgets, recruiting, or onboarding processes.
Additionally, the responsibilities of the CHROs include conflict management and
sensitive situations with staff, parents, and other stakeholders (Bouffard, 1998; Odden &
Kelly, 2008; Rebore, 2011). CHROs serve as the district representative to various
committees, to special interest groups, and at public meetings.
School district CHROs also are charged with the responsibility of interpreting
state and federal regulations relating to special education to ensure that districts are
compliant. Moreover, Rebore (2011) and Mosley Linhardt (2011) explained that CHROs
address topics of concern that fall under the CHRO’s scope of work to various
stakeholders, including those specific to classified or certificated personnel such as
wages; hours of work; leaves and vacations; negotiation processes; grievances; union
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access rights; health and benefits; evaluations; personnel files; decisions regarding hiring,
retention, retirement, transfers, and reassignments; and public complaints. Although the
myriad tasks and functions that CHROs would fulfill are necessary to support student
achievement, the role of CHROs extends beyond processes and functions to include
behavior and culture (Bottger & Vanderbroeck, 2008; Leroy et al., 2018). In fact, Nishii
and Paluch (2018) declared human resources as the sense givers because the CHRO is
responsible for creating the climate that allows employee behavior to align with district
goals while valuing employee differences. This sense giving and valuing differences
require CHROs who are culturally intelligent.
Cultural Intelligence of Chief Human Resources Officers
As the diversity within the K-12 district continues to change, exemplary CHROs
face extraordinary challenges of creating and maintaining a climate in which diverse
employees can contribute to the learning process of students (Bouffard, 1998). The
CHRO must possess the knowledge and skills to recognize demographic changes within
the districts. These include education standards, a supply of job candidates with
particular prior training and experience, and the district’s attractiveness in different
internal and external influence (Bottger & Vanderbroeck, 2008).
Exemplary culturally intelligent CHROs must have an understanding of diversity
and inclusion issues (Aldhaheri, 2017; Rebore, 2011). Although previously relegated to
traditional tasks, an exemplary CHRO is important to help school districts create the
desired culture and climate within the school district that supports cultural intelligence
and inclusive environments aimed at increasing student achievement. Kennedy (2008)
argued that the five qualities of leadership (making diversity a priority, getting to know
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people and their differences, enabling rich communication, making accountability a core
value, and establishing mutualism as the final arbiter) are necessary strategies that aid
leaders to use diversity in creating the desired environment.
Research has shown that leaders who use differences establish a culture of
inclusion, influence the behavior of other leaders, and have followers who are more
successful at achieving organizational objectives (Randel et al., 2018; Shore et al., 2018).
A review of the essential role of the CHRO includes responding to the shifting diversity
to address the needs of students.
Research Gap
Globalization and diversity have had an impact on public school districts and
student achievement (Carnoy, Hallak, & Caillods, 1999; Cohen, Spillane, & Peurach,
2018). Horsford et al. (2011) noted that an emerging challenge within school districts
that lack cultural knowledge is the inability to adapt and include the diverse perspectives
and experiences of diverse cultures within the organization. Although there is extensive
research on culture in organizations, Horsford et al. (2011) stated that the actions and the
behaviors of people within the organization often demonstrate a need for culturally
intelligent leaders with behavior and strategies designed to achieve organizational
outcomes, namely student learning. To achieve the desired culture and climate to achieve
outcomes, all leaders must be involved (Childress et al., 2007). To effect a district-wide
change that includes culture and climate of students and employees, Mosley Linhardt
(2011) asserted that human resources leadership involvement is important. Scholars have
noted that human resources leaders have stepped up to aid addressing the challenge of
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creating inclusive organizations (Offermann & Basford, 2014; Shore et al., 2018). The
CHRO is a strategic partner in creating a culture of inclusiveness (Ferdman, 2014).
Shore et al. (2018) also argued that research is sparse on creating a culture of
inclusion and its application to human resources. However, there are limited sources of
research that describe CHROs within school districts. There is a gap in the literature that
describes the strategies exemplary CHROs use to create a culture of inclusion in K-12
school districts. Scholars point to the need of the creation of inclusive environments;
however, there is little empirical research with strategies leaders use to support
developing inclusive environments that lead to organizational goal achievement (Mor
Barak et al., 2016). Consequently, scholars have urged further research to investigate the
practices, policies, and strategies that aid in the development of an inclusive environment
that leverages the differences in the diversity of the workforce to achieve desired
organizational goals (Böhm & Dwertmann, 2015; Ferdman, 2014; Kennedy, 2008; Mor
Barak et al., 2016; E. S. W. Ng, 2008).
Summary
There is an overwhelming demand for leaders who can navigate cross-cultural
environments and influence intercultural exchange (Chuang, 2013; Livermore, 2015).
Scholars project that by 2055, the continued shift in the demographic diversity in the
United States will result in the absence of a single ethnic majority (Cohn & Caumont,
2016). School districts are multicultural quasibusiness organizations that continue to
experience increasing diversity at all levels. Literature related to organizations and
diversity highlights the need for culturally intelligent leaders with the capacity to foster a
culture of inclusiveness that uses individual differences to the advantage of the
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organization (Keung & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2013; Korzilius et al., 2017; Randel et al.,
2018). Cultural intelligence, diversity, and inclusion research provides a foundation for
understanding cultural differences. However, a gap remains in the research related to
creating a culture of inclusiveness that leverages diversity within the organization (Mor
Barak, 2008; Shore et al., 2011, 2018). Additionally, the influence of intercultural
mixing requires leaders to develop strategies to manage diversity within an organization
(T. H. Cox & Blake, 1991; Ely & Thomas, 2001; Livermore, 2015).
Globalization is a reality for educational institutions because school districts
continue to experience an influx of diversity (Aldhaheri, 2017; Keung & RockinsonSzapkiw, 2013). School district leaders must understand cultural differences, diversity,
and the effect school on district initiatives that support closing the achievement gap
(Odden & Kelly, 2008). Creating a culture of inclusiveness is a continual pursuit of
educational administrators (Fraise & Brooks, 2015; Horsford et al., 2011; Rubinstein,
2014). This study has proposed that creating a culture of inclusiveness requires leaders to
have cultural intelligence and strategies related to cultural intelligence. Cultural
intelligence is a multidimensional construct that describes the ability of an individual to
function effectively across culturally diverse settings (Earley & Ang, 2003). More
succinctly stated, cultural intelligence is the ability to leave unsuitable intelligent
behavior behind when it does not fit in a new environment (Van Dyne et al., 2010).
Kennedy (2008) provided the theoretical framework that was used to identify and
describe the leadership strategies that exemplary CHROs in K-12 school districts use in
Southern California to create an organizational culture of inclusiveness. Although much
research has been done to understand the influence of cultural differences, there is limited
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research on effective strategies that exemplary CHROs utilize to create a culture of
inclusiveness in K-12 school districts.
Chapter II presented a review of the existing theories and literature relevant to the
study. Chapter III presents the methodology and rationale for the selection used to
conduct this study. Chapter IV presents the findings based on data collection
methodologies selected for this study. Finally, Chapter V presents the findings,
conclusion, implications for the study findings, and recommendations for future research.
Synthesis Matrix
A synthesis matrix was generated to review existing literature relative to this
study (Appendix A). The synthesis matrix is critical to identify and summarize common
themes (Roberts, 2010). Additionally, the synthesis matrix supports the organization of
sources used in this study (Roberts, 2010). This study was conducted in conjunction with
other peer researchers as a thematic research study. Peer researchers shared the synthesis
matrix to ensure alignment with key variables, themes, and related resources to this study.
Although the peer researchers shared seminal authors, variances in additional resources
used to support the study did occur because the peer researchers conducted study that
supported various industries and viewpoints. Moreover, the synthesis matrix for this
study was organized by background and theoretical foundation, followed by variables
related to the theoretical framework and finally, population-specific factors.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY
Overview
Chapter III outlines the methodology selected for this study. The methodology
was chosen based on the problem being investigated, the purpose of the study, and the
associated collection of data (Roberts, 2010). Chapter III includes the study purpose,
research questions, and study design. This chapter additionally outlines the study
population and sample being investigated. Moreover, Chapter III presents the study
instrumentation, data collection, and data analysis. The study’s reliability and validity
are presented along with steps taken to strengthen the study. Finally, Chapter III includes
the limitations of the study.
Research design, interpretation, and outcome differ based on the study
methodology. Chapter III describes the methodology used to identify and describe the
leadership strategies that exemplary chief human resources officers (CHROs) use in K-12
districts in Southern California to create an organizational culture of inclusiveness using
Kennedy’s (2008) five leadership qualities of cultural differences. This study is a
thematic dissertation that reflects the UMass Global approach in which a group of 10
researchers investigated the same topic with different populations.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this sequential, explanatory mixed method study was to identify
and describe the leadership strategies that exemplary CHROs of K-12 school districts use
to create an organizational culture of inclusiveness using Kennedy’s (2008) five
leadership qualities of cultural differences.
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Research Questions
The study sought to explore strategies CHROs use as leaders to influence creating
a culture of inclusiveness within the K-12 school district using Kennedy’s (2008) five
leadership qualities of cultural differences. The following questions were examined to
aid the investigation of the most effective strategies:
1. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make diversity a priority?
2. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to get to know people and their
differences?
3. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to enable rich communication?
4. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make personal responsibility a core
value?
5. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to establish mutualism as the final
arbiter?
6. What do exemplary K-12 CHROs perceive as the most important advantages of
creating an organizational culture of inclusiveness?
Research Design
The selection of a research design can vary based on the study (Roberts, 2010).
According to McMillan and Schumacher (2010), the research design is a blueprint for the
study that outlines the selection of subjects and the collection of data while answering the
research questions. The researcher completed the study as part of a thematic group. As a
result, the thematic dissertation team as a group influenced the study methodology.
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Sequential Explanatory Mixed Methods Design
A mixed methods research design was selected as the methodology for this study
because using qualitative or quantitative methods as the sole method may not result in the
desired outcome envisioned in the purpose. Selecting a mixed methods research design is
rational because it enables the collection of quantitative and qualitative data sequentially
or concurrently (Creswell, 2014). Additionally, using a mixed methods design allows for
a thorough understanding of the research problem because it blends qualitative and
quantitative methods into a single research study (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010;
Patton, 2015).
Creswell (2014) observed that the integration of qualitative and quantitative
research “provides a more complete understanding of the research problem than either
approach alone” (p. 4). A sequential explanatory mixed methods design was chosen as
the best method to achieve the desired results because the quantitative survey gathered
data that could be analyzed and provide information about why study participants
responded to questions. An explanatory design allows the researcher to follow up beyond
the quantitative measures to clarify the findings (see Figure 6). Moreover, a sequential,
explanatory mixed methods study occurs in two phases, using quantitative and qualitative
methods. The two-phase process allows the qualitative phase to clarify the quantitative
phase (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010).
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Figure 6. Sequential, explanatory mixed methods design. From Research Design: Qualitative,
Quantitative, and Mixed Methods Approaches (5th ed.), by J. W. Creswell & J. D. Creswell,
2018, p. 218, Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

Quantitative Design
Quantitative research is the method of study that is explanatory. Quantitative
research design describes a phenomenon while remaining objective by using statistical
data analysis. This study method establishes a relationship between variables to provide
recommendations and predictions for the future. In a quantitative study design, the
researcher uses tools such as surveys, questionnaires, or assessments to collect data
(McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). The numerical data of quantitative research are
statistically analyzed to reveal patterns and trends (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010).
Quantitative research designs examine the relationship between variables and
assign numerical values to interpret collected data. A nonexperimental design was
selected for this research study to identify and describe the leadership strategies that
school district exemplary CHROs use to create an organizational culture of inclusiveness
using Kennedy’s (2008) five leadership qualities of cultural differences. Using a
nonexperimental study design enables the description of a phenomenon without
manipulating conditions (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). For this nonexperimental
study, the researcher developed survey questions designed collaboratively with the other
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thematic peer researchers that were administered by the researcher to a targeted sample
within the research population.
Qualitative Design
Since not all research is interpretable numerically, qualitative inquiry allows a
researcher to describe and interpret findings. In a qualitative study, the researcher gathers
data by interviews with open-ended questions, observations, and fieldwork by providing
an extensive description and documents in written material (Patton, 2015). Additionally,
qualitative research is preferred when the design fails to capture the complexity of the
problem or when quantitative research does not fit. Although qualitative research
provides the researcher with the opportunity to give a detailed description of the findings,
qualitative research is not useful as a predictive methodology.
Qualitative research is an exploratory study method that tries to investigate and
interpret the meaning of people’s experiences and culture (Creswell & Poth, 2018). In a
qualitative study, various assumptions and philosophical and theoretical perspectives
establish the framework (Creswell & Poth, 2018). In a qualitative study method, the
researcher does not try to make predictions of the future but focuses on interpreting a
population’s experiences. Qualitative research is utilized when the researcher explores a
specific social or human problem and tries to find meaning or variables that cannot be
measured. Qualitative research design is most effective when the investigator explores
the population’s opinions, attitudes, views, and preferences about the problem (Patton,
2015). A qualitative research approach includes data analysis that is inductive and
deductive and helps find meaning.
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In a qualitative research design, data are collected through interviews,
observations, and artifacts (Patton, 2015). Additionally, in qualitative research design,
the phenomenon occurs naturally with the researcher gathering data (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2010). Creswell (2015) indicated that qualitative research allows the
researcher to establish the study framework based on an identified phenomenon that
needs investigating. To identify the potential study framework, the researcher focused on
the research questions that needed answering. A qualitative research design was included
in the study framework to find strategies that exemplary CHROs used and their meaning.
Population
A population comprises elements that meet specific criteria the research study
results intend to generalize (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). Patten (2014) clarified that
a population is a large or small group who share specific criteria that allow the researcher
to generalize the findings. The population for this study consisted of CHROs in K-12
school districts in California.
The CHRO is responsible for executing the district’s strategic goals and
objectives for recruiting and retaining staff, developing policy, and overseeing
organizational development (Mosley Linhardt, 2011; Rebore, 2011; Scribner, Smylie, &
Mosley, 2008). Moreover, the CHRO serves as an advisor to the board of education and
superintendent. The role of the CHRO is critical to the effective functioning of the
district (Mosley Linhardt, 2011; Rebore, 2011). At the time of this study, the current
number of K-12 educational organizations and CHROs within California was 1,026.
Therefore, it was impractical and unrealistic to study such a large population due to time,
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geography, and financial constraints. With the population being significantly large, a
target population was utilized to narrow the population further.
Target Population
A target population for a study is the entire set of individuals chosen from the
overall population for which the study data are to be used to make inferences. The target
population defines the population to which the findings are meant to be generalized. It is
important that target populations are clearly identified for the purposes of research study
(McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). It is typically not feasible, due to time or cost
constraints, to study large groups; therefore, the researcher chose population samples
from within a larger group. The target population was identified as exemplary CHROs in
Southern California K-12 school districts. The target population was narrowed to
encompass the 145 school districts with CHROs in Orange, Riverside, and San
Bernardino counties within Southern California. The CHRO is the top human resources
management position within K-12 districts used for this study.
Sample
A sample is a group of subjects or participants from whom the data are collected
(McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). In a sequential, explanatory mixed methods study, two
issues arise regarding the sample size. The issues border on whether the study should
include the same population for the quantitative and qualitative phases and the sampling
unit and size (Creswell, 2015). Although it is permissible to use different sampling units
for the quantitative and qualitative phases (Creswell, 2015), this study used exemplary
CHROs for both. The criteria established by the thematic dissertation team outlined
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rigorous criteria that potential candidates must meet to participate, thus eliminating the
need to establish separate criteria.
Quantitative sampling allows the inquirer to draw reasonable conclusions about
the study (Mugo, 2002; Oppong, 2013). Therefore, purposeful sampling was appropriate
to identify and select participants for this study. Participants must have met four of the
criteria to identify as exemplary CHROs. The exemplary criteria established by the
thematic team are listed later in the section.
The researcher consulted and collaborated with current and former
superintendents and faculty advisors to identify potential CHROs who could potentially
meet the exemplary criteria. Additionally, the researcher used the California Public
School Directory and the Association of California School Administrators (ACSA)
website to access the administrator of year list from Orange, Riverside, and San
Bernardino counties for multiple years to identify potential CHROs who met the
exemplary criteria. The researcher validated that each candidate met the established
criteria before allowing the candidate to participate in the study. Though the number
recommended participants for the study was 15, the researcher accepted 13 chief human
resources that met the criteria defined by the thematic team. The small sample of
exemplary CHROs was diverse in geographic location within the boundaries of the study
limitations. The sample’s geographic location was not a limiting factor because of the
ability to conduct and complete the study through electronic or virtual means.
Accordingly, the researcher determined that a prescribed or a more open sample
was appropriate to a sequential, explanatory mixed methods research study method
(McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). After a review of available sampling methods and
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sampling size, this study utilized purposeful sampling and determined that 13 CHROs
(see Figure 7) were an appropriate number for the quantitative phase to efficiently gather
enough data to draw meaningful conclusions (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010).

Population=
1026 K-12
School Districts
in CA with
CHROs

Sampling
Frame= 145 K12 School
Districts in
Southern
California

Sample=Thirteen
CHROs in K-12
School Districts
Southern
California

Figure 7. Sample: 13 exemplary chief human resources officers in Southern California K-12
school districts.

Participants were purposefully chosen in K-12 public school districts Orange,
Riverside, and San Bernardino counties within in Southern California because of the
researcher’s time, matching criterion, and population availability. Additionally, the
selection of purposeful sampling ensures that the purpose of the study is achieved
through selection of participants who match specific criteria (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Patton (2015) maintained that in purposeful sampling, researchers rely on their judgment
to select participants who meet the criteria and the purpose of the study. The thematic
dissertation team developed the definition of exemplary and established the criteria used
to identify leaders who met the definition. An exemplary leader was defined as someone
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set apart from peers in a supreme manner, with suitable behavior, principles, or intentions
that can be copied (Goodwin et al., 2014).
To participate in this study, an exemplary CHRO must meet at least four of the
following characteristics:
● They have participated in organizational and community activities involving diverse
individuals.
● They show evidence of leading a culturally inclusive organization.
● They have a minimum of 5 years of experience in the profession.
● They have had articles, papers, or materials written, published, or presented at
conferences or association meetings about cultural inclusion.
● They have received recognition by their peers as leaders who gave respect to all
people.
● They have a membership in professional associations in their field.
● They have a membership in associations of groups focused on their field.
For the qualitative portion, the researcher accepted the first five volunteers from
the validated candidates. Based on the sequential, explanatory mixed methods research
design, a sample size of three to five is deemed sufficient as minimum sample size when
analyzing qualitative data. Although there are no rules for determining qualitative
sample size, the purpose of inquiry, and what the inquirer seeks to discover, time and
resources should guide the determination of sample size (Guest, Bunce, & Johnson, 2006;
Patton, 2015). McMillan and Schumacher (2010) agreed that the research method design
determines the sample size and the number of participants needed to obtain good results
for qualitative studies. Further, Creswell and Poth (2018) indicated that between one and
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30 individuals are acceptable to provide ample information depending on the sampling
method, while Bertaux (1981) recommended 15 and Morse (1994) suggested six
participants as sufficient. Moreover, McMillan and Schumacher (2010) advised
researchers to check qualitative research texts to verify the rationale for an acceptable
sample size. Therefore, five interviews were facilitated from the same sample population
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). CHROs are busy, and scheduling interviews was difficult.
The inquirer used purposeful sampling to identify five CHRO respondents who
met at least four of the identified exemplary criteria to interview for the qualitative
portion of the study (Guest et al., 2006; McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). Purposeful
sampling allows the researcher to gain an in-depth understanding of the topic of study
and generate a wealth of detailed information (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Yilmaz, 2013).
Instrumentation
This study was completed as part of a thematic group of researchers. A
sequential, explanatory mixed methods design was selected to answer the research
questions. Quantitative and qualitative data are collected to answer the research
questions in a sequential, explanatory mixed methods design (Creswell, 2014; McMillan
& Schumacher, 2010). Moreover, as part of the thematic team, a sequential, explanatory
mixed methods study was selected to allow the collection of quantitative data first,
followed by the collection of qualitative data (Creswell, 2014; McMillan & Schumacher,
2010). Guided by faculty chairs, the 10 peer researchers developed quantitative and
qualitative instrumentations and procedures. The result of the thematic team’s efforts
produced original survey and interview instrumentations.
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Quantitative Instrument Survey
In a sequential, explanatory mixed methods research design, quantitative data are
collected to provide numerical data. The study used a closed-end survey questionnaire to
collect data (Appendix B). Using a survey questionnaire ensures that participants receive
the same questions and allows for numerical analysis of the responses (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2010). An additional benefit of a survey questionnaire is the ability to
administer the survey remotely, thus saving time and resources and preserving the
anonymity of participants (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010).
In collaboration with faculty advisors, a team of 10 peer researchers developed
the quantitative survey and procedures. The peer researchers, in partnership with faculty
and an instrumentation expert, Dr. James B. Cox author of Your Opinion Please!: How to
Build the Best Questionnaires in the Field of Education (J. B. Cox & Cox, 2008),
developed a SurveyMonkey tool for the quantitative data collection of strategies that
exemplary leaders use to create a culture of inclusiveness. The peer researchers and
faculty advisors developed the quantitative instrument based on Kennedy’s (2008) five
leadership qualities of cultural differences and findings from the literature review of the
five qualities. The team was divided into groups of two or three and assigned a variable
of the study to develop two survey question items and a probe question based on the
literature review. The peer researchers and faculty advisors reviewed and refined the
survey instruments to ensure that the survey results would assist in identifying strategies
that create an inclusive environment. Through multiple discussions and revisions of the
questions, the group, faculty advisors, and experts narrowed the survey questions with the
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support of a databank of questions designed to elicit a response that addressed each of the
variables of the study.
The survey questions solicited strategies that exemplary leaders use to create a
culture of inclusiveness based on Kennedy’s (2008) five leadership qualities of cultural
differences. The five leadership qualities Kennedy described are (a) make diversity an
organizational priority, (b) get to know people and their differences, (c) enable rich
communication, (d) hold personal responsibility as a core value, and (e) establish
mutualism as a final arbiter.
The Likert scale selected for this study was a 6-point direction that ranged from
agree strongly to disagree strongly. Field-testing was conducted on the completed
survey instrument to evaluate the validity and reliability of the instrument. A detailedexplanation of the field test of the survey is explained later in this chapter. After the field
test, the peer researchers met to discuss the results and made the adjustments that were
indicated before deploying the final version to the participants. Analysis of the collected
field-test data aided in the subsequent collection of qualitative data through face-to-face
interviews (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018). Participants who participated in the field test
met the criteria for the study but were not a part of the data collection for the final study.
In addition to obtaining demographic information, the survey instrument collected
background information including length of service, peer recognition, and education.
The collection of background information facilitated validation of participants who met
the exemplary criteria.
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Qualitative Instrument—Interview
In a sequential, explanatory mixed methods research design, the quantitative
results are further explored through qualitative data collection and analysis (Creswell,
2014). Qualitative data are necessary to address the study’s purpose by further describing
effective strategies exemplary leaders use. Qualitative data are collected through
interviews, observations, recordings, and artifact collection to provide rich descriptions of
the research questions (Bernard, 2017; Creswell & Poth, 2018). The peer researchers
developed semistructured, open-ended questions for the individual interviews of each
peer researcher’s five research participants (see Appendix C).
The use of semistructured, open-ended interviews is designed based on the
research questions but allows each researcher to employ probes and follow-up questions
to elicit more robust responses when warranted (Bernard, 2017; Horton, Macve, &
Struyven, 2004). The utilization of a semistructured, open-ended interview also allowed
the participants to form individual responses and the peer researchers to follow up as
necessary to obtain additional information and allow the participants to expound on their
thoughts (Horton et al., 2004; McMillan & Schumacher, 2010; Patten, 2014). The faculty
facilitated the meetings of peer researchers to finalize questions. The final interview
questions were designed to build on the quantitative survey results and to further explain
how the quantitative data relate to the effective strategies used by culturally intelligent
exemplary leaders. The faculty and peer researchers established a set of probes within
the script that the researchers used to clarify statements and extract further information.
McMillan and Schumacher (2010) noted that the interview guide allows the
researcher to develop the semistructured, open-ended questions to in advance. This is a
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list of questions and topics that need to be covered during the conversation, usually in a
particular order aligning with the research questions. The interviewer follows the guide
but can also follow topical trajectories in the conversation that may stray from the
guide—when the interviewer believes this is appropriate—and solicit stories and
examples from respondents.
The development of the semistructured, open-ended qualitative interview
questions began with the 10 peer researchers compiling data gathered from the literature
review. The peer researchers were then divided into four groups of two or three
researchers. Each research team was assigned two variables to evaluate and assess the
behaviors of leaders. The respective groups conducted many sessions in which they
found common behaviors and recurring words within the literature that identified
leadership behaviors supporting each of the five variables studied. The teams
collaborated to develop interview questions based on agreed-upon behaviors and themes.
The faculty was assigned to each team to evaluate the interview questions developed.
Once all teams had developed their particular variables’ questions, the 10 researchers
were brought together in partnership with faculty for an open discussion and evaluation
of the questions designed by each team. The thematic team, with guidance from the
faculty researchers and an instrumentation expert, chose the final questions that were
included in the pilot interviews.
Researcher as an Instrument of the Study
The researcher serves as an instrument in a qualitative research study (Patten,
2014; Patton, 2015). Pezalla, Pettigrew, and Miller-Day (2012) maintained that as the
instrument, the researcher might influence data collection because of the unique
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personality, characteristics, and interview techniques of the researcher. As a result,
biases based on how the researcher influenced the interviewee during the qualitative
interview sessions are intrinsic in the study because of the researcher’s lived experience
(Patton, 2015).
The researcher was employed at the time of this study and had 18 years of
experience in a K-12 human resources office. Because of this, the researcher brought a
potential bias to the study based on her personal experiences in a setting similar to the
participants who were studied. Field-testing of the semistructured, open-ended questions
was conducted with an expert observer who provided feedback to improve future
interviews. Furthermore, the field-testing of participants provided valuable feedback
(Appendix D) that helped in the alignment of the interview question items with the
research questions. The feedback from field-test participants assisted with the
researcher’s interview technique and timing. Additionally, the researcher recorded the
interview responses and transcribed the feedback digitally to reduce the influence of
researcher bias. The field-test participants reviewed the transcribed transcripts for
accuracy and made corrections.
Field Test
Quantitative Field Test
A field test was conducted for the quantitative instrument to ensure reliability and
validity. The 10 peer researchers completed field-testing by soliciting two participants
each to complete the survey. A shared link to SurveyMonkey
(https://www.surveymonkey.com) was used to access the survey. The researcher enlisted
two CHROs who met at least four of the characteristics of an exemplary leader to field-
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test the survey. After completing the survey, the participants were asked for feedback
about survey instrumentation (Appendix E), including the length of time used to
complete the assessment, the relevance of the questions, and feedback on the significance
of the questions to their leadership capabilities. The thematic team members aggregated
the feedback received from the participants and shared it with the faculty advisors and the
instrumentation expert. Further adjustments to the survey questionnaire instrument were
made. Data collected from the field test were used to assess the study’s reliability and
validity through statistical analysis.
Qualitative Field Test
The thematic team met collectively and in small groups to develop the interview
questions and introductory protocol. Peer researchers field-tested the qualitative
instrument by interviewing one participant each. The field test of the semistructured,
open-ended interview questions was conducted by the 10 thematic researchers with
participants who met at least four of the characteristics of the study criteria of an
exemplary leader. The researcher enlisted two CHROs who met at least four of the
characteristics of an exemplary leader to field-test the qualitative instrument. The
qualitative field-test responses of participants in the field test were not a part of the data
collection for the final study.
After concluding the interview, the researcher solicited feedback from the
exemplary leader about the interview questions and asked the participant to assess the
researcher’s skill in facilitating the interview (Appendix E). An expert observer
participated in the field test and provided the researcher with feedback on interview skills
and techniques as well as tips on reducing bias if observed. After the interview field test,
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the interview observer provided feedback to this researcher to improve the interview
process (Appendix F). Finally, the researcher evaluated the interview process, including
questions and the comfort level of the researcher in facilitating the session (Appendix G).
The field-test responses were collected and discussed as a thematic group of 10
researchers to improve interview questions and protocol. The evaluations were submitted
to the instrumentation expert and faculty chairs for review and evaluation. The
semistructured, open-ended interview questions were modified based on feedback from
the researchers, field-test participants, and experts.
Validity
Roberts (2010) asserted that validity occurs when the research instruments
measure what was intended. Although no instrument is perfectly valid, it is important to
measure the degree of validity (Patten, 2014). In essence, validity refers to how well the
assessment tool measures the underlying outcome of interest so that the researcher can
ensure the findings of the study are true. Therefore, for this study, content validity was
utilized to test the instruments.
Content Validity
Content validity refers to the degree to which the instrument covers the content
that it is supposed to measure (Patton, 2015). As a result, content validity can help to
ensure construct validity and give confidence to the readers and researchers about the
instrument as well as measure the variables of interest. For this study, the faculty
advisors assisted in the development and review of the instruments to establish the
content validity of each instrument. Before the deployment of the final survey, the
researcher developed and refined the interview questions through an interactive process
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with the survey development expert, the faculty panel, and fellow peer researchers. This
process helped ensure that the instruments were asking what was needed to respond to the
research questions.
The theoretical framework was reviewed, and the process helped validate the
interview protocol and the survey questions that were developed (Appendix C). The
specific questions resulted from an extensive literature review exploring the variables in
Kennedy’s (2008) model. The findings of the review provided the basis for creating
operational definitions for the study and the questions developed by the thematic team.
External validity is the extent to which the results of a study can be generalized to
other populations, settings, or situations commonly applied to laboratory research studies.
This validity can usually be divided into population validity and ecological validity,
essential elements in judging the strength of experimental design. In the case of this
study, special attention was given to identifying a population and sample who would
provide rich data. Participants in this study were selected based on a set of criteria
designed to include respondents who were defined as exemplary. This process of
including only exemplary respondents ensured that population validity was achieved.
The survey and interview instruments were piloted with two CHROs who met the
criteria for the sample for each instrument and were working as CHROs at the time of
this study but were not part of the final sample for this study. Edits and modifications
were made to the instruments based on their suggestions and feedback. Upon completion
of the field test, the peer researchers, faculty advisors, and expert survey developer met to
debrief about the instrumentations. Modifications were applied to increase the
instrument’s validity based on the received feedback. Moreover, by using an electronic
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survey and developing the interview protocol to ensure consistency of questions among
participants, validity was further maintained.
Reliability
Reliability is important in data analysis. An instrument is considered reliable if it
produces consistent results (Bernard, 2017; Patten, 2014). Reliability is tested through
multiple means to ensure consistency of the instrument (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Yilmaz,
2013). As a group, the peer researchers collectively created a survey and interview
questions, and the protocol that was used with each participant maintained consistency
and thus reliability. The interview questions, protocol, and survey questions developed
by the peer researchers were field-tested, and findings from the feedback received by the
peer researchers were considered and shared with faculty advisors to enhance the study’s
reliability. Intercoder reliability and internal reliability were utilized for the study.
Internal Reliability of Data
Consistency of data collection, data analysis, and data interpretation was critical
to internal reliability. Internal reliability indicates the consistency of results that show
that the instrument aligns and measures what it should repeatedly in multiple
administrations by the researcher or by others (Yilmaz, 2013). Internal reliability is
tested by measuring only one item of instrumentation (Salkind, 2016). Descriptive
statistics (standard deviation, mean, mode, and median) are important to quantitative
research because they summarize the data based on what is observable (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2010). After piloting the survey questionnaire instrument and then
conducting an item analysis, Cronbach’s alpha was used to establish a statistical measure
of reliability with an overall instrument score of 0.736. Cronbach’s alpha is a convenient
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test used to estimate the reliability or internal consistency of a composite score.
Cronbach’s alpha’s commonly accepted rule is that an alpha of 0.7 (some say 0.6)
indicates acceptable reliability, and 0.8 or higher indicates good reliability. When
determining the reliability of the instrument using Cronbach’s alpha, it is not necessary to
achieve very high reliability (0.95 or higher) because this might indicate that the items
are redundant (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). Where the alpha (α) was low, items were
systematically excluded to determine whether one or more could be eliminated to
improve consistency. Interitem correlations (r) were calculated to determine whether any
items were contributing results so similar that they might be considered redundant.
Overall, the instrument was identified as stable and internally reliable with minor
adjustments to the survey instrument to have a high level of reliability for every question.
Intercoder Reliability of Data
An instrument is considered reliable if it measures a given variable every time it is
used under the same conditions (Yilmaz, 2013). Qualitative research faces the challenge
of researcher bias, which could subject the study to criticism (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
The raters’ inherent internal biases may unconsciously influence their ability to remain
objective while interpreting the observations and interviews (Patton, 2015). A method to
address the inherent bias of raters is through intercoder reliability. Lombard, SnyderDuch, and Bracken (2002) noted that intercoder reliability is the widest used term to
describe the process by which independent evaluators assess characteristics of artifacts
and arrive at the same conclusion. Consistency in intercoder reliability is achieved by
evaluators when the collected data are assessed, and the evaluators reach the same
conclusions with consistency at 80% or more in coding the characteristics as the
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researcher (Lombard et al., 2002; Patton, 2015). The researcher engaged an experienced
peer researcher to check 10% of the coding to ensure the accuracy of the themes
identified through this study.
Data Collection
This study used a sequential, explanatory mixed methods research design, which
included quantitative and qualitative methodologies. A sequential, explanatory mixed
methods study required different forms of data collection. For the quantitative portion of
the study, a survey questionnaire instrument was developed by the thematic dissertation
team. For the qualitative portion, the thematic dissertation team developed interview
questions.
Ethical Consideration
Regardless of the approach to conducting a study, researchers must consider and
address any ethical issues that may surface (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The researcher
prepared for ethical considerations by completing the Collaborative Institutional Training
Initiative (CITI) certification in Human Subject Research: Social-Behavioral-Educational
Researchers 1 Basic (Appendix H).
The researcher received approval by the UMass Global Institutional Review
Board (BUIRB) before any data collection (Appendix I) and carefully adhered to
procedures during the data collection process. After receipt of BUIRB approval, the
researcher constructed an e-mail invitation to candidates meeting the exemplary criteria
(Appendix L). The e-mail outlined the research purpose, data collection procedures, and
confidentiality for the survey and interview process. Participants received assurances of
anonymity for the quantitative and qualitative phases of the study. The e-mail specified
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that the personal identifying information of study participants would be redacted from
study results. Participants who agreed to take part in the study were provided the
informed consent, UMass Global’s Participants’ Bill of Rights, and the consent to audio
recording of the interview. The researcher retained copies of consent forms signed by
participants.
The surveys were distributed electronically through the computer-generated
software program SurveyMonkey. The survey questions and responses were protected
using a secure, password-protected SurveyMonkey account. The confidentiality clauses
were included as a link within SurveyMonkey. Participants were referred to by an
assigned letter to ensure anonymity. Recordings of interviews were made using an audiorecording device, and the recordings were transcribed via the platform used to record the
interviews and Rev.com, an online transcribing service as a backup transcription method.
Copies of recordings and transcripts were kept on a secure external drive until they were
to be destroyed. Once all transcripts were verified and edited, the recordings were
erased, and the paper and electronic copies will be permanently destroyed within 3 years.
Quantitative Data Collection
In a sequential, explanatory mixed methods research design, quantitative research
is conducted first, followed by qualitative research. Quantitative research involves
turning data into numbers that the researcher can measure (Bernard, 2017). McMillan
and Schumacher (2010) suggested that an instrument of some type is necessary to
measure and summarize the quantitative data. Quantitative data were collected through
the dissemination of a peer-designed and professionally reviewed survey instrument. The
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survey questions were designed to identify exemplary leaders and the strategies used to
create a culture of inclusiveness based on Kennedy’s (2008) five qualities of leadership.
The instrument was administered to the first 13 CHROs, participants the
researcher verified and validated met the exemplary criteria. Participants received IRB
consent information and a clear description of the purpose of the study. Before the
survey began, all participants were asked to read the informed consent form (Appendix
J). Participants had to acknowledge that they had read the informed consent and purpose
of the study prior to beginning the survey, which required approval for the survey to
open.
Participants were provided with the following documents: (a) a description of the
study including the definitions of the five qualities of leadership as described by the
thematic group, (b) an electronic link to the survey (Appendix B), (c) the UMass Global
Participants’ Bill of Rights (Appendix J), and (d) an informed consent (Appendix K).
Survey responses were reviewed and analyzed in response to the research questions and
in preparation for the qualitative interview process.
Qualitative Data Collection
There are five common methods for collecting data in qualitative research:
“interviews, observations, questionnaires, document reviews, and audiovisual materials”
(McMillan & Schumacher, 2010, p. 343). Creswell and Poth (2018) explained that data
collection is an interrelated process whereby a wider array of data collection methods is
emerging to suit the qualitative research approach. Interviews and observations are the
most common forms of data collection, supplemented by audiovisual materials and
artifacts (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The method of data collection used for this sequential,
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explanatory mixed methods study was the interview. The peer researchers developed an
introductory protocol to prevent a disparity in information. Interview questions were
created by the peer researchers and faculty advisors to answer the research questions of
this study.
The researcher conducted virtual interviews that asked open-ended questions to
the identified five volunteer CHROs. The qualitative interview began with a brief
overview of the study. The researcher discussed the Research Participant’s Bill of Rights
and obtained the participant’s consent to audio record the interview. Before conducting
the interviews, the researcher used BUIRB protocol to confirm verbal assent of each
study participant to audio recording.
The researcher conducted virtual interviews to collect qualitative data for this
study via Zoom, a virtual meeting platform, at the convenience of the CHRO. Because of
the COVID-19 pandemic, in-person interviews were not feasible. Furthermore, the
participants of the study represented a large geographic area of Southern California,
making virtual interviews via Zoom the best choice to conduct the interviews.
Additionally, using a virtual platform allowed the researcher and participants to maintain
social distancing as required during the COVID-19 pandemic as well as the flexibility to
connect by phone, laptop, or tablet. Consequently, each interview was scheduled for 1
hour to allow sufficient time to answer the questions and any follow-up questions.
Data Analysis
This study used a sequential, explanatory mixed methods design. The analysis of
quantitative data informs the qualitative data analysis; they are dependent and related to
each other (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Both quantitative and qualitative data were
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collected and analyzed using electronic surveys and interviews with five exemplary
CHROs. The researcher identified the findings through the analysis of the data from both
qualitative and quantitative data collected.
Quantitative Data Analysis
The quantitative data were obtained through the completion of a survey through
SurveyMonkey by 13 exemplary CHROs. The CHROs were asked to provide
demographic information and identify their culturally inclusive leadership. Through the
respondents’ answers, the researcher was able to gather objective data, such as level of
education, years of experience, age, and strategies used by culturally intelligent CHROs
to create a culture of inclusiveness within their organization. The data were analyzed
using descriptive statistics such as standard deviation, mean, mode, and median.
The researcher used descriptive statistics to analyze the quantitative survey of the
CHROs. According to McMillan and Schumacher (2010), “Descriptive statistics are
used to transform a set of numbers or observations into indices that describe or
characterize the data” (p. 149). Descriptive statistics are useful to synthesize and describe
data to show trends, such as percentages, averages, count, frequency, and central
tendency (Polit & Beck, 2010). Descriptive statistics therefore provide simple summaries
about the measures. When combined with graphic analysis, descriptive statistics is a
basis of presenting and interpreting quantitative research study results (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2010). For this study, frequency, mean, mode, and median were descriptive
statistics that were useful in analyzing responses.
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Qualitative Data Analysis
Qualitative data were analyzed after the transcription of the interviews with the
exemplary CHROs. McMillan and Schumacher (2010) proposed that verbatim accounts
are the primary data of qualitative interviews. Tape recordings and notes taken by the
researcher during the interview are instrumental in recording verbal and nonverbal
responses as well as aids in data analysis (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). The
researcher used Zoom to record the virtual interview responses of the five exemplary
CHROs. The Zoom recordings of the interviews were converted to written format
through Rev.com, a program that transcribes Zoom.com recordings. The transcripts were
sent to each CHRO for verification of accuracy. Next, the qualitative data were coded for
themes and frequencies using NVivo software. Creswell (2014) and Birks, Chapman,
and Francis (2008) outlined the process for analytic memoing as organizing the data,
generating descriptions and themes, representing the descriptions and themes, and finally
utilizing specific coding procedures. NVivo was used to identify themes throughout the
data, develop codes or examples that fit within those themes, and group those codes into
their corresponding themes. NVivo was used multiple times to generate frequency tables
during the qualitative data collection process that addressed the research questions. A
peer researcher coded 10% of the data to ensure the reliability of results to the minimum
standard of 80% agreement.
Limitations
Limitations are external conditions that can restrict the implementation of a study
or affect the outcome of a study. Limitations can also negatively affect the results or the
ability for the generalizability of the research to a larger population (Roberts, 2010). No
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study is without limitations, as is the case with bias. It is important to explicitly state the
limitations of the study and explain exactly how the researcher planned to alleviate the
challenges (Polit, 2018). For this study, multiple limitations could have affected the
research, such as sample size, researcher bias, time, distance, and the subjective
assessment of interviewees.
Time
Engaging exemplary CHROs for a survey or an interview was difficult; engaging
CHROs for both a survey and an interview proved to be formidable. CHROs are
typically very busy with limited time for external commitments. Moreover, data
collection and interviews needed to take place within a specific timeframe; thus, time was
a constraint. For these reasons, the researcher made sure to accommodate the schedules
of the participants and coordinate the interviews during a time that was convenient for
each CHRO. Furthermore, the researcher also limited the interviews to 1 hour or less to
respect the CHRO’s time limitations. However, restricting the time for interviews to 1
hour or less may have impacted the ability of the researcher to elicit complete answers to
some questions and negated discovering important examples.
Self-Certify
The study required CHROs to self-certify that they met the exemplary criteria.
There was no method for the researcher to validate the accuracy of their exemplary
status. The researcher provided the criteria for exemplary participants as determined by
the thematic dissertation peer researchers and faculty chairs. Participants receiving the
invitation to participate must have met at least four of the established criteria.
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Geography
At the time of this study, there were approximately 1,026 K-12 school districts in
California with CHROs. The study was restricted to K-12 school districts in Southern
California. This allowed the researcher to narrow the population to exemplary CHROs
found in Southern California K-12 school districts.
Sample Size
One major limitation of this study was the small sample size. The sample size is a
key consideration of the study limitations because it may influence the generalizability
and statistical significance of the findings (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010).
Researcher Bias
Good researchers clarify biases brought to their particular research study,
including background, experience, gender, culture, and other categories that may be
important for the reader to know (Creswell & Poth, 2018). For this study, the researcher
had experience in multiple areas of human resources that spanned 18 years in a K-12
district office, community college, and county office of education environment. Her
experience and perception were brought into the research study. To relieve potential
bias, the researcher examined and reflected on the presence of personal biases and how
they could impact the study. Polit (2018) opined that researchers should engage in
reflectivity to minimize bias. Reflectivity requires researchers to evaluate their thoughts
throughout the process of data collection for bias.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to identify and describe the leadership strategies
that exemplary CHROs use in K-12 districts in Southern California to create an
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organizational culture of inclusiveness using Kennedy’s (2008) five leadership qualities
of cultural differences. This chapter began with a review of the purpose of the sequential,
explanatory mixed methods study of exemplary CHROs and the strategies they used to
foster or create an environment of a culture of inclusiveness within their respective
school districts.
This chapter examined the purpose statement, research questions, and research
design. This chapter also provided the study population, sampling frame, and sample.
Chapter III further provided a detailed description of the study instrumentation, including
the development of instruments by 10 thematic dissertation peer researchers in
partnership with faculty chairs. In Chapter III, validity and reliability were evaluated,
including the results of field-testing of the instrumentation that was considered.
Moreover, this chapter described the data collection methodology and analysis of both
quantitative and qualitative data based on the research design. Additionally, Chapter III
covered the processes for data collection and analysis. Finally, the limitations of this
study were discussed. Chapter IV encompasses the outcomes and findings, and Chapter
V discusses the major findings and conclusions for this study.
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CHAPTER IV: RESEARCH, DATA COLLECTION, AND FINDINGS
Overview
This research study examined the strategies that exemplary chief human resources
officers (CHROs) in K-12 school districts use to create an organizational culture of
inclusiveness. Chapter IV begins with an overview of the study, followed by a
restatement of the purpose statement and research questions, a summary of the mixed
methods research design and data collection procedure, a repetition of the general
population, sample population, and the demographic data of the participants. This
chapter continues with a detailed presentation and analysis of the quantitative and
qualitative data collected and concludes with a summary of the research findings.
The research study was undertaken to identify and describe the strategies
exemplary leaders use to create a culture of inclusiveness within their organizations based
on Debbe Kennedy’s (2008) five qualities of leadership espoused in Putting our
Differences to Work: The Fastest Way to Innovation, Leadership, and High Performance.
The five qualities of leadership identified by Kennedy provided the theoretical
foundation, which served as the underpinning of the study that supports creating a culture
of inclusiveness.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this sequential, explanatory mixed methods study was to identify
and describe the leadership strategies that exemplary CHROs of K-12 school districts use
to create an organizational culture of inclusiveness using Kennedy’s (2008) five
leadership qualities of cultural differences.
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Research Questions
1. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make diversity a priority?
2. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to get to know people and their
differences?
3. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to enable rich communication?
4. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make personal responsibility a core
value?
5. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to establish mutualism as the final
arbiter?
6. What do exemplary K-12 CHROs perceive as the most important advantages of
creating an organizational culture of inclusiveness?
Research Methods and Data Collection Procedures
This study used a sequential explanatory mixed methods design as the most
suitable to answer the research questions (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). The
quantitative data, followed by qualitative data, were collected first (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2010). Sequential explanatory mixed methods allowed the researcher to
undertake a line of inquiry to gain an implicit understanding of Kennedy’s (2008) five
qualities of leadership followed by explicit insight from exemplary CHROs. In
collaboration with faculty advisors, the peer researchers developed two instruments to
collect data. The peer researchers with the aid of faculty advisors developed a
quantitative survey instrument to identify leader cultural inclusiveness that was
administered to 13 CHROs. Responses from the quantitative instrument generated
numerical data wherein statistical analysis was possible. The thematic team and faculty
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advisors developed a qualitative instrument to strengthen the data gathered in the surveys.
The qualitative interview protocol allowed the researcher to collect additional
information about the strategies that lead to the creation of a culture of inclusiveness.
The researcher conducted five interviews that were 45 to 65 minutes in duration.
Population
A population comprises elements that meet specific criteria the research study
results intend to generalize (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). Patten (2014) clarified that
a population is a large or small group of people who share specific criteria that allow the
researcher to generalize the findings. The population for this study consisted of CHROs
in K-12 school districts in California.
The CHRO is responsible for executing the district’s strategic goals and
objectives for recruiting and retaining staff, developing policy, and overseeing
organizational development (Mosley Linhardt, 2011; Rebore, 2011; Scribner et al.,
2008). Moreover, the CHRO serves as an advisor to the board of education and
superintendent. The role of the CHRO is critical to the effective functioning of the
district (Mosley Linhardt, 2011; Rebore, 2011). At the time of this study, the current
number of K-12 educational organizations and CHROs within California was 1,026.
Therefore, it was impractical and unrealistic to study such a large population due to time,
geography, and financial constraints. With the population being significantly large, a
target population was utilized to narrow the population further.
Sample
A sample is a group of subjects or participants from whom the data are collected
(McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). Quantitative sampling allows the inquirer to draw
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reasonable conclusions about the study (Mugo, 2002; Oppong, 2013). This study utilized
purposeful sampling and determined that 13 CHROs were an appropriate number for the
quantitative phase to efficiently gather enough data to draw meaningful conclusions
(McMillan & Schumacher, 2010).
Participants were purposefully chosen in K-12 public school districts Orange,
Riverside, and San Bernardino counties within in Southern California because of the
researcher’s time, matching criterion, and population availability. Additionally, the
selection of purposeful sampling ensures that the purpose of the study is achieved
through selection of participants who match specific criteria (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Patton (2015) maintained that in purposeful sampling, researchers rely on their judgment
to select participants who meet the criteria and the purpose of the study. The thematic
dissertation team developed the definition of exemplary and established the criteria used
to identify leaders who met the definition. An exemplary leader was defined as someone
set apart from peers in a supreme manner, with suitable behavior, principles, or intentions
that can be copied (Goodwin et al., 2014). To participate in this study, an exemplary
CHRO had to meet at least four of the following characteristics:
● They have participated in organizational and community activities involving diverse
individuals.
● They show evidence of leading a culturally inclusive organization.
● They have a minimum of 5 years of experience in the profession.
● They have had articles, papers, or materials written, published, or presented at
conferences or association meetings about cultural inclusion.
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● They have received recognition by their peers as leaders who gave respect to all
people.
● They have a membership in professional associations in their field.
● They have a membership in associations of groups focused on their field.
Instrumentation
This study was completed as part of a thematic group of peer researchers. Guided
by university faculty chairs, the thematic research team developed quantitative and
qualitative instruments and procedures. The result of the thematic team’s efforts
produced an original survey with structured questions using SurveyMonkey. The peer
researchers developed a qualitative instrument comprised of semistructured, open-ended
interview questions that aligned with the five leadership qualities of cultural differences
espoused by Kennedy (2008). Reliability and validity were completed by the peer
researchers for the quantitative and qualitative instruments.
Reliability
Reliability is important in data analysis. An instrument is considered reliable if it
produces consistent results (Bernard, 2017; Patten, 2014). Reliability is tested through
multiple means to ensure consistency of the instrument (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Yilmaz,
2013). The interview questions, protocol, and survey questions developed by the peer
researchers were field-tested, and feedback received by the peer researchers was
considered and shared with faculty advisors to enhance the study’s reliability. To
conduct internal reliability of the survey instrumentation from the field testing, statistical
analysis was completed.
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The peer researchers maintained the reliability of the qualitative data by
completing intercoder reliability with 12% of the data achieving 80% minimum
agreement. Accordingly, the researcher used intercoder reliability and internal reliability
for this study. One peer researcher served as the independent coder to ensure the
accuracy of theme and coding. The thematic peer researcher coded an interview of 58
minutes in duration, with 85% agreement between the researchers.
Validity
Roberts (2010) asserted that validity occurs when the research instruments
measure what was intended. Although no instrument is perfectly valid, it is important to
measure the degree of validity (Patten, 2014). In essence, validity refers to how well the
assessment tool measures the underlying outcome of interest so that the researcher can
ensure that the findings of the study are true. Content validity can help to ensure
construct validity and give confidence to the readers and researchers about the instrument
as well as measure the variables of interest (Patton, 2015). For this study, the definitions
of each of the framework variables were utilized in the development of the survey
instrument and interview questions. The instruments were field-tested after which the
thematic team and faculty advisors modified the instruments for content validity.
Demographic Data
Thirteen exemplary CHROs from K-12 school districts in Orange, Riverside, and
San Bernardino counties were selected to participate in this study. The CHROs were
assigned a number to protect their identity and the identity of their school district. Table
1 provides a summary of the demographic data of the 13 participants. Of the 13
participants, three were female and 10 were male. The average years in the current
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position were 9.2 with a range from 5 to 27 years. Seven participants identified
themselves in the 45-54 range and four participants identified in the 55-64 range. One
participant identified in the 65+ range. Two participants identified themselves as African
American. Six participants identified themselves as White, while four participants
identified as Hispanic/LatinX. No participants identified as either Native American,
Asian American, Filipino, or Hawaiian/Pacific Islander. However, one participant
identified as multiracial.
Table 1
Demographic Data
Demographic data

n

%

3
10

23.1
76.9

Years in current position
0-5
6-10
11-15
16+

2
8
2
1

15.4
61.5
15.4
7.7

Age
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

1
7
4
1

7.7
53.8
30.8
7.7

Ethnicity
African American
Asian/Asian American
Hispanic/LatinX
White
Multi-racial

2
0
4
6
1

15.5
0.0
30.8
46.2
7.7

Gender
Female
Male

Note. N = 13.
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Presentation and Analysis of Data
This study consisted of quantitative and qualitative phases, which are the basis of
the mixed methods research used for this study. The purpose of this section is to present
the findings of the quantitative data collection followed by the qualitative data collection
for strategies that CHROs use to create a culture of inclusiveness. Data collection
occurred via two methods: an electronic survey (Appendix B) and face-to-face
semistructured virtual interviews (Appendix C).
Data Analysis
In a sequential explanatory research design, quantitative data were collected first
using SurveyMonkey as the means to administer the electronic survey instrument. The
survey data collected included demographic data information of the exemplary CHRO.
The instrument solicited responses from participants to identify the strategies they have
used within their organization to create a culture of inclusiveness.
The results of the survey were downloaded to an Excel spreadsheet. The
researcher reviewed the spreadsheet to ensure that all participants had indicated their
informed consent to participate in the study. The survey responses were recorded with a
Likert-scale value for analytical purpose as 6 (agree strongly), 5 (agree moderately), 4
(agree slightly), 3 (disagree slightly), 2 (disagree moderately), 1 (disagree strongly).
The survey included a question at the end to allow interested participants to
volunteer as interviewees for the semistructured interviews. The first five interested
participants were accepted. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and the requirement for
social distancing, interviews for this study were conducted through Zoom, GoToMeeting,
and the telephone. The interview recordings were submitted to an electronic transcription
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service Rev.com. A copy of the transcripts was provided to participants who requested
them for verification. Analysis and coding of the transcribed interviews occurred using
NVivo software. Themes and frequencies were organized based on the frequency of
occurrence, with specific examples provided as supporting evidence.
Quantitative Data Results
Following a sequential mixed methods research design, quantitative data were
collected first for this study. Quantitative data were collected using a SurveyMonkey
questionnaire as the instrument developed by the thematic team and faculty chairs and
field-tested. The questions were designed to identify the strategies that culturally
intelligent leaders use to create a culture of inclusiveness based on Kennedy’s (2008) five
qualities of cultural differences.
For this study, 13 participants attempted the quantitative instrument, with 13
completing responses. Some participants omitted responses to questions; therefore,
respondent counts vary between items. The responses were collected through
SurveyMonkey, downloaded into Excel, and converted to numerical value to facilitate
analysis through the use of descriptive statistics such as mean, median, mode, minimum,
and standard deviation (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). However, the researcher did
not use the responses of participants to report on mode, median, minimum, and
maximum. Instead, the researcher found that the statistical distribution of frequently
selected responses, which focused on mean, percentages, or frequency of agree strongly,
and standard distribution, more important. Therefore, responses of participants were
evaluated within each research question to assess the frequency, overall rating, standard
deviation, and mean value of each strategy. Survey responses were scored based on a
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preestablished Likert scale to enable statistical analysis. Table 2 presents the responses to
the research questions in descending order. The remainder of the section addresses the
overall statistical analysis of each research question in order and the highest and lowest
individual strategies within each domain.
Table 2
Summary of Quantitative Data by Mean in Descending Order
RQ

M

Overall

SD

3

Enable rich communication

5.70

76.19

0.61

4

Personal responsibility as a core value

5.65

75.81

0.70

2

Know people and their differences

5.64

73.44

0.65

1

Diversity as an organizational priority

5.63

75.81

0.67

6

Advantages of a culture of inclusiveness

5.56

72.44

0.94

5

Mutualism as the final arbiter

5.55

72.31

0.87

Research Question 1. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make
diversity a priority? Participants were presented with five strategies related to Research
Question 1 (see Table 3). The responses for each strategy are arranged by highest to
lowest average mean scores. Of the five strategies presented, provide opportunities for
inclusion of all people had the highest mean rating of 5.81, with 84.61% of participants
assigning a value of 6 (agree strongly) and the smallest deviation (SD = 0.38), reflecting
the culturally inclusive practices of CHROs. Although the strategy provide opportunities
for people to develop new skills did not receive the highest mean rating (M = 5.77), the
strategy received the highest percentage of agree strongly (value of 6) by 91.67% of the
participants.
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Table 3
Research Question 1: Diversity as a Priority Responses by Highest to Lowest Average Score

6

5

Ratings*
4

Take personal responsibility for
inclusion of all people

84.62%

15.38%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.85

0.38

Provide opportunities for people
to develop new skills

91.67%

8.33%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.77

0.60

Model diversity as an
organizational priority

61.54%

30.77%

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.54

0.66

Provide coaching to develop
talent within the organization

81.82%

18.18%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.54

0.78

Communicate the importance of
culture differences

61.54%

30.77%

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.46

0.88

75.81%

20.97%

3.23%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.63

0.78

Strategy
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Overall

3

2

1

M

SD

Note. *Ratings: 6 (agree strongly), 5 (agree moderately), 4 (agree slightly), 3 (disagree slightly), 2 (disagree moderately), 1 (disagree strongly).

By contrast, the strategy communicates the importance of cultural differences had the
lowest average rating (M = 5.46) resulting from 61.54% of participants assigning the
value of 6 (agree strongly). The strategy also had the greatest deviation (SD = 0.88).
Interestingly, both communicate the importance of cultural differences and model
diversity as an organizational priority had identical percentages of participants who
assigned the value of 6 (agree strongly) but different means. By contrast, the strategy
provide coaching to develop talent within the organization had the same average as
model diversity as an organizational priority (M = 5.56), but 81.82% of participants who
assigned the value of 6 (agree strongly) to provide coaching to develop talent within the
organization, compared to 61.64% of participants who assigned the same value (agree
strongly) to model diversity as an organizational priority. While the means are the same
for the two strategies, the percentages indicate slight variances in culturally inclusive
practices of leaders. Overall, the survey responses indicate that CHROs agree that
making diversity an organizational priority is important with a mean rating of 5.63 with
75.81% of participants rating items agree strongly (value of 6) with a a standard
deviation of .067.
Research Question 2. What do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to get to know
people and their differences? Participants were presented with five strategies related to
Research Question 2 (see Table 4). The responses for each strategy are arranged by
highest to lowest average mean. Of the five strategies presented, stand up for others if
they are being treated unfairly had the highest average (M = 5.92) and the smallest
deviation (SD = 0.28), with 92.31% of the participants assigning the value of 6 (agree
strongly).
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Table 4
Research Question 2: Know People and Their Differences Responses by Highest to Lowest Average Score
Strategy

6

Stand up for others if they are being treated
unfairly

92.31%

Intervene when intolerance is present

Ratings*
5
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4

3

2

1

M

SD

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.92

0.28

84.62%

15.38%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.85

0.38

Listen without judgement to understand
diverse cultures

69.23%

15.38%

15.38%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.54

0.78

Embrace interaction with others from
different culture

58.33%

33.33%

8.33%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.50

0.67

Encourage open dialog about controversial
issues

61.54%

15.38%

23.08%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.38

0.87

73.44%

17.19%

9.38%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.64

0.65

Overall

Note. *Ratings: 6 (agree strongly), 5 (agree moderately), 4 (agree slightly), 3 (disagree slightly), 2 (disagree moderately), 1 (disagree strongly).

Of the five strategies, encourage open dialogue about controversial issues had the lowest
average score (M = 5.38) and greatest deviation (SD = 0.78), with 61.54% of participants
who assigned the value of 6 (agree strongly).
The responses of the CHROs to the five strategies for Research Question 2 indicate
that stand up for others if they are being treated unfairly reflects the culturally inclusive
practices the most, based on the mean of 5.92, which are the agree strongly responses of
participants. Additionally, the responses to the remaining four strategies by percentage of
agree strongly and mean scores appear to indicate only slight variances in culturally
inclusive strategic approaches by participants to get to know people and their differences.
Overall, the responses indicate a moderately high agreement with culturally inclusive
practices to know people and their differences with an average score of M = 5.64, with
73.44% of participants rating items agree strongly and a standard deviation of 0.65.
Research Question 3. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to enable rich
communication? The survey item presented participants with five strategies related to
Research Question 3 (see Table 5). The responses for each strategy are arranged by highest
to lowest average mean. Of the five strategies presented, remain open to feedback to
develop deeper understanding had the highest average (M = 5.92) and the smallest deviation
(SD = 0.28), with 92.31% of participants assigning the value of 6 (agree strongly). The
strategy most reflects the culturally inclusive practices that CHROs use to enable rich
communication. The CHROs rated the strategy share honestly what is going on when the
chips are down as the survey item with the lowest average score (M = 5.55) with 54.55% of
participants selecting the value of 6 (agree strongly). The strategy appears to least reflect
the culturally inclusive practices CHROs employ to enable rich communication.
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Table 5
Research Question 3. Enable Rich Communication Responses by Highest to Lowest Average Score
Strategy

6

5

Remain open to feedback to develop
deeper understanding of different
perspectives

92.31%

7.69%

Approach conflict by looking at all
sides

76.92%

Create a culture where people feel safe
to share controversial ideas

Ratings*
4
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3

2

1

M

SD

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.92

0.28

15.38%

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.69

0.63

84.62%

7.69%

0.00%

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

5.69

0.85

Remain accessible to others

69.23%

23.08%

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.62

0.65

Share honestly what is going on when
the chips are down

54.55%

45.45%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.55

0.52

76.19%

19.05%

3.17%

1.57%

0.00%

0.00%

5.70

0.61

Overall

Note. *Ratings: 6 (agree strongly), 5 (agree moderately), 4 (agree slightly), 3 (disagree slightly), 2 (disagree moderately), 1 (disagree strongly).

Overall, the responses by participants indicate that enabling rich communications was the
highest ranked quality of the leadership qualities, with an overall average score of 5.70
out of a maximum of 6. Agree strongly accounted for 76.19% of participant ratings and a
standard deviation of 0.61 for overall enabling rich communication.
Research Question 4. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make
personal responsibility a core responsibility? Participants were presented with five
strategies related to Research Question 4 (see Table 6). The responses for each strategy
are arranged by highest to lowest average mean. Of the five strategies presented,
responses indicated that take ownership of personal behavior that supports respect of
others had the highest average score (M = 5.92) with 92.31% participants assigning the
value of 6 (agree strongly). The strategy also had the smallest deviation of items
presented (SD = 0.28) and most reflected the culturally inclusive practices of participants.
Of the five strategies presented for personal responsibility as a core value, willingness to
take personal risks to see that others are valued had the lowest average rating (M = 5.20)
with 40.0% of participants assigning the value of 6 (agree strongly) to responses. This
item also had the greatest variance between responses ranging in agree strongly (value of
6) to disagree slightly (value of 3) resulting in the largest deviation of the strategies
presented (SD = 0.92). Personal responsibility as a core value ranked as the second
highest of the five leadership qualities by respondents, with an average score of 5.65 out
of 6. Agree strongly accounted for 75.81% of participant ratings and a standard deviation
of 0.70.
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Table 6
Research Question 4. Personal Responsibility as a Core Value Responses by Highest to Lowest Average Score
Strategy

Ratings*
4

6

5
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3

2

1

M

SD

Take ownership of personal behavior
that supports respect of others

92.31%

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.92

0.28

Promote organizational culture that
values inclusion

84.62%

7.69%

7.79%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.77

0.60

Promote a culture where everyone sees
themselves as an important part of
the organization

76.92%

15.3%8

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.69

0.63

The importance of diversity is shown in
organizational hiring practices

76.92%

0.00%

23.08%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.54

0.88

Willing to take personal risks to see that
others are valued

40.00%

50.00%

0.00%

10.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.20

0.92

Overall

75.81%

14.52%

8.06%

1.61%

0.00%

0.00%

5.65

0.70

Note. *Ratings: 6 (agree strongly), 5 (agree moderately), 4 (agree slightly), 3 (disagree slightly), 2 (disagree moderately), 1 (disagree strongly).

Research Question 5. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to
establish mutualism as the final arbiter? Participants were presented with five strategies
related to Research Question 5 (see Table 7). The responses for each strategy are
arranged by highest to lowest average median. Of the strategies presented, encourage
new ideas that benefit all stakeholders and lead with intentional collaboration where no
one is placed at risk were both rated the highest with the same average score (M = 5.69)
accounting from 84.62% of participants assigning the rating of 6 (agree strongly), and
deviation (SD = .085) for each strategy. The responses suggest that both strategies reflect
the culturally inclusive practices of the CHROs the most. The strategy creates a deep
sense of shared purpose was rated lowest with an mean rating of 5.31, with only 53. 85%
of respondents assigning the value of 6 (agree strongly). Additionally, the strategy had
the largest deviation of the survey items presented (SD =1.11). Overall, the average (M =
5.55) for mutualism as the final arbiter can be attributed to 72.31% of participants
assigning agree strongly (value of 6) to items and a high spread in deviation (SD = 0.87)
indicating variance in the culturally inclusive practices of CHROs to establish mutualism
as a final arbiter.
Research Question 6. What do exemplary K-12 CHROs perceive as the most
important advantages of creating an organizational culture of inclusiveness? Participants
received 10 strategies related to Research Question 6 (see Table 8). The responses for
each strategy are arranged by highest to lowest average mean. Of the 10 strategies
presented, treat people with genuine regard regardless of position and listen carefully to
make people comfortable had the highest average ratings (M = 5.92), with 92.31% of
participants rating agree strongly (value of 6) for both strategies.
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Table 7
Research Question 5. Mutualism as the Final Arbiter Responses by Highest to Lowest Average Score
Strategy

6

5

Encourage new ideas that benefit all
stakeholders

84.62%

7.69%

Lead with intentional collaboration
where no one is placed at risk

84.62%

Cultivate a thoughtful inspection of
diverse thinking

Ratings*
4

127

3

2

1

M

SD

0.00%

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

5.69

0.85

7.69%

0.00%

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

5.69

0.85

69.23%

23.08%

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.62

0.65

Insist on fairness as core value

69.23%

7.69%

23.08%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.46

0.88

Create a deep sense of shared purpose

53.85%

38.46%

0.00%

0.00%

7.69%

0.00%

5.31

1.11

Overall

72.31%

16.92%

6.15%

3.08%

1.54%

0.00%

5.65

0.87

Note. *Ratings: 6 (agree strongly), 5 (agree moderately), 4 (agree slightly), 3 (disagree slightly), 2 (disagree moderately), 1 (disagree strongly).

Table 8
Research Question 6. Advantage of Creating a Culture of Inclusiveness Responses by Highest to Lowest Average Score
Strategy

6

5

Listen carefully to make people
comfortable

92.31%

7.69%

Treat people with genuine regard
regardless of position

92.31%

Interact respectfully with different
people in the organization

Ratings*
4

128

3

2

1

M

SD

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.92

0.28

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.92

0.28

92.31%

0.00%

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.85

0.55

Show respect by helping people

83.33%

16.67%

83.33%

23.08%

0.00%

0.00%

5.83

0.39

Celebrate the unique contributions of
diversity to the success of the
organization

76.92%

15.38%

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.69

0.63

Value the contributions of people
through positive recognition

69.23%

23.08%

0.00%

0.00%

7.69%

0.00%

5.46

1.13

Promote policies that ensure cultural
participation

66.67%

25.00%

0.00%

0.00%

8.33%

0.00%

5.44

1.16

Collect regular employee feedback

53.85%

38.46%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

7.69%

5.23

1.36

Hold others accountable for inclusion

53.85%

30.77%

7.69%

0.00%

0.00%

7.69%

5.15

1.41

Encourage everyone to be themselves

41.67%

33.33%

16.67%

8.33%

0.00%

0.00%

5.08

1.00

72.44%

19.69%

3.94%

0.79%

1.57%

1.57%

5.65

094

Overall

Note. *Ratings: 6 (agree strongly), 5 (agree moderately), 4 (agree slightly), 3 (disagree slightly), 2 (disagree moderately), 1 (disagree strongly).

Treat people with genuine regard regardless of position and listen carefully to
make people comfortable also had the lowest deviation (SD = 0.28). The findings of the
two strategies most reflect the culturally inclusive practices of the CHROs. Although
interact respectfully with different people in the organization did not have the highest
average (M = 5.85), the strategy shares a similarity with the highest rated strategies in
that 92.31% of participants assigned agree strongly for all three strategies. By contrast,
encourage everyone to be themselves had the lowest average of the 10 strategies
presented (M = 5.08), with 41.67% of participants rating agree strongly (value of 6) and
spread in responses resulting a large deviation (SD = 1.00).
Although collect regular employee feedback did not have the lowest average (M =
5.23), the strategy had the greatest spread of responses. Agree strongly accounted for
53.85% of participants’ ratings, while 38.46% participants rated the strategy agree
moderately (value of 3), and 7.69% rating the strategy disagree strongly (value of 1).
The wide variance in responses accounted for the wide deviation (SD = 1.36). Culture of
inclusion items had more deviation among ratings for each of the 10 items, with
deviations greater than one point for five items. For example, promote policies that
ensure cultural participation had a lower overall average (5.46), accounted for by the
spread in ratings by participants. The strategy was rated as agree strongly by 66.67% of
participants, moderately agree by 25%, and disagree moderately by 8.33%, resulting in a
broader deviation (SD = 1.16). Overall, advantages of creating a culture of inclusion had
an average of 5.56 out of 6, with 72.44% of participants rating agree strongly and
19.69% who selected agree moderately, and an overall broad deviation (SD = 0.94).
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Although there is variance in responses and larger standard deviations, the overall score
still reflects multiple strategies of CHROs for creating a culture of inclusiveness.
Quantitative data summary. The quantitative data presented were based on
survey responses from the sample of 13 CHROs who met the study criteria for being
exemplary. Based on the data presented from the survey responses, the exemplary
CHROs identified some variation between the five leadership qualities but larger
variances between the individual strategies of cultural difference as defined by Kennedy
(2008). The value assigned to each response varied mainly between the three highest
values of 6 (strongly agree), 5 (moderately agree), and 4 (slightly agree). The responses
of participants resulted in individual strategies exceeding 92% of strongly agree, but the
combined responses for all five strategies received an overall percentage below 77% for
the research question with the highest percentage of strongly agree. The five leadership
qualities were ranked by mean, frequency of selected response, and distribution
identifying the importance of each of the qualities in creating a culture of inclusiveness
within a K-12 school district.
Table 9 presents the summary of the survey responses in relation to Kennedy’s
(2008) five leadership qualities of cultural differences. Data are arranged in descending
order of average score for the quality of leadership based on participant responses of 6
(strongly agree) and 5 (moderately agree). The responses of the CHROs largely
indicated the extent to which the five qualifies of cultural differences are representative
of their culturally inclusive leadership practices and are fundamental to creating a culture
of inclusiveness. Overall, enable rich communication received the highest ratings of
strongly agree, with a mean score of 5.70 and standard deviation of 0.61. Two strategies
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received the lowest average ratings of responses. Mutualism as the final arbiter received
an overall mean score of 5.55 and advantages of a culture of inclusiveness received an
overall mean score of 5.56. The scores indicated that the strategies reflected the
culturally inclusive practices of the leaders the least, contrary to Kennedy (2008) who
believed the qualities necessary to creating a culture of inclusiveness.
Table 9
Summary of Research Question Responses by Average Score in Descending Order
RQ

M
score

SD

Mdn

Mode

Min

Max

3

Enable rich communication

5.70

0.61

6.0

6.0

3.0

6.0

4

Personal responsibility as a core
value

5.65

0.70

6.0

6.0

3.0

6.0

2

Know people and their
differences

5.64

0.65

6.0

6.0

4.0

6.0

1

Diversity as an organizational
priority

5.63

0.67

6.0

6.0

3.0

6.0

6

Advantages of creating a culture
of inclusiveness

5.56

0.94

6.0

6.0

1.0

6.0

5

Mutualism as the final arbiter

5.55

0.87

6.0

6.0

2.0

6.0

Additionally, Table 10 presents the percentage of strongly agree responses of
each research question with Research Question 5 (mutualism as the final arbiter) and 6
(advantages of creating a culture of inclusiveness) again receiving the lowest score. The
percentages are based on participants’ score of 6 (strongly agree) of strategies within
each survey domain. Based on the data, the CHROs rated enable rich communication the
highest with 76.19% of strongly agree responses overall. The percentage indicates the
culturally inclusive strategy CHROs most identify with.
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Table 10
Summary of Agree Strongly with Research Questions From Highest to Lowest Percentage of
Responses
RQ

% Agree
strongly

M
rating

SD

3

Enable rich communication

76.19%

5.70

0.61

1

Diversity as an organizational priority

75.81%

5.63

0.67

4

Personal responsibility as a core value

75.81%

5.65

0.70

2

Know people and their differences

73.44%

5.64

0.65

6

Advantages of creating a culture of inclusiveness

72.44%

5.56

0.94

5

Mutualism as the final arbiter

72.31%

5.55

0.87

When looking at averages, personal responsibility as a core value was second and
diversity as an organizational priority third in Table 9. However, the ranking shifts in
Table 10. The strategy related to taking personal risk received the lowest average (M =
5.20) and lowest percentage (40%) for accountability as a core value. This could account
for the shift in Research Question 4’s position in Table 10. The data consistently indicate
that of the strategies presented, two strategies received the lowest overall percentage of
strongly agree by participants. Mutualism as a final arbiter received 72.31% and
advantages of creating a culture of inclusiveness received 72.44% of indicating that
overall, CHROs identify with the strategies the least.
The CHROs were surveyed to determine the extent to which the strategies
reflected the leaders’ culturally inclusive leadership practices. The responses of the 13
participants indicated the extent to which the identified strategies reflected their inclusive
leader practices as demonstrated by the overall average for each research question, which
ranged from a mean of 5.55 (RQ5: Establish mutualism as the final arbiter) to a mean of
5.70 (Research Question 4: Enabling rich communication). Although the data show that
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the mean scores for all questions hovered between agree strongly (value of 6) and agree
moderately (value of 6), 75% or more of the participants assigned the value of 6 to
Research Question 1: diversity as an organizational priority, Research Question 3: enable
rich communication, and Research Question 4: personal accountability as a core value.
The remaining three Research Questions (Research Question 2: get to know people and
their differences, Research Question 5: mutualism as a final arbiter, Research Question 6:
advantages of creating a culture of inclusiveness) also hovered between agree strongly
and agree moderately but had wider range from agree strongly to disagree strongly,
affecting the mean score and standard deviation. Overall, the results of the quantitative
data indicate moderately high agreement with the five leadership qualities of cultural
differences with variances within the individual domains.
Qualitative Data Results
Based on the mixed methods research design for this study, qualitative interviews
were conducted to elaborate on the quantitative survey data while further expanding on
the strategies that exemplary CHROs in K-12 districts use to aid in creating an
organizational culture of inclusiveness using Kennedy’s (2008) five leadership qualities
of cultural differences. The researcher developed and field-tested a qualitative interview
instrument in concert with the thematic peer researchers and the faculty advisors to
ensure consistency in interview procedures (Appendix C). The qualitative interview
guide provided the researcher with an interview script and 12 semistructured questions
consisting of follow-up probe questions to elicit broader responses from interviewees
when necessary. The interview questions were organized into six categories containing
two questions, based on the research questions.
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The researcher conducted five interviews using Zoom, a virtual video
conferencing platform that enabled face-to-face interviewing. Each interview was
recorded and transcribed using Rev.com to ensure accuracy. The researcher initiated
each interview with the scripted introduction, an overview of the study, and a verbal
consent of receipt of UMass Global’s Participant Bill of Rights and informed consent.
Additionally, the researcher gained the verbal consent of each participant to record. The
researcher provided participants with the opportunity to ask questions to establish a level
of comfort before proceeding with the interviews. Following the interview guide, the
researcher asked each participant the interview questions.
The qualitative data were analyzed by the researcher utilizing NVivo, a qualitative
data analysis software program. Before uploading the interview transcripts into NVivo,
the researcher organized the participants’ responses by research question and reviewed
the transcripts numerous times to identify a preliminary list of themes, combining or
deleting themes as necessary. After reaching saturation for a list of identified themes, the
themes were analyzed in conjunction with the six research questions to differentiate those
themes that clearly answered the research questions. The researcher uploaded the
interview transcripts to NVivo where each interview was coded according to the
identified themes. The researcher analyzed the frequency of each identified theme by the
number of references by respondents during an interview. The researcher discarded
themes not identified by at least three participants.
According to the summary data provided in Table 11, three themes were
identified in Research Questions 1, 2, 3, and 5. Research Question 4 identified two
themes, and Research Question 6 identified five themes. Research Questions, 1, 2, and 6
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generated the largest frequency. Research Questions 3: Enable rich communication and
5: Mutualism as a final arbiter, had the lowest occurring frequency of themes from
respondents (36-47).
Table 11
Summary of Qualitative Themes and Frequencies
Research
question

Description

Themes

Frequency

1

Make diversity a priority

3

80

2

Know people and their differences

3

75

3

Enable rich communication

3

65

4

Personal responsibility as a core value

2

51

5

Mutualism as the final arbiter

3

36

6

Advantages of creating a culture of inclusiveness

5

56

The following data are organized by research question and then by theme within
each research question. Each theme is discussed, including the strategies shared by the
participants, and those strategies that have the highest occurrences among participants are
expanded on.
Research Question 1. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make
diversity a priority? Diversity as an organizational priority is an intentional action to
embrace individuals’ unique differences, perspectives, and talents as an identifier for
organizational success (Kennedy, 2008; Winters, 2015). The responses of the exemplary
CHROs led to the emergence of three themes related to Research Question 1 (see Table
12). The theme with greatest number of respondents (five) and the highest frequency
(80) was hiring practices. The theme with the smallest number of respondents (four) and
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the lowest frequency (27) was modeling inclusive behavior. The themes are presented in
descending order.
Table 12
Diversity as a Priority Themes
Theme

Number of
respondents

Frequency

Diverse hiring practices

5

81

Professional development

5

23

Modeling or influencing inclusive behavior

4

17

Note. N = 5.

Diverse hiring practices. All five participants (100%) identified the importance
and value of diverse hiring practices with an overall frequency of 81. The exemplary
CHROs indicated that engaging in diverse hiring practices adds value to the school
district. During the interviews, the participants identified factors critical to diverse hiring
practices: (a) seek diverse candidates that reflect the ethnic, cultural, linguistic, racial, and
gender needs of students and community; (b) use data to guide hiring practices; (c) assess
practices to remove barriers to hiring; (d) hire individuals whose differences enrich
students, staff, and community. The CHROs discussed the importance and value of
making diversity an organizational priority by implementing diverse hiring practices.
Participant 2 identified that engaging in diverse hiring practices ensures that
“students have a wide variety of role models to connect with in leadership positions.”
Additionally, Participant 5 also noted that “kids have to have folks to look up to, to relate
to, and who can relate to them.” Elaborating on the need for diverse hiring practices,
Participant 4 stated,
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In order to establish a culturally proficient and culturally progressive environment
requires bringing people into the district that has something different that they can
offer, the things we do well, how can they add value for the betterment and
benefit of our students, community, and our existing staff through diverse hiring
practices.
Finally, Participant 3 revealed the importance of making diversity a priority and
indicated that districts are beginning the work of focusing on creating a more diverse
workforce that is welcoming. When discussing making diversity an organizational
priority and diverse hiring practices, Participant 3 said, “It is one thing to hire people of
color, it is another to be able to retain them.” Participant 3 continued, “In an environment
where often they [people of color] are marginalized by policy practices, you have to
make changes.”
Rebore (2011) noted that it is crucial for exemplary CHROs to develop diverse
strategies to recruit teachers, support staff, and administrators who are representative of
the school community to achieve the mandate of educating children.
Professional development. All five participants (100%) identified professional
development as a means of educating members of the district about the importance of
making diversity an organizational priority, with an overall frequency of 23. Participant
1 made one reference to professional development. Participant 3 stated that the
organization is engaged in professional development as part of an initiative that focuses
on becoming more cognizant of creating a sustainable and welcoming diverse workforce.
Participant 4 spoke about building capacity through training, as it provides room for
growth to move the organization forward. Participant 4 affirmed that building capacity
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through training extends beyond teachers to include the “lady in the cafeteria and the
custodian because it helps to tool our people who work the closest to our students.”
During the interview with Participant 5, professional development and cultural
sensitivity training provided to staff monthly by the Professional Development
Department were explicitly discussed as a strategy. Participant 5 shared that the district’s
vision is to have employees develop an understanding of the importance of diversity, the
importance of hiring practices, and the need for sensitivity; and noted that “there has to
be a targeted approach with a goal in mind.”
Modeling or influencing inclusive behavior. Four (80%) exemplary CHROs
identified the importance of making diversity a priority by modeling or influencing
inclusive behavior, which had an overall frequency of 17. Theodorakopoulos and
Budhwar (2015) found that inclusive behavior is learnable by vicariously observing
leaders and others who model it. When discussing what strategies CHROs use to make
diversity a priority, the participants pointed to modeling or influencing inclusive behavior
as essential to creating an environment built on trust and mutual respect. Participant 2
discussed working for a superintendent with a diverse cabinet that required the members
to learn about and from each other, which created strength and respect by witnessing
constructive conflict around diverse views.
Additionally, Participant 2 stated, “I tend to lead in the same way, taking
opportunities to lead, model, and guide whenever the opportunity arises simply modeling
or influencing inclusive behavior.” Participants 4 and 5 spoke of modeling or influencing
inclusive behavior through leading by example such as seeking input, seeking
engagement, and being open to hearing thoughts and ideas that are different. Randel et
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al. (2016) noted that leaders who model or influence inclusive behavior or inclusive
practices can create a sense of community where members feel supported, and
comfortable, and accepted, causing employees to replicate the behavior and practices.
Research Question 2. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to get to
know people and their differences? Knowing people and their differences is intentionally
developing deep knowledge, expertise, and empathy about diversity through curiosity,
experiences, and daily practice (Hesselbein & Goldsmith, 2009; Kennedy, 2008; Travis et
al., 2019). Interview responses led to the emergence of three themes related to Research
Question 2 (see Table 13). The responses of all five participants (100%) led to the
emergence of three themes: (a) developing personal connections, (b) engaging in formal
and informal interactions, and (c) listening and asking questions. Engaging in formal and
informal interactions had the highest frequency (33), developing personal connections
had the second highest frequency (32), and listening and asking questions had the
smallest frequency (16). The themes are presented in descending order.
Table 13
Know People and Their Differences Themes
Theme

Number of
respondents

Frequency

Engaging in formal and informal interactions

5

33

Developing personal connections

5

32

Listening and asking questions

5

16

Note. N = 5.

Engaging in formal and informal interactions. All five participants (100%)
identified the importance of engaging in formal and informal interactions with an overall
frequency of 33. The leaders shared the significance of interacting with staff in formal
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and informal settings. All five identified strategies for interacting informally by visiting
school sites, other departments, and events as opportunities for interactions. Participants
3 and 5 made references to interacting informally within the district office. Participant 1
shared that visiting every classroom to meet new teachers and talk to existing teachers is
how one gets to know other people. Participant 2 spoke about informal interactions and
gave a specific example of sharing meals: “Some of the most important times that we can
spend in an organization is in those activities that seem to be informal, but they have a
very, very definite purpose in us learning what’s important to people.”
Developing personal connections. All five participants (100%) identified
developing personal connections as important to getting to know people with an overall
frequency of 32. Participant 1 confirmed that personal connections are achieved through
building relationships. Participants 2 and 3 suggested that personal connections are
developed by being human and showing interest. All of the participants indicated the
value of developing personal connections. Similarly, Participant 4 noted that personal
connections are developed one person at a time by speaking to and acknowledging
people. Participant 4 also revealed that while names, positions, and titles may be
forgotten, people remember comments and circumstances that either build connections or
do not. Finally, Participant 5 shared that building connections takes effort including
vulnerability and “meeting people where they are.”
Listening and asking questions. All five participants (100%) identified getting to
know people by listening and asking questions with an overall frequency of 16.
Participants 1, 2, and 5 specifically discussed asking questions to get know people.
Participant 3 identified asking questions and then listening for the response. Expanding
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on the importance of asking questions and listening, Participant 4 shared that asking
specific questions and talking to people about their family, “that’s when people really
tend to open up and that’s when people see you as a person, not a position.” Finally,
Participant 2 said, “I use the information that people share to bounce off a bit and learn
more things about them,” and that during onboarding, asking questions allowed the
sharing of information important for the manager, team, or department to know to ensure
sensitivity to the needs of the employee.
Research Question 3. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to enable
rich communication? Rich communication is the transfer of information with the intent
to understand meaning and broaden one’s perspective, resulting in a personal connection
between individuals (Armengol et al., 2017; Daft & Lengel, 1986; Jensen et al., 2018;
Kennedy, 2008).
During the interview process, the responses of the participants led to the
emergence of three themes related to Research Question 3 (see Table 14). The three
themes (a) open and authentic communication, (b) fostering capacity development, and
(c) demonstrating care and understanding had four respondents (80%) each. The theme
fostering capacity development returned the highest frequency (18). Demonstrating care
and understanding had the smallest frequency (12). The themes are presented in
descending order.
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Table 9
Enable Rich Communication Themes
Theme

Number of
respondents

Frequency

Multiple communication methods

4

36

Open and authentic communication

4

17

Demonstrating care and understanding

4

12

Note. N = 5.

Multiple communication methods. For school districts to foster deep cultural
understanding, leaders must use multiple communication methods at their disposal to
foster understanding or provide feedback (Jensen et al., 2018). Daft and Lengel (1986)
argued that leaders should use different communication strategies consistent with why the
communication is necessary. The exemplary leaders identified several communication
methods, consistent with Research Question 3: (a) face-to-face meetings, (b) the
telephone, (c) email, (d) evaluations, (e) virtual platforms, such as Zoom, Microsoft
Teams, or Google Meets. Four participants (80%) identified multiple communication
methods with an overall frequency of 36. During the interview, Participant 3 discussed
staff meetings as a multiple communication methods strategy. Participant 3 shared that
staff meetings are a useful communication method to inform staff about what is
happening in the division and to celebrate successes or discuss future plans and goals.
Similarly, Participant 2 revealed that although programs and books are useful tools
through which to communicate, one-on-one communication is the best method to foster
deep cultural understanding. Participant 2 stated,
I have found it to be successful with people who need it the most by mostly allow
them to talk honestly, allowing them to be open about where they are and then
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hooking into teachable moments, opportunities to just get in there, and just take
that moment to ask those questions will cause people to grow.
Participant 5 argued that leaders cannot rely only on a memo or email to
communicate. Participant 5 shared the importance of knowing when to use multiple
communication method strategies to communicate the district goals and revealed that
strategies included engaging in meaningful evaluations, open dialogue, and face-to-face
meetings. Participant 5 stated,
Communication can range from formal to informal communication, to making
sure you are doing meaningful evaluations of the people that you evaluate. It also
involves having real dialogue. But I also think it is important to have that open
door, where you those informal moments too. When we have our division
meetings, we talk about hiring practices.
Finally, Participant 4 discussed the importance of multiple communication methods,
especially in light of the pandemic. Participant 4 shared that emails, face-to-face
meetings, phone calls, and Zoom are strategies used to communicate. Participant 4
shared that a primary purpose of using Zoom and phone calls is check-ins and follow-ups
to support capacity development. However, Participant 4 noted that there are instances
where a phone call or email is not appropriate to share sensitive information. Participant
4 said,
I think it is powerful, because there are times when there may need to be some
specific conversations that would be much more meaningful, deep and enriching
having those one-on-one, regardless of Zoom, Google Hangouts, or WebEx, or
whatever medium is used, or one-on-one in person, but having those one-on-one,
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I think are valuable, because for a any of us, who’ve, had the benefit of working
with an effective mentor. It doesn’t happen in a large group.
Participant 4 continued,
I think various means of communication have been effective for me. I think the
most effective is online video conferencing because you have the value of seeing
the person’s face, you can still see expression and hear the intonation in the voice.
Those things get missed in written communication. So I think all forms of
communication have value for sure. And I don’t think one should say one form of
communication should be the sole means. I think they all have purpose as long as
they are utilized appropriately.
Open and authentic communication. Shore et al. (2018) noted that leaders must
create opportunities for dialogue about differences and allow authenticity. Four
participants (80%) identified the importance of open and authentic communication to
foster deep cultural understanding with an overall frequency of 17. Participants 3 and 5
reflected on engaging in conversations and dialogue about diversity and the need to be
genuine. Participant 4 shared the importance of open communication by multiple
methods whether by picking up the phone or getting on a Zoom meeting, or in a one-onone in-person meeting. Participant 4 stated “that the need for some specific
conversations that would be much more meaningful, deep and enrichening in one-on-one
conversation regardless of the medium.” Participant 2 spoke about the inability foster
deep cultural understanding when conversations are fake, canned, or forced. Participant
2 stated,
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Authentic, open, and transparent conversations are needed to build relations. You
need to be honest, vulnerable when having those dialogues, and allowing others to
feel comfortable giving their honest feedback. I believe I have given people space
and grace to get where they need to be by being open, and authentic. Having
dialogues.
Demonstrating care and understanding. Four participants (80%) identified
demonstrating care and understanding as a strategy for fostering rich communication that
leads to personal connections with an overall frequency of 12. Participant 3 indicated
that demonstrating care and understanding encompasses being interested in people as
human beings and understanding that they have lives outside of work. Participant 4
shared the importance of communicating that a leader cares, values, and is interested in
supporting employees. Participant 2 acknowledged that demonstrating care and
understanding means being empathetic, transparent, and vulnerable in one’s
responsibility as a leader. This means “genuinely caring about human beings.”
Participant 2 stated,
I think if you don’t care about human beings and understanding that people who
are like us, and even people who are different than we are, all deserve our care,
our concern. Especially as a leader, because we have such a great responsibility
as a leader. . . . Even if we are in the unenviable position of letting people go,
which I have been in in many circumstances because of my job, we need to
always leave people with their dignity.
Finally, Participant 5, mirrored strategies expressed by other participants and
when stating that despite their title, “You have to encourage it and people need to feel
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like you can be accessed in a way,” and “If somebody needs to reach out to me, get ahold
of me because there’s something pressing for them, I want to be accessible, genuine,
demonstrate integrity.”
Research Question 4. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make
personal responsibility a core value? Personal responsibility as a core value is a leader’s
conscious ownership of their actions and the impact on others (Kennedy, 2008;
Molenmaker et al., 2016; Tausen et al., 2018).
During the interview process, the responses of participants led to the emergence
of two themes related to Research Question 4 (see Table 15). All five participants
(100%) responded to both themes. Influencing others had the highest frequency (28),
while lead by example had the smaller frequency (23). The themes are presented in
descending order.
Table 105
Personal Responsibility as a Core Value Themes
Theme

Number of
respondents

Frequency

Influencing others

5

28

Lead by example

5

23

Note. N = 5.

Influencing others. Jung et al. (2009) contended that transformational leaders use
influence as a way to persuade others to make changes in their personal values, behavior,
or implement a shared vision. All five participants (100%) identified influencing others
as strategy to encourage personal responsibility in response to Research Question 4 with
an overall frequency of 28. The leaders discussed strategies to help individuals
understand the importance of helping the district move toward a more forward by
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influencing others. During interviews, Participants 2, 3 and 5 referenced influencing
others. Participant 1 acknowledged that the why is talking about the importance and the
responsibility of bringing diversity into the district that adds value. Participant 2 argued
that everything a person does involves influence and stated,
My number one job is to get things done with and through other people. During
the discussion, the chief human resources officer revealed that it is about right and
wrong and if people want to follow them and how to influence behavior or the
beginning of a different way of thinking through influence.
Participant 2 further stated for that to occur, “I need to have influence. In order to have
influence, I have to take responsibility for how others perceive me.”
Scholars have argued that influencing individuals to shape their behavior and their
environment through behavior can impact the direction of personal development
(Bandura, 1999b, 2001; Jung et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2008). During interviews, the
leaders continued to discuss the importance of influencing others to further the mission
and goal of the district. Leaders revealed that influencing others required sharing guiding
information to support organization direction, such as why, when, and how decision
affects are important (such as diversity in hiring). Therefore, Participant 2 shared that
influencing others involved sharing the why, how, and the leader’s communication style
and content. In response to influencing others, Participant 2 said, “Influence is about
furthering the goal of what you’re trying to accomplish and what people in the
organization need, including students and parents.” When discussing influencing,
Participant 4 stated, “It is important for people to be aware of the significance behind the
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why. Responsibility should be a core value and employees may question the intention or
rationale of the organizational direction without sharing the why.”
Continuing the discussion regarding influence, Participant 4 shared that when
individuals understand the significance of why, where, and when, individuals are more
open to bridging the how. Moreover, the exemplary leader continued by stating,
“Including them on the pathway for creating where the district is going is important. It
helps with influence. It helps create personal responsibility.”
Lead by example. All five participants (100%) identified lead by example as a
strategy in response to Research Question 4 with an overall frequency of 23.
Organizations that make accountability a core value must lead the way in setting the
example and model desired employee behavior (Chuang, 2013). When discussing
leading by example, two recurring strategies were discussed or referred to by all five
participants. Participant 1 referenced leading by example by continually reinforcing the
values of the district and the goal of greater diversity and inclusion. Participant 1
discussed having responsibility as the CHRO to support the superintendent’s initiatives of
diversity and equity and to lead by example with hiring, recruiting, and training quality
employees with hiring managers. Participant 4 provided context and clarity of the
importance of personal responsibility of leading by example by stating that position or
title is not important. Everyone should take personal responsibility. Therefore,
Participant 4 noted that when missteps or mistakes are made that helps others to learn
from them. The exemplary leader said, “I think it is important to changing culture and
helping to model and train others to take steps in that direction of changing culture for the
better.” Similarly, Participant 3 referred to leading by example by contextually
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discussing what taking personal responsibility means: “I don’t blame others for my
mistakes. I own up to them.” Participant 3 also discussed the taking of personal
responsibility to lead by example through personal actions.
Continuing the discussion on leading by example, Participant 2 revealed that
leaders bear the responsibility for what is done and what happens, whether they are aware
of it or not. Participant 2 stated, “Personal responsibility includes [taking] ownership for
what happened and [having] awareness for future incidents.” The leaders also argued
that leading by example includes the leader’s cognizance of public perception.
Participants 2, 4, and 5 referenced perception when discussing leading by example.
During the interview, Participant 5 contended that there is a need for the CHROs to be
aware of others’ perception and said, “When people see you leading by example, then
they’re going to be more prone to do the same and work hard and go for what the
organization’s goals are.” Participant 5 continued, “People are watching you and that’s
when you can demonstrate the personal importance for what you’re trying to achieve.”
To create a culture of inclusiveness, leading by example is a useful strategy for leaders to
signal to individuals within the organization the behavior and practices desired (Chuang,
2013).
Research Question 5. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to
establish mutualism as the final arbiter? Mutualism as the final arbiter is where
everyone benefits, and no one is harmed by the decisions and actions within the team or
organization (Kennedy, 2008). Mutualism establishes trust in organizations through a
deep sense of shared purpose, a thoughtful inspection of each member’s ideas and
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interests, and an interdependence when performing roles and responsibilities (Harvey &
Drolet, 2004; Mishra, 1996; Rau, 2005).
A review of the participants’ responses to the interview question related to
Research Question 5, led to the emergence of three themes (see Table 16). All five
participants (100%) responded to create inclusive systems that benefits everyone, which
had the highest frequency (16). Ensure all thoughts and ideas are heard and foster
collaborative decision-making each had four respondents (80%). However, ensure all
thoughts and ideas are heard had the smallest frequency (9). The themes are presented in
descending order.
Table 16
Mutualism as the Final Arbiter Themes
Theme

Number of
respondents

Frequency

Create inclusive practices that consider everyone

5

16

Foster collaborative decision-making

4

11

Ensure all thoughts and ideas are heard

4

9

Note. N = 5.

Create inclusive practices that consider everyone. All five exemplary CHROs
(100%) identified create inclusive practices that consider everyone with an overall
frequency of 16. Randel et al. (2018) found that when leaders create inclusive practices
and policies that consider all members, inclusion and belongingness are influenced.
When discussing mutualism as the final arbiter, Participants 1 and 3 alluded to practices
that create an inclusive environment to facilitate attracting and retaining quality
employees. Participant 1 talked about the outcome of creating a culture of inclusiveness:
“The district operates way better with an openness and interest in promoting diversity and
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cultural sensitivity or awareness.” Further, Participant 1 commented that by having a
setting that’s sensitive and understanding and open is the only way districts can recruit
and retain high-quality employees. Participant 1 also noted that creating and promoting
that environment is important because as districts recruit to fill positions, candidates are
also assessing the organization in return to fit such diversity and inclusiveness.
Continuing the discussion, Participant 1 said, “I think this is a cautionary tale for systems.
When we think about retaining great talent, whether that’s a custodian, a teacher, or a
cabinet member, it has to be a system that works for everybody.”
Similarly, Participant 3 spoke about creating an environment where people feel
respected and appreciated, and said, “People have to flourish and grow and feel they can
make a difference.” Participant 3 shared that human resource’s responsibility is to attract
and retain employees, but it requires creating and reviewing processes to create a
workplace where people want to be. Participant 4 referenced culturally inclusive
practices, stating, “School districts are really just microcosms of broader society,” which
requires districts to stay on par with what is happening. The exemplary CHRO
highlighted the benefits of when districts implement inclusive practices that consider
everyone. Participant 4 talked about how inclusive practices create a sense of trust and
familiarity with parents and the community. Participant 4 contended that like other
industries, school districts must evolve with society, making cultural inclusiveness an
advantage. During the interview, Participant 4 highlighted several practices that do not
consider everyone and the adjustments needed to make them more inclusive, such as
removing barriers to hiring by reviewing interview questions or qualifications.
Participant 4 also mentioned expanding celebrations to recognize or highlight more
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cultures instead of only highlighting some. Participant 2 acknowledged creating practices
that include everyone primarily through hiring that expands the knowledge and diversity
of the district, and said, “Everyone that is hired brings something to the table.” Further
discussion revealed that when inclusiveness is practiced, the team grows and learns
together. Continuing the discussion about creating inclusive practices that consider
everyone, Participant 2 also shared that when a team communicates more respectfully,
“They learned to be empathetic and open, to be listeners, and to meet people where they
are.”
Foster collaborative decision-making. Four participants (80%) identified
collaborative decision-making as a strategy in response to Research Question 5 with an
overall frequency of 11. Reflecting on interview responses, the participants revealed the
importance of including stakeholders in decisions where they are affected by the
outcome. Collaboration involves working together to solve problems and decisionmaking through open communication and mutual respect (Nembhard & Edmondson,
2006). Providing further insight, Participant 1 revealed that shared decision-making
allows a review of the decision and outcome from different perspectives. Discussing
fostering collaborative decision-making, Participant 1 talked about the benefit of
providing input about decisions, revealing weaknesses, benefits, and value to the district.
Participant 3 stated that “whenever possible, decision-making should be democratic.”
However, Participant 3 noted that not every decision can be democratic, but input before
the decision is made is important. The exemplary leader shared that collaborative
decision-making occurs at all levels within the organization and the amount of
collaboration is dependent on the decision and the urgency of the situation. Participant 4
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indicated that fostering collaborative decision-making is intentional and deliberate when
sharing strategies used within the district. Participants 2 and 5 specifically discussed the
connection between inclusiveness, leadership, and collaborative decision-making.
Participant 5 said that “all voices matter.” The leader expressed that having input
does not mean getting one’s way, but it is important to have input. Participant 5 revealed
that when a leader is creating a culture of inclusiveness, learning is a shared experience
and encourages leadership. The leader also shared that collaborative decision-making
should include students. Participant 5 said,
The thing about inclusivity is you’re getting a wide variety of folks with different
experiences being able to weigh in on the decisions and include something from
their perspective that you have not been able to consider because your perspective
is different.
Finally, Participant 2 discussed the outcomes of collaborative decision-making
and said, “When people are doing the work, make the decisions, they are more engaged,
and they own the outcome. If I dictate, then I also own the outcome.” Participant 2 also
said, “By being collaborative, I’ve found that I increase the creativity of my team, the
ownership of the team, and everything just creates a cycle where you have fully engaged
people working in synergy.”
Ensure all thoughts and ideas are heard. Four exemplary CHROs (80%)
identified ensure all thoughts and ideas are heard as a strategy to establish mutualism as a
final arbiter with an overall frequency of 9. Making sure that everyone has the
opportunity to share thoughts and ideas provides an opportunity for employees to
contribute their uniqueness (Randel et al., 2018; Shore et al., 2011). The leaders revealed
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that the value of ensuring that all voices are heard fosters input and creates dialogue
about where the district is and the direction the district intends to move in creating a more
inclusive environment.
Participant 4 disclosed that being open to receiving feedback and input and
hearing ideas is essential to making sure that everyone is heard. Participant 4 referenced
modeling leadership practices after the superintendent who is open receiving feedback
and input: “In many ways we are similar in that we open to hearing other thoughts and
ideas,” when discussing decision-making. Participant 3 said, “There are situations where
I want input and options.” Participant 5 commented that “informed decision-making
processes are built around open dialogue,” and in division meetings that “we’re all
involved and we’re all going to weigh in” from director to a brand-new clerk. In addition
to discussing the strategy ensuring all thoughts are heard, the leader revealed that people
do not feel valued or feel like they matter if they are not heard. The leader revealed that
it is equally important to hear from the individuals who have divergent ideas, because
that is where true understanding of different perspectives is found that can have an a
positive impact on students.
Participant 2 talked about the importance of ensuring that everyone is heard and
also gave specific examples of strategies used during meetings to encourage employees to
share their thoughts. For example, Participant 2 talked about making sure that everyone
participates and said, “I let them know from the beginning that I’m going to be asking
each of you what you think. Because most of the time the best answers come from the
people who are the most quiet.” Continuing, Participant 2 also said, “I call on every
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single person. If they are not forthcoming, I wait. I simply wait until they give me an
answer. I don’t allow people to opt out of the conversation.”
Research Question 6. What do exemplary K-12 CHROs perceive as the most
important advantages of creating an organizational culture of inclusiveness? A culture
of inclusion is defined as the incorporation of diverse individuals in an environment of
mutual respect and acceptance that recognizes and values their unique contribution to the
success of the organization (Azmat et al., 2014; Kennedy, 2008; Mak et al., 2014; Tawagi
& Mak, 2015).
Reviewing the interview responses of participants led to the emergence of five
themes related to Research Question 6 (see Table 17). Responses of all five participants
(100%) led to the emergence of two themes: (a) engaging in ongoing conversations and
(b) fosters a trusting and mutually respectful environment. The responses of four
participants (80%) led to two additional themes: (c) benefits diverse needs of students
and community and (d) establishing personal connections. The final theme emerged
from the responses of three participants (60%): (e) promotes retention and engagement.
Table 11
Advantages of Creating a Culture of Inclusiveness Themes
Theme

Number of
respondents

Frequency

Fosters a trusting and mutually respectful environment

5

15

Engaging in ongoing conversations

5

13

Establishes personal connection

4

11

Benefits diverse needs of students and community

4

9

Promotes retention and engagement

3

8

Note. N = 5.
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Fosters a trusting and mutually respectful environment had the highest frequency (15),
while promotes retention and engagement had the smallest frequency (8). The themes are
presented in Table 17 in descending order.
Fosters a trusting and mutually respectful environment. All five participants
(100%) identified fosters a trusting and mutually respectful environment as a benefit of
creating a culture of inclusiveness, for an overall frequency of 15. Nembhard and
Edmondson (2006) found that the display of mutual respect signals inclusiveness.
Likewise, van Knippenberg et al. (2004) asserted that when managing diversity, mutual
respect is built when differences are valued. The responses of participants revealed that
fostering a trusting and mutually respectful environment leads to talking honestly,
valuing different perspectives, and actions or behaviors of leaders that are inclusive. For
example, when discussing the advantages of creating an inclusive environment,
Participants 1, 2, and 5 provided identical strategies that indicated the behavior of the
leader is important to fostering the desired environment. Participant 2 said that
employees “look to leaders for how to act and behave,” and found that modeling respect
facilitates reciprocal behavior. Participant 2 shared that people watch a leader’s body
language, facial expressions, and listen to speech. Therefore, the leader demonstrates
behavior that is observable for people to follow.
Participant 5 revealed that creating a trusting and mutually respectful environment
boils down to how leaders carry themselves versus what is said, because “people
remember what you do more than what you say.” The exemplary CHROs argued that a
mutually respectful and trusting environment can only result where there is a culture of
inclusiveness. The leaders found that behaviors and actions last longer and have more
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impact on the organization in terms of fostering mutual respect and creating a climate in
which everyone feels welcome and desires to work.
This sentiment was evidenced by responses from Participant 4 who stated that
“when there’s mutual respect, people will show that respect in their interactions and how
they speak to each other.” Furthermore, the exemplary leaders noted that valuing
differences and providing the opportunity to provide input leads to a trusting and
mutually respectful environment. Participant 4 found that valuing the experiences,
knowledge, and differences of others is important because that you trust and respect
others. Continuing, Participant 4 said, “You create a sense of harmony, but you also
create a sense of safety when you do run into disagreements or differences of opinions,
safety and being able to express that I have a different perspective.”
Finally, Participant 3 found that in environments where there is mutual trust and
respect is present, “It allows individuals to be intentionally honest and truthful and make
decisions that are in the best interest of the organization.”
Engaging in ongoing conversations. All five exemplary CHROs (100%)
identified engaging in ongoing conversations with an overall frequency of 13. Shifting
the organization’s focus to a culture of inclusiveness requires talking and listening to
stakeholders and using the shared knowledge (Shore et al., 2018). In response to
Research Question 6, Participants 1, 3, and 4 revealed strategies associated with engaging
in conversations and listening to stakeholders that fosters open mindedness about hiring
and diversity. Participant 2 acknowledged the importance of engaging in ongoing
conversations on a one-on-one basis and sharing feedback that fosters cultural awareness
and sensitivity. Participant 3 suggested that a culture of inclusiveness requires
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conversations that intentionally elicit input from all members and then listening to
understand where improvements have been made or are needed. The CHROs suggested
that bringing everyone into the conversation is important. Similarly, responses from
Participant 5 found that developing a culture of inclusiveness requires “a consistent and
ongoing practice” of meaningful conversations. Participant 5 noted that continually
engaging in professional dialogue that shares the district’s big goal is important because
inclusion does not occur with one conversation or with one group. Finally, Participant 5
said, “I think you can’t remind them enough that we’re stronger in our differences.
Students will benefit.”
Establishes personal connection. Creating a culture of inclusiveness relies on the
frequent interactions and personal connections of exemplary leaders with others (Chuang,
2013). Four participants (80%) identified establishes personal connections as a strategy
in response to Research Question 6 with an overall frequency of 11. To create a culture
of inclusiveness, Participant 1 spoke about regular interactions and that getting to know
people in “those interactions one-on-one, or in small groups” provides the opportunity to
“further a principle or belief.” Participant 3 also discussed that responding to employees
and stakeholders in the organization has been important to building relationships.
Participant 3 revealed that the ability to make decisions and reach agreement occurs more
frequently when there are personal connections and relationships. Participant 3 said
because of having built relationships, “We were able to do something that is better for the
organization and do it quick.” Participant 4 found that familiarity with students, parents,
staff, and the community is created through interactions and building healthy
relationships. Finally, Participant 5 revealed that establishing personal connections is
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essential to tearing down walls and barriers, which has an impact on the organization and
can lead to change. Speaking about personal connections, Participant 5 said,
You don’t get that from the training. You don’t get that from a speech that you
make at the start of the school year to the staff. You get that from going out there
and demonstrating things. That really is like a 24/7 job. Leadership requires that
you’re on all the time. Because that next phone call you get, that next email you
respond to, that next appointment you make, is going to have a ripple effect on the
entire organization as soon as it’s concluded.
Benefit students and the community. Four participants (80%) identified the
benefits for students and the community as a result of creating a culture of inclusiveness,
for an overall frequency of 9. The exemplary CHROs found that when organizations
intentionally seek to create inclusive environments, students and the community are the
beneficiaries. The responses of the participants revealed that when a school district is
pushed to think about the diverse needs of students, the district is moved forward and
continues to grow. Furthermore, the exemplary CHROs revealed that the benefit of
creating a culture of inclusiveness is directly related to the education of students and has
a far-reaching impact. For example, Participant 5 argued that the benefit to students is
that it “allows our students to be around top-notch professionals from all walks of life and
creates a connection with parents.” Likewise, Participant 4 emphasized that the benefit to
students is a great education and the upliftment of the community. Finally, Participant 2
said of the benefit to students and community, “When you have a very mindful
organization, that whole energy, all of those behaviors get passed down to the clients that
we serve, and we create a better community, and in effect, a better world.”
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Promotes retention and engagement. Three participants (60%) identified
promotes retention and engagement as a benefit of creating a culture of inclusiveness in
response to Research Question 6 with an overall frequency of 8. When organizations
create a culture of inclusiveness, employee retention, and engagement it can lead to
feelings of belongingness, creativity, and innovation (Mor Barak et al., 2016; Nishii,
2013). Responding to Research Question 6, Participant 1 said, “We think about retaining
great talent, whether that’s a custodian, a teacher or a cabinet member, it has to be a
system that works for everybody.” Participant 2 shared similar responses and asserted
that the primary benefit of a culture of inclusiveness is
the retention of employees, having employees be engaged, having the workflow
more smoothly, more creativity, and engagement. And then once that is present
in the organization, when you have a very mindful organization, that whole
energy, all of those behaviors get passed down to the clients that we serve.
Conversely, Participant 3 talked about the organizational impact when a culture of
inclusiveness is absent. Participant 3 concluded that employee turnover and the need to
fill positions results when there is a lack of inclusiveness and diversity.
Key Findings
The exemplary CHROs participated a quantitative and qualitative data collection
process and analysis. Through the feedback received from the exemplary leaders from
survey and interview responses, the data indicate that the importance of creating a culture
of inclusiveness is essential to leading K–12 school districts by the percentage and mode
of agree strongly, average of overall responses, and distribution of responses.
Additionally, the statistical analysis revealed the minimum and maximum value of
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responses. The following section contains key findings based on data analysis of the
survey and interview responses of the mixed methods study. Table 18 orders the
quantitative survey results and qualitative strategies frequency from highest to lowest by
research question. Table 19 compares quantitative responses and qualitive themes
participants, which the research used to extrapolate key findings.
Quantitative Data Findings
Key Finding 1: All five leadership qualities of cultural difference are
important. The quantitative data revealed the importance of all five leadership qualities
in creating a culture of inclusiveness as reflected by the value the CHROs assigned to
each strategy in accordance with Kennedy’s (2008) five leadership qualities of cultural
leadership. Overall, the moderately high scores for each research question primarily fell
between the two highest values of 6 (agree strongly) and 5 (agree moderately), with the
mean score primarily above 5.55. A key finding was that although variance occurred
within Research Questions 5 and 6, the overall mean scores and percentage of agree
strongly indicate that results are identified as key findings in accordance with the five
leader qualities of cultural differences as espoused by Kennedy (2008).
Key Finding 2: All five CHROs interviewed indicated that diversity as an
organizational priority is critical. Diversity as an organizational priority was the
qualitative theme identified by the CHROs with the highest frequency count.
Respondents revealed that diverse hiring practices, professional development, and
modeling and influencing inclusive behavior are strategies to create a culture of
inclusiveness. In interviews, the leaders discussed why diverse hiring practices are
important.
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Table 18
Highest and Lowest Quantitative and Most and Least Frequency Qualitative Research Results by Research Question
Research question
M

SD

Quantitative
Highest rated strategy

Lowest rated strategy

Qualitative
Most rated frequency
Least rated
frequency

1.

What strategies do exemplary
CHROs use to make diversity a
priority?

5.63

0.67

Provide opportunities for
people to develop new skills

 Model diversity as an
organizational priority
 Communicate the
importance of culture
differences

Diverse hiring
practices

Modeling or
influencing
inclusive behavior

2.

What strategies do exemplary
CHROs use to get to know people
and their differences?
What strategies do exemplary
CHROs use to enable rich
communication?
What strategies do exemplary
CHROs use to make personal
responsibility a core value?
What strategies do exemplary
CHROs use to establish
mutualism as the final arbiter?

5.64

.065

Stand up for others if they are
being treated unfairly

Embrace Interaction with
others from different cultures

Listening and
asking questions

5.70

0.61

Share honestly what is going
on when the chips are down

5.65

0.70

5.55

0.87

What do exemplary CHROs
perceive as the most important
advantage of creating an
organizational culture of
inclusiveness?

5.56

0.94

Remain open to feedback to
develop deeper understanding
of different perspectives
Take ownership of personal
behavior that supports respect
of others
 Encourage new ideas that
benefit all stakeholders
 Lead with intentional
collaboration where no one
is placed at risk
 Interact respectfully with
different people in the
organization
 Listen carefully to make
people comfortable
 Treat people with genuine
regard regardless of
position

Engaging in formal
and informal
interactions
Fostering capacity
development

3.
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4.
5.

6.

Demonstrating
care and
understanding
Lead by example

Willing to take personal risks
to see that others are valued

Influencing others

Create a deep sense of shared
purpose

Create inclusive
systems that benefit
everyone

Ensure all thoughts
and ideas are heard

Encourage everyone to be
themselves

Foster a trusting and
mutually respectful
environment

Promote retention
and engagement

Table 19
Comparison of Quantitative and Qualitative Themes and Strategies by Research Question
Research question
1.

What strategies do
exemplary K-12
CHROs use to make
diversity a priority?

2.

What strategies do
exemplary K-12
CHROs use to get to
know people and their
differences?

3.

What strategies do
exemplary K-12
CHROs use to enable
rich communication?

4.

What strategies do
exemplary K-12
CHROs use to make
personal responsibility
a core value?

Qualitative
strategies

Qualitative
themes

 Model diversity as an
organizational priority
 Take personal responsibility for
inclusion of all people
 Communicate the importance of
culture differences
 Communicate the importance of
culture differences
 Provide opportunities for people to
develop new skills
 Model diversity as an
organizational priority
 Communicate the importance of
culture differences
 Provide opportunities for people to
develop new skills
 Embrace interaction with others
from different cultures
 Stand up for others if they are being
treated unfairly
 Encourage open dialog about
controversial issues
 Intervene when intolerance is
present
 Remain open to feedback to
develop deeper understanding of
different perspectives
 Approach conflict by looking at all
sides
 Remain accessible to others
 Share honestly what is going on
when the chips are down
 Create a culture where people feel
safe to share controversial ideas
 Promote organizational culture that
values inclusion
 Take ownership of personal
behavior that supports respect of
others
 The importance of diversity is
shown in organizational hiring
practices
 Willing to take personal risks to see
that others are valued
 Promote a culture where everyone
sees themselves as an important
part of the organization

 Diverse hiring practices
 Professional development
 Modeling or influencing
inclusive behavior
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 Engaging in formal and
informal interactions
 Developing personal
connections
 Listening and asking
questions

 Fostering capacity
development
 Open and authentic
communication
 Demonstrating care and
understanding

 Influencing others
 Lead by example

Table 19 (continued)
Research question

Qualitative
strategies

Qualitative
themes

5.

What strategies do
exemplary K-12
CHROs use to
establish mutualism as
the final arbiter?

 Create purpose a deep sense of
shared
 Insist on fairness as core value
Encourage new ideas that benefit all
stakeholders
 Encourage new ideas that benefit all
stakeholders Cultivate a thoughtful
inspection of diverse thinking
 Lead with intentional collaboration
where no one is placed at risk

 Create inclusive systems
that benefit everyone
 Fostering collaborative
decision-making
 Ensure all thoughts and
ideas are heard

6.

What do exemplary K12 CHROs perceive as
the most important
advantage of creating
an organizational
culture of
inclusiveness?

 Promote policies that ensure cultural
participation
 Interact respectfully with different
people in the organization
 Encourage everyone to be
themselves
 Listen carefully to make people
comfortable
 Collect regular employee feedback
 Show respect by helping people
 Value the contributions of people
through positive recognition
 Treat people with genuine regard
regardless of position
 Celebrate the unique contributions of
diversity to the success of the
organization
 Hold others accountable for
inclusion

 Fosters a trusting and
mutually respectful
environment
 Engaging in ongoing
conversations
 Establishes personal
connection
 Benefits diverse needs of
students and community
 Promotes retention and
engagement

Key Finding 3: Enabling rich communication is central to creating a culture
of inclusiveness. Of the five leadership qualities of cultural differences, the exemplary
CHROs rated enabling rich communications the highest of the strategies overall with of
participants 76.19% assigning agree strongly (value of 6) and a mean of 5.70. Although
communication figured prominently throughout survey, enabling rich communication
was the fourth rated theme in the qualitative data, indicating a misalignment between the
survey strategies and research questions.
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Key Finding 4: The findings of the quantitative and qualitative differ for
personal responsibility as a core value as a key strategy. The results of the quantitative
data indicated that respondents did not consider personal responsibility as a top strategy
of culturally inclusive leader practices. Personal responsibility as a core value was the
third highest rated research question, along with diversity as an organizational priority
with overall percentage of (strongly agree), but second with overall average scores (M =
5.65). Additionally, when responding to the strategy willing to take personal risks to see
that others are valued, CHROs rated the strategy the lowest within the domain. As a
qualitative theme, accountability as a core value had the third highest frequency with only
two themes.
Key Finding 5: Participants rated mutualism as the final arbiter lower than
other strategies. When compared with other available strategies presented in the
quantitative survey, participants rated Research Question 5 as the lowest of six questions
presented to participants based on the five leadership qualities of cultural differences
(Kennedy, 2008). This assessment remained consistent with the qualitative data, as the
number of themes qualitative themes (three) and frequency count (36) suggested the
importance of Research Question 5 in creating a culture of inclusiveness.
Key Finding 6: The CHROs interviewed understand the advantages of
creating a culture of inclusiveness. All five CHROs interviewed espoused the
advantages of creating a culture of inclusiveness as being beneficial for attracting and
maintaining highly qualified staff as well as creating an environment conducive to
student achievement. The number of qualitative themes discovered by the responses of
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the CHROs for Research Question 6 for advantages of creating a culture of inclusiveness
was six. All five participants identified foster a trusting and mutually respectful
environment and engaging in ongoing conversations as themes that lead to a culture of
inclusiveness.
Data Summary
The purpose of this sequential explanatory mixed methods research study was to
identify and describe the leadership strategies that exemplary CHROs of K-12 school
districts in Orange, Riverside, and San Bernardino counties use to create an
organizational culture of inclusiveness, using Kennedy’s (2008) five leadership qualities
of cultural differences. Following the mixed methods design of this research study, a
quantitative instrument was administered to 13 CHROs to discover the extent to which
the identified strategies reflected the CHROs’ inclusive leadership practices. Subsequent
to administering the survey, five participants were identified and selected to participate in
qualitative semistructured interviews. Interview participants were asked 12 questions
designed to expand on the survey results by providing depth and context, allowing the
researcher to further explore the strategies used by exemplary CHROs in K-12 school
districts in creating an organizational culture of inclusiveness. Chapter IV provided the
purpose of the study, methodology, and analysis for quantitative and qualitative data.
In Chapter V, a summary of major findings, unexpected findings, conclusions,
implications for action, and recommendations for further research are presented.
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CHAPTER V: FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Culture does not change because we desire to change it. Culture changes when the
organization is transformed—the culture reflects the realities of people working
together every day.
—Frances Hesselbein
Overview
This research study examined the strategies that exemplary chief human resources
officers (CHROs) in K-12 school districts with Orange, Riverside, and San Bernardino
counties use to create an organizational culture of inclusiveness according to Kennedy’s
(2008) five leadership qualities of cultural differences. The sequential explanatory mixed
methods research study used both quantitative survey data and qualitative semistructured
interviews, which were evaluated by the researcher to identify the six findings, three
unexpected findings, six conclusions, seven implications, and six recommendations
identified within this chapter.
Chapter V provides a summary of the purpose, research questions, methodology,
data collection procedures, and the population sample. The demographic data of the 13
exemplary CHROs in K-12 school districts who participated in the study are also reiterated.
In addition, the chapter presents major findings, unexpected findings, and conclusions.
Chapter V concludes with implications for action, recommendations for further research,
and closing remarks and reflections.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this sequential, explanatory mixed methods study was to identify
and describe the leadership strategies that exemplary CHROs of K-12 school districts use
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to create an organizational culture of inclusiveness using Kennedy’s (2008) five leadership
qualities of cultural differences.
Research Questions
The study sought to explore strategies CHROs use as leaders to influence creating a
culture of inclusiveness within the K-12 school district using Kennedy’s (2008) five
leadership qualities of cultural differences. The following questions were examined to aid
the investigation of the most effective strategies:
1. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make diversity a priority?
2. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to get to know people and their
differences?
3. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to enable rich communication?
4. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make personal responsibility a core
value?
5. What strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to establish mutualism as the final
arbiter?
6. What do exemplary K-12 CHROs perceive as the most important advantages of creating
an organizational culture of inclusiveness?
Research Methods and Data Collection Procedures
This research study was completed as part of a thematic team of 10 peer researchers
and led by UMass Global faculty advisors. The thematic team determined that a sequential
explanatory mixed methods research design was best to explore answers to the research
questions. The thematic team agreed that selecting a sequential explanatory mixed methods
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study design allowed the collection of quantitative data first, followed by the collection of
qualitative data to add depth to the quantitative statistical analysis.
This study used quantitative and qualitative instruments developed by the thematic
team designed to identify strategies that exemplary CHROs use to create a culture of
inclusiveness in K-12 school districts. First, using the quantitative instrument, statistical
data were collected through SurveyMonkey (Appendix B). Thirteen participants who met
the criteria for being exemplary completed the survey (Appendix L). Second, from the 13
participants, the first five CHROs who expressed interest in participating in the qualitative
data collection received invitations to participate in a semistructured interview conducted
virtually and by phone. The interviews were conducted following the developed interview
prompt and questions and lasted between 45 and 60 minutes each (Appendix C).
Population
A population comprises elements that meet specific criteria the research study
results intend to generalize (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). Patten (2014) clarified that a
population is a large or small group that shares specific criteria that allow the researcher to
generalize the findings. The general population for this study consisted of 1,026 CHROs in
K-12 school districts in California. However, due to impracticality, financial, and
geographical constraints of conducting a study on such a population of that size target
population was utilized to narrow the population further to narrow to 145 school districts
with CHROs Orange, Riverside, and San Bernardino counties.
Sample
A sample is a group of subjects or participants from whom the data are collected
(McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). Quantitative sampling allows the inquirer to draw
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reasonable conclusions about the study (Mugo, 2002; Oppong, 2013). This study utilized
purposeful sampling and determined that 13 CHROs was an appropriate number for the
quantitative phase to efficiently gather enough data to draw meaningful conclusions
(McMillan & Schumacher, 2010).
Participants were purposefully chosen in K-12 public school districts in Orange,
Riverside, and San Bernardino counties within Southern California because of the
researcher’s time, matching criteria established by the thematic team, and population
availability. Additionally, the selection of purposeful sampling ensures that the purpose of
the study is achieved through the selection of participants who match specific criteria
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). To participate in this study, each exemplary CHRO self-verified
they had to meet at least four of the following characteristics:
● They had participated in organizational and community activities involving diverse
individuals.
● They showed evidence of leading a culturally inclusive organization.
● They had a minimum of 5 years of experience in the profession.
● They had articles, papers, or materials written, published, or presented at conferences or
association meetings about cultural inclusion.
● They received recognition from their peers as leaders who gave respect to all people.
● They had a membership in professional associations in their field.
● They had a membership in associations of groups focused on their field.
Major Findings
The major findings of this research study were identified through analysis of the
quantitative survey data and qualitative semistructured interview data gathered from
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participant responses. The data analysis, supplied the researcher with quantitative data,
including several statistical indices (mean, standard deviation, median, mode, minimum,
and maximum values), while the qualitative data, included the identification of themes and
frequencies that answered each research question. For this study, the quantitative data
assessed the mean and the percentage of participants’ rated strategies within each research
question with the maximum value of 6 (agree strongly). The quantitative data also
analyzed the standard deviation of responses for individual strategies and the overall
deviation of all responses for each research question. The qualitative and quantitative data
were evaluated across the identified and between the strategies, and within and between
each research question. The strategies and themes were then compared to the literature,
where major and unexpected findings of this study emerged.
Major Finding 1: Diversity as an Organizational Priority
The exemplary CHROs interviewed for this study revealed that engaging in diverse
hiring practices is important to make diversity an organizational priority in K-12 school
districts. Diverse hiring practices accounted for 67% of the coded responses of the
qualitative data collected through interviews for Research Question 1, “What strategies do
exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make diversity a priority?” The comments of the
exemplary CHROs suggest that making diversity an organizational priority through diverse
hiring practices ensures that students have a wide variety of role models to connect with
including leadership positions. The participants also shared that engaging in diverse hiring
practices ensures the hiring of teachers and staff that students can relate to, and who can
relate to students. Further, the CHROs argued that it is important for staff and students to
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interact with and learn from differing cultures and broaden their perspective, which can
only happen when districts make diversity a priority.
The finding is supported by the quantitative data in which 84.62% of participants
agreed strongly that the survey item take personal responsibility for the inclusion of all
people is an effective strategy to add value and enrich the school district by seeking
candidates who reflect the ethnic, cultural, linguistic, racial, and gender needs of students
and community. Aldhaheri (2017) asserted that cultural knowledge is essential to support
the success of educational leaders and thus student academic success. Rebore (2011) found
that an essential role of the CHRO is to develop strategies to recruit and retain diverse
personnel who are representative of the population and community served to fulfill the
mandate to educate students. By elevating the importance of diversity, through diverse
hiring practices that embrace individuals’ unique differences, perspectives, and talents,
CHROs make diversity an organizational priority in K-12 school districts (Kennedy, 2008).
Major Finding 2: Know People and Their Differences
The exemplary CHROs who participated in this study shared that getting to know
people and their differences serves more than a social or casual purpose; it provides
opportunities to learn what is important to people and to learn and share personal and
cultural information. The theme of informal and formal interactions accounted for 41% of
the coded qualitative data for Research Question 2, “What strategies do exemplary K-12
CHROs use to get to know people and their differences.” The exemplary leaders
highlighted various formal and informal interaction strategies such as sharing meals,
visiting sites, and volunteering to attend events. The exemplary leaders argued that
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engaging in getting to know individuals as early as onboarding can be instrumental in
providing critical information that allows others to navigate future interactions easily.
A review of the literature revealed that increased exposure to different cultures
influences openness to gain knowledge and interact and integrate easily with those of
different cultural backgrounds (Earley & Mosakowski, 2004; Fang et al., 2018; MacNab &
Worthley, 2012). Similarly, Kennedy (2008) found that culturally intelligent leaders
regularly use opportunities to consciously develop their knowledge and understanding of
when and how to tap into the cultural and ethnic knowledge, perspective, and resources,
and differences of the individuals they lead. Likewise, Ely and Thomas (2001) noted that
cultural differences are sources of insight that leaders can use to help employees focus on
achieving the organizational objectives as well as new ways of learning and being.
Agreeing with the literature, the responses of the CHROs suggest that engaging in formal
and informal interactions is an intentional and purposeful strategy in which leaders seek
opportunities to engage with others and thus expand their understanding and knowledge.
Major Finding 3: Creating a Culture of Inclusiveness
There is a need for a culture of inclusiveness in K-12 school districts, according to
the five leader qualities of cultural differences espoused by Kennedy (2008), which are
advantages to achieving the district’s mission and vision. Districts are microcosms of
society at large and must continue to adapt. The exemplary leaders acknowledged that
taking advantage of the unique differences, knowledge, and perspectives of people is a part
of creating inclusive environments. The participants identified fostering a trusting and
mutually respectful environment as necessary for creating a culture of inclusiveness,
accounting for 27% of the coded qualitative data for Research Question 6, “What do
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exemplary K-12 CHROs perceive as the most important advantages of creating a culture of
inclusiveness?” Similarly, in the quantitative survey data, the exemplary CHROs argued
that a mutually respectful and trusting environment can only result where there is a culture
of inclusiveness, which revealed three key indicators: (a) the ability to talk honestly,
(b) valuing different perspectives, and (c) the actions or behavior of inclusive leaders.
During the interviews, the participants shared that fostering a trusting and mutually
respectful environment is one in which individuals can be intentionally honest and truthful
to share knowledge that allows stakeholders to make decisions that are in the best interest
of the organization.
Moreover, the exemplary leaders noted that valuing differences, knowledge, and
experiences is important. The leaders argued that the opportunity to provide input from
different perspectives is key to creating a trusting and mutually respectful environment,
which is necessary for a culture of inclusiveness. Finally, the leaders argued that fostering
a trusting and mutually respectful environment requires leaders to model inclusive actions
and behaviors. The participants noted that modeling respect facilitates reciprocal behavior
and revealed that people remember what others do far longer than what they say. These
findings of the qualitative data are further supported by the quantitative survey data,
interact respectfully with different people in the organization and treat people with genuine
regard regardless of position, where each strategy received 92.31% of participants’ rating
of agree strongly as the strategies that most represent creating a culture of inclusiveness.
Additionally, the findings for advantages of creating a culture of inclusiveness are
supported by Nembhard and Edmondson (2006) who found that the display of mutual
respect signals inclusiveness. Likewise, van Knippenberg et al. (2004) asserted that when
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managing diversity, mutual respect is built when differences are valued. Böhm and
Dwertmann (2015) argued that leaders’ mutual respect is signaled when inclusiveness is
exhibited by leaders to those around them. The advantages of creating a culture of
inclusiveness are numerous. Kennedy (2008) asserted that innovation, leadership,
diversity, and inclusion are connected and argued the meaningfulness of these four
elements in achieving acceptance and understanding to move the organization toward
achieving inclusiveness.
Major Finding 4: Personal Accountability as a Core Value
The exemplary CHROs identified that as leaders, they must use influence instead of
force or policy alone as a strategy to foster inclusion, if it is to be sustained. Influencing
others accounted for 55% of the coded data for Research Question 4, “What strategies do
exemplary K-12 CHROs use to make accountability a core value?” All five participants
argued that districts can mandate diversity because it is the law. Participants 2 and 4
contended that influencing others to take personal responsibility as a core value must
include (a) sharing the why, (b) sharing the what and how, and (c) communication. The
exemplary leaders suggested that it is important for individuals to know why inclusiveness
is important and how the district intends to achieve it, such as diverse hiring and when.
The leaders revealed that constant opportunities for open communication are necessary to
establish accountability as a core value. Jung et al. (2009) contended that transformational
leaders use influence as a way to persuade changes in personal values and behavior or to
implement a shared vision. Further, Kennedy (2008) asserted that exemplary leaders bear
personal accountability to influence, coach, and lead by example. Similarly, Nishii and
Mayer (2009) found that leaders play a role in influencing diversity and inclusion. The
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exemplary leaders found that taking personal responsibility includes having an obligation
to influence rather than demand behavior and actions that support a culture of
inclusiveness.
Kennedy (2008) asserted that personal responsibility is a conscious mindset, that
over time becomes embedded in the decision-making and actions of the leader. Kennedy
also noted that leaders who take personal responsibility are obligated to encourage others
by coaching and leading by example (influencing). The findings of influencing others are
further supported by the quantitative data where 92.31% of participants agreed strongly
with the item take ownership of personal behavior that supports respect of others. The
responses of the participants for taking ownership of personal behavior that supports
respect of others aligned most with influencing others as a strategy to take personal
responsibility as a core value that is useful for creating a culture of inclusiveness.
Major Finding 5: Enable Rich Communication
For school districts to foster deep cultural understanding, the CHROs acknowledged
the need to use multiple communication methods at their disposal to foster understanding
or provide feedback. To communicate effectively, communication behavior, style, and
leadership strategy are critical to allowing stakeholders to receive important information
(Jensen et al., 2018). The exemplary leaders recognized that communication is essential to
reinforcing the district’s mission, vision, and goals to support diversity to foster a culture of
inclusiveness. Further, the leaders expressed that rich communication affords individuals
the opportunity to express ideas and concerns and to provide feedback. The participants
interviewed for this study identified multiple communication methods as a strategy, which
accounted for 38% of the coded qualitative data. The leaders argued that utilizing multiple
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methods of communication provides necessary information useful to the topic and the
recipient. The exemplary leaders expressed communicating by phone calls and in face-toface meetings as sources to support check-in and follow-up, provide feedback, conduct
evaluations, and mentor individuals to develop the capacity needed to achieve the district’s
initiatives. The leaders emphasized the importance of consistently communicating the why
and how behind the intended change. The CHROs also shared that communication must
allow individuals to ask questions, offer feedback, and share ideas.
Kennedy (2008) expressed that enabling rich communication places a new level of
value on what others have to say, which accelerates change and boosts problem-solving.
Enabling rich communication is directly linked to fostering capacity building. The findings
are further supported by the quantitative data where 92.31% of participants strongly agreed
with the survey strategy remain open to feedback to develop a deeper understanding of
different perspectives. The quantitative item aligns with the literature and qualitative data,
wherein leaders revealed the importance of communication, feedback, and creating
opportunities for open and authentic conversations.
Major Finding 6: Mutualism as the Final Arbiter
Creating inclusive practices that consider everyone is beneficial to establishing an
inclusive environment and is especially essential for recruiting and hiring. Create inclusive
practices that consider everyone was identified by the CHRO in the quantitative data
analysis as a strategy accounting for 44% of the coded data for Research Question 5, “What
strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to establish mutualism as the final arbiter?” The
responses of the leaders revealed that creating inclusive practices that consider everyone is
beneficial to establishing an inclusive environment, diverse hiring practices, and fostering
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greater employee cultural responsiveness. Participants 1 and 3 revealed that systems that
work for everyone are necessary for the district to operate better and with an open mind to
promoting inclusiveness and diversity. Participant 4 noted that school districts must learn
to adapt and evolve with society and that includes making inclusiveness an advantage and
creating practices that include everyone. The findings of creating inclusive practices that
consider everyone are further supported by the quantitative survey data where 84.62% of
the participants identified encourage new ideas that benefit all stakeholders as an effective
strategy to establish mutualism as the final arbiter.
The leaders shared that creating inclusive practices requires building trust and
inviting different perspectives to help achieve the district’s shared goals that benefit
students, parents, and the community (Kennedy, 2008; Mishra, 1996; Rau, 2005). Further,
research has found that leaders who use inclusive practices and invite and also appreciate
the contributions of others can positively influence those employees’ behaviors and attitude
(Mor Barak, 2008; Randel et al., 2016; Shore et al., 2011).
Major Finding 7: Professional Development
All five exemplary CHROs recognized the importance of engaging professional
development as a means of educating members of the district about the importance of
making diversity an organizational priority. Professional development accounted for 19%
of the coded data in response to Research Question 1, “What strategies do exemplary K-12
CHROs use to make diversity as an organizational priority?” During the interviews, the
CHROs shared that their districts are each engaged in professional development activities
focused on addressing systemic racism, removing barriers to hiring, inclusion, and
sustainability of the workforce as part of the superintendent’s initiatives. The participants
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revealed that although training is not the sole answer to creating an inclusive environment,
it is a starting point because many hiring managers continue to hire those who look like
them, instead of reflecting the diversity of the community and student population.
Additionally, the exemplary CHROs argued that the district’s vision is to help employees
and leaders responsible for hiring to develop an understanding of the need for diversity in
hiring, cultural sensitivity, sustainability, and creating an accepting climate. The leaders
stated that professional development requires a targeted approach with a specific goal in
mind. The quantitative data found that 91.67% of participants agreed strongly with the
strategy provide opportunities for people to develop new skills, which supports the
qualitative data findings. The strategy was the highest rated of the five strategies presented
to participants for Research Question 1. To make diversity an organizational priority,
professional development is a necessary component. Available research suggests that
ongoing professional development and training are necessary to support the development of
cultural inclusiveness (Keung & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2013; Mak et al., 2014; Tawagi &
Mak, 2015).
Major Finding 8: Establish Mutualism as the Final Arbiter
The CHROs recognized that collaborative decision-making provides opportunities
to establish mutualism as the final arbiter and gives them the impetus for engaging in
viewing and analyzing problems from different angles. Further, the exemplary leaders
emphasized that the benefit of mutualism as the final arbiter enables collaborative
assessment of decisions and processes for possible drawbacks and pitfalls as well as
benefits and values to the district by interested stakeholders. Further, the exemplary
CHROs identified foster collaborative decision-making as a strategy for creating a culture
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of inclusiveness, accounting for 36% of the coded data for Research Question 5, “What
strategies do exemplary K-12 CHROs use to establish mutualism as the final arbiter?” The
participants shared the importance of including stakeholders in decisions where they are
affected by the outcome. Participant 3 argued that when possible, decision-making should
be democratic. Participant 2 added contextual insight by disclosing that when decisionmaking is shared by all, the decision is owned by all and so is the outcome, creating a
greater sense of commitment for success. The information shared revealed that
collaborative decision-making is more than the decision. It also includes communication.
Providing further insight, Participant 5 shared that collaborative decision-making requires
leaders to follow-up with individuals on input provided, communicating openly and
acknowledging hearing and valuing their perspective even when that perspective is
discarded from consideration (Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006).
Nembhard and Edmondson (2006) found that leader inclusiveness includes a
genuine desire for contribution from individuals, which encourages collaboration in
decision-making. Shore et al. (2018) argued that inclusive organizations encourage
individuals to share in collaboration and decision-making as a means of leveraging
diversity and encouraging full participation and contribution of individuals. Further,
collaborative decision-making enables the leveraging of ideas and information as well as
solidifies organizational commitment (Losey et al., 2005). The findings of foster
collaborative decision-making are further supported by the quantitative survey data where
84.62% of participants agreed strongly that lead with intentional collaboration where no
one is placed at risk is useful in establishing mutualism as the final arbiter.
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Unexpected Findings
The exemplary CHROs who participated in this study by responding to the survey
and interview instrumentations were critical in identifying strategies that support the
creation of a culture of inclusiveness in K-12 school districts. In the interviews, invaluable
information and examples provided context to the survey data. While the information
shared in interviews revealed common ideas and strategies among the participants, four
unexpected findings were identified through comparing the survey data and interview
themes and the frequency of responses.
Unexpected Finding 1: The Researcher Anticipated Higher Overall Survey Ratings
for Advantages of Creating a Culture of Inclusiveness
Advantages of creating a culture of inclusiveness led to an unexpected finding, as
the researcher anticipated Research Question 6 to return higher responses of strongly agree
across all items since the strategies align the scope of responsibilities attributed to CHROs.
Instead, the survey item, advantages of creating a culture of inclusiveness, had the widest
divergence of rating among the study participants. The researcher discovered that the
survey item advantages of creating a culture of inclusiveness elicited the widest standard
deviation of the six research questions, with five of the items producing a deviation greater
than one standard deviation point. Of the six research questions, Research Question 6
related to the advantages of creating a culture of inclusiveness received the second-lowest
overall responses of the participants. However, individually, the responses to Research
Question 6 represented 40% of the top 10 strategies (Appendix L). Yet, during the
qualitative interview process, the exemplary CHROs discussed the advantages of creating a
culture of inclusiveness as well as the importance of creating inclusive work environments.
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Participant 3 argued that the ability to attract qualified workers was one thing, but the
district must also create a welcoming environment to retain them.
The exemplary leaders spoke about the need to engage in continual conversations
with all stakeholders about what is needed when hiring and creating cultural awareness.
Participant 5 noted that meaningful conversations are required that include bringing
everyone into the conversation. Additionally, all five of the CHROs acknowledged that to
shift the focus to inclusiveness requires talking and listening; whether it is in groups or oneon-one, input and feedback are important. Shore et al. (2018) asserted that creating
inclusive environments should include talking and listening to stakeholders to create
knowledge. Nembhard and Edmondson (2006) found that inclusive leaders invite the view
of others. Ranking the survey questions by averages, the strategy encourages everyone to
be themselves was ranked last of 40 items presented (see Appendices M-O). Therefore, the
wide variance in survey responses observed in Research Question 6 could be attributed to
the amount of direct involvement by CHROs or the level of authority delegated by the
superintendent to engage in creating a culture of inclusiveness within the district.
Unexpected Finding 2: Exemplary CHROs Recognize the Importance of Engaging in
the Hiring of Diverse Candidates That Reflect the Student and Community
Population
Exemplary CHROs recognize the importance of engaging in the hiring of diverse
candidates chat reflect the student and community population. The researcher found that
the survey elicited a moderate response, yet when compared to themes identified in the
interview responses, diverse hiring practices emerged as the theme with the highest
frequency of all strategies. Further, the exemplary leaders spoke of hiring practices
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repeatedly and related other themes to hiring and retention as an organizational priority.
When comparing the top 10 strategies, Research Question 1, Strategy 3 (take personal
responsibility for the inclusion of all people), ranks at 8, whereas Research Question 4,
Strategy 3 (the importance of diversity is shown in organizational hiring practices) does not
appear in the top 10. The ratings assigned to the survey appear to indicate that inclusion is
important, but that the leaders identified other strategies over hiring to achieve
inclusiveness. The necessity of hiring candidates cannot be understated. Kennedy (2008)
and Chrobot-Mason and Thomas (2002) asserted that diversity is an intentional action to
embrace individuals’ unique differences, perspectives, and talents as an opportunity for
organizational success. Horsford et al. (2011) argued that districts must emphasize
attracting educators with sociocultural awareness and the ability to identify, affirm, and
accept their own and others’ cultural identities, especially those of students. Further,
Horsford et al. and Fraise and Brooks (2015) argued that school districts require culturally
intelligent leaders with the ability to use their knowledge to create diverse environments
that benefit students.
Unexpected Finding 3: All CHROs Do Not Have the Same Level of Authority as
Delegated by the Superintendent in Creating a Culture of Inclusiveness
All CHROs are not equal in the authority delegated by the superintendent in
creating a culture of inclusiveness. During interviews, the researcher discovered that the
level of involvement of the CHRO in creating a culture of inclusiveness is contingent on
the district and the authority delegated by the superintendent. The leaders spoke about their
superintendent as the driver of diversity initiatives within the district and their role in
communicating and supporting that role through engaging in hiring, training, professional
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development of staff, and ongoing communication with stakeholders both internally and
externally to human resources. Although all five CHROs expressed the importance of
making diversity an organizational priority, responses revealed that the role of the leader
varies according to the district. CHROs traditionally support the superintendent or board’s
action or decision with little questions. However, Rebore (2011) espoused that the role of
the CHRO is to be of service to the academic community and district, while carrying on the
tasks of and responsibilities of the position, such as advocating for social justice. When
authorized, the ability of the CHRO to advocate for social justice can have an immediate
and long-term impact on individuals and the district.
Unexpected Finding 4: The COVID-19 Pandemic Had an Effect on the Research for
This Study
The timing of complying with the California Department of Health and CalOSHA’s requirements to reopen schools affected the participation in the research by
CHROs. The researcher initially identified 145 potential participants from school districts
in Orange, Riverside, and San Bernardino counties. Whereas the researcher initially
received a response from 20 qualified participants, only 13 completed the survey. The
information was compiled through directories and the Association of California of School
Administrators lists. The researcher sent emails inviting potentially qualified CHROs to
participate in the Culturally Intelligent Leadership survey. However, the timing of
scheduling the survey participation coincided the preparations associated with reopening
forcing participants to decline. School districts were faced with meeting the mandated
requirements to safely reopen and the transition of instructional and support staff back to
in-person work and instruction. Further, districts contended with the requirement to
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establish engineering protocols to maintain safe distances and check-in procedures.
Moreover, districts faced the challenge of contact tracing, an upsurge in requests for leaves
and reasonable accommodations in addition to a substitute shortage.
Conclusions
This study found conclusions that affirm the strategies that exemplary CHROs use
to foster a culture of inclusiveness with their districts and the understanding of the need for
diversity at all levels that is reflective of the student population. The major findings and
unexpected findings are the sources of the conclusions.
Conclusion 1
CHROs understand that engaging diverse hiring practices that remove barriers and
stigmas to attract highly qualified staff that mirrors the student demographic is one of the
best ways to ensure that the district makes diversity a priority.
Based on the findings, exemplary CHROs are increasingly aware of racial, social,
and cultural issues and the need to create work environments that are more welcoming. All
five exemplary leaders spoke of the need to engage in the hiring of diverse candidates that
add value to the district through broadening the availability of rich perspectives and
experiences, and also reflect student and community demographics. Therefore, it can be
concluded that CHROs are instrumental in influencing hiring managers to conform to the
organization’s diversity and inclusion initiatives by creating or revising processes that
remove barriers to hiring and that support retaining leaders, teachers, and support staff that
mirror and acknowledge the diversity of the student population. This conclusion is
reinforced by the overwhelming message by the participants that espoused students should
see future possibilities represented by staff, teachers, and administrators. The exemplary
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leaders conveyed how diversity as an organizational priority is demonstrated through
district hiring practices, which include expanding candidate pool pipelines and removing
unnecessary barriers that hinder inclusiveness. Shore et al. (2018) argued that
organizations desirous of creating inclusive environments must look at recruitment
practices and beyond to ensure the sustainability of talent. Kennedy (2008) contended that
diversity, as an organizational priority, is an intentional action to embrace individuals’
unique differences, perspectives, and talents as an identifier for organizational success.
Conclusion 2
CHROs understand that getting to know people is important to creating
psychological safety where the exchange of cultural and personal information occurs
Based on the findings of this study, the CHROs understand the importance of
interactions in getting to know people to foster creating a culture of inclusiveness. Current
theories of leadership embrace leaders getting to know individuals to understand and
encourage the unique contribution and perspectives the individuals bring that benefit the
organization (Chrobot-Mason & Thomas, 2002; Mishra, 1996; Nishii, 2013; Randel et al.,
2018). Getting to know people requires increased exposure to different cultures (Fang et
al., 2018; Livermore, 2015; Mak et al., 2014), and the ability to adjust the manner,
behavior, and communication through interactions (Earley & Ang, 2003; Livermore, 2015;
MacNab & Worthley, 2012; Van Dyne & Ang, 2008a). Moreover, informal and formal
interactions provide the impetus to acquire and expand cultural intelligence (Earley & Ang,
2003), and to learn about preferences, values, meanings, and beliefs (Bandura, 1999b). It is
through interactions that individuals gain the ability to understand and interpret situations
and learn how to respond (Bandura, 2001; Earley & Ang, 2003), including emotional
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responses (Crowne, 2013; Miao et al., 2018). Interacting with others was presented as one
of the survey items of know people and their differences. Yet, only 58.33% of participants
indicated they strongly agreed that interacting with others from different cultures was
important. Corresponding with the literature, all five exemplary CHROs interviewed
identified the strategy of engaging in formal and informal interactions as a means to get to
know people and their differences. Speaking about informal interactions, Participant 2
said, “They have a very, very definite purpose in us learning what’s important to people.”
The exemplary CHROs noted that regularly engaging in informal and informal interactions
to get to know people better requires active participation in district events, attending
meetings, site visits, meeting new staff, informal lunches, and one-on-one conversations.
The leaders indicated getting to know people takes effort and consistency and reciprocal
sharing.
Conclusion 3
CHROs are aware of the need to take personal responsibility by using influencing
actions and behavior to encourage others to take personal responsibility and develop
inclusive practices.
Based on the findings, CHROs are aware of their role as leaders for taking personal
responsibility and setting the example. CHROs in K-12 school districts are the
organizational sense givers (Nishii & Paluch, 2018) and are keenly aware that personal
responsibility is more about what one does than what one says. Therefore, it can be
concluded that exemplary leaders are consciously aware of the effect of their actions and
behavior and take personal responsibility to act as role models of inclusive practices.
Research on social cognitive perspective noted that individuals can acquire knowledge by
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observing modeled behavior or speech (Bandura, 1986). The exemplary leaders
acknowledged they are role models and must go beyond talking about inclusive practices to
reflecting them in actions and behavior. Earley and Peterson (2004) found that the
metacognitive, motivational, and behavioral intelligence of individuals can be influenced
by role modeling.
Moreover, current research argues that how leaders behave as role models has the
potential to influence the development of inclusive practices by others (Bass & Riggio,
2006; Bono & Judge, 2004; Ely & Thomas, 2001; Judge & Bono, 2000; Randel et al.,
2018). Facets of role modeling are reflected in each of the six foundational research
questions. For example, Research Question 1 included model diversity as an
organizational priority, while Research Question 2 included stand up for others if they are
being treated unfairly, which are observable actions or behaviors leaders can model.
Conclusion 4
CHROs are mindful of the need to foster a welcoming environment by eliminating
barriers that prevent understanding and lead to retention.
Based on the findings, CHROs are aware of the advantages of a culture of
inclusiveness. The current racial tensions and perceived disconnectedness impacts the
work and learning environment (Mor Barak et al., 2016; Nishii & Mayer, 2009;
Theodorakopoulos & Budhwar, 2015). However, these exemplary leaders expressed
cognizance of the need for diverse representation of leaders and teaching staff (Horsford et
al., 2011), and acknowledge an organizational climate that is welcoming and accepting
(Azmat et al., 2015; Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006; Randel et al., 2018; Shore et al.,
2018). Participant 1 spoke about an awareness of the need to foster an environment that
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encourages inclusiveness that is beneficial to students, staff, and the community. CHROs
are responsible for recruiting and retaining qualified staff, training, policy development,
and reviewing practices to ensure barriers that prevent inclusiveness are eliminated
(Chrobot-Mason & Thomas, 2002; T. H. Cox, 1991; Rebore, 2011). As a result, the
participants of this study shared that creating a culture of inclusiveness is fundamental to
retaining the workforce and ensuring employees feel safe and are encouraged to perform
the duties of their jobs (T. H. Cox & Blake, 1991).
Conclusion 5
CHROs understand the importance of engaging all stakeholders in inclusive
practices that benefit staff, students, and the community.
Although the CHROs are cognizant of the need for greater diversity that ensures
individuals experience belongingness and acceptances for their uniqueness and have a
voice in decisions (Mor Barak et al., 2016; Randel et al., 2018; Shore et al., 2018), the
exemplary leaders understand that organizational change that leads to inclusiveness is a
slow incremental process (Ackerman & Anderson, 2010; Dean Anderson & Anderson,
2010; Donald L. Anderson, 2012). The exemplary leaders further recognize that creating a
culture of inclusiveness benefits students and the community requires using multiple tools
at the leader’s disposal and includes involving stakeholders (Van Dick, Hirst, Grojean, &
Wieseke, 2007), to replicate inclusive practices and behaviors (Mor Barak, 2008; Randel et
al., 2016, 2018; Shore et al., 2018) as the desired state that is beneficial to all. In line with
the literature, Kennedy (2008) noted that fostering an inclusive organization through
practices such as recruitment, openness, or management training and development requires
determining what is needed and engaging individuals at all levels.
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Conclusion 6
When CHROs know the importance of feedback and collaboration in decisionmaking processes that offer differing perspectives, they are effectively prepared to move the
district’s initiatives forward.
Based on the findings of this study, exemplary CHROs remain open to feedback to
gain a deeper understanding of differing perspectives to help drive continuous dialogue and
feedback to gain a deeper understanding of differing perspectives. Gaining a deeper
understanding of differing perspectives and the issues the district must address will help the
exemplary CHROs drive the district’s diversity and inclusion initiatives forward. The
exemplary CHROs identified that routine conversations are important in creating a culture
of inclusiveness in K-12 school districts. The CHROs are cognizant that desiring a culture
of inclusiveness is not synonymous with establishing an environment that fosters and
sustains the desired culture without the feedback, dialogue, ideas, or shared decisionmaking of stakeholders. Therefore, the exemplary CHROs identified a strategy in creating
inclusiveness as creating a space for individuals to engage in authentic dialogue. This
includes the ability to express their ideas and feedback without fear of reprisal.
Additionally, the leaders stressed that seeking feedback is sometimes not enough. They
have to involve stakeholders in the process of collaboration and make them owners in the
decision-making process. Participant 2 said that when individuals are part of the decision,
they also own the outcome. Participant 3 also noted that decision-making should include
input, feedback, and discussion when possible.
Research has found that employees experience fairness and feel their input is heard
when opportunities for collaboration or decision-making are provided, which are key
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components to inclusiveness (Mor Barak et al., 2016; Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006;
Nishii, 2013). Moreover, soliciting and encouraging appreciating the suggestions and input
of stakeholders with diverse perspectives is valuable in cultivating an organizational culture
of inclusiveness (Mor Barak et al., 2016; Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006). Pelled et al.
(1999) argued that dissimilarity can affect self-perception and organizational inclusiveness
when denied the opportunity to participate in decision-making and the ability to provide
feedback or input. Therefore, creating a culture of inclusiveness requires exemplary
CHROs to create the opportunity to provide feedback, input, and share in decision-making.
Conclusion 7
CHROs who use professional development opportunities that are intentional,
targeted, and purposeful help others make diversity an organizational priority and promote
a culture of inclusiveness.
The exemplary CHROs identified the need for professional development training
that is intentional, targeted, and purposeful to promote a culture of inclusiveness. Based on
the findings of this study, the CHROs acknowledged the value to the district when diversity
is an organizational priority. The leaders recognized that professional development is a
useful strategy to educate and engage stakeholders about inclusiveness and diversity.
During the interviews, the CHROs shared that their districts are each involved in
professional development activities focused on addressing systemic racism, removing
unnecessary barriers to hiring, fostering inclusion, and creating environments that support
longevity in the workforce as part of the superintendent’s initiatives. The participants
revealed that although training is not the sole answer to creating a creating an inclusive
environment, it is a starting point, because many hiring managers continue to hire those
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who look like them, instead of reflecting the diversity of the community and student
population. Additionally, professional development is helpful to address the bias everyone
has.
The CHROs repeated that schools are microcosms of society at large and must
develop the capacity to evolve by expanding a diverse employee base that is intended to
support and enrich the district mission and goals of educating an increasingly diverse
students student population. The participants expounded on training and professional
development. Participants 2 and 5 noted that it is not enough to deliver content or attempt
to teach or train without specific content and opportunity for reflection and dialogue.
Research by Chrobot-Mason and Thomas (2002) suggests that training and development
can be a useful tool to create awareness, self-reflection, and introspection for all employees
when the training is tailored to the organization. Exemplary CHROs recognize that
learning new skills or behavior through professional development can greatly aid in making
diversity an organizational priority.
Conclusion 8
When superintendents limit the authority for CHROs to provide leadership in
implementing inclusive practices, district staff, students, and parents will have fewer
opportunities to thrive and succeed to their fullest potential.
Creating and implementing inclusive practices requires having the authority to
provide leadership to district staff, students, and parents. When superintendents or boards
of trustees limit the authority for CHROs to provide the needed leadership in implementing
inclusive practices, district staff, students, and parents will have fewer opportunities to
thrive and succeed to their fullest potential. Additionally, creating a culture of
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inclusiveness is an incremental process; lack of authority to take needed action could
further impede the district’s progress toward achieving its mission of inclusiveness.
Rebore (2011) argued that the role of the CHRO includes advocating for social justice.
However, advocating for the social justice of district staff, students, and parents becomes
difficult without the needed authority. By contrast, Rebore noted that the ability of the
CHRO to advocate for social justice can have an immediate and long-term impact on
individuals and the district when authorized.
Implications for Action
The need for culturally intelligent CHROs within K-12 school districts to aid in
creating a diverse and inclusive environment that will benefit students is clear. The U.S.
population is projected to increase in diversity with demographic data that reflect 9%
Black, 34% Hispanic, and 36% Asian by 2055 (Cohn & Caumont, 2016). Further, the
2019-2020 demographic data reported by the California Department of Education reflects
that of the 6,163,001 students enrolled in public K-12 schools, minority students represent
69.5% of the student population. Hispanic students accounted for 54.90% of that 69.5%
student population. By contrast, the number of White teachers reported by the California
Department of Education for 2018-2019 in public schools was 60.4%, and White
administrators were 59% (California Department of Education, 2020). The report
reinforces the need for action to create environments where differences are valued and
inclusiveness flourishes. While support staff reflects broader diversity for some
classifications, the need to manage cultural diversity within K-12 school districts to ensure
greater diversity in the hiring of leaders and teachers who possess the cultural intelligence
to create inclusive environments that address the unique needs of school district employees
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and those they serve is real (Fraise & Brooks, 2015; Horsford et al., 2011). Further, in light
of the recent cultural and racial unrest and insensitivity, it is imperative that school districts
take decisive steps toward creating culturally inclusive environments beyond policies to
meaningful actions. The purpose of this sequential explanatory mixed methods study was
to identify and describe the leadership strategies that exemplary CHROs use to create a
culture of inclusiveness that will benefit students.
Implication for Action 1
As members of CSBA, it is imperative that board members use their lobbying
ability with the California Department of Education, the Commission on Teacher
Credentialing, and state legislators to influence policies that govern teacher and
administrator preparation and to address student learning inequities caused by a lack of
cultural preparedness of teachers and administrators (Fraise & Brooks, 2015; Horsford et
al., 2011). It is crucial that board members attend the quarterly Commission on Teacher
Credentialing meetings to request a review and amendment of teacher and administrative
preparation and credentialing requirements to compel universities and local educational
authorities that offer credentialing programs to include or expand cultural inclusiveness.
Further, as representatives of the district, trustees bear the responsibility of providing
support for creating a culture of inclusiveness that is beneficial to hiring individuals critical
to achieving the district’s mission to serve the needs of diverse learners. It is crucial that
boards of trustees aid the districts by investing resources and time necessary to make
meaningful and measurable changes locally and legislatively. School board members are
members of the California School Boards Association (CSBA), a statewide organization of
appointed and elected school board members. Further, CSBA members attend local, state,
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and national conventions and training on school governance. Board members must use
their authority, leverage, and influence, to ensure that cultural inclusiveness remains in the
forefront, while lobbying for actionable measures.
Implication for Action 2
California Administrative Credential programs must incorporate cultural
intelligence skill building into programs for new or aspiring administrators to ensure that
leaders possess the cultural responsiveness necessary to lead in public K-12 school
districts. It is recommended that the Association of California School Administrators
(ACSA) legislative committee in partnership with the California Association of Latino
Superintendents and Administrators (CALSA), the California Association of AfricanAmerican Superintendents and Administrators (CAAASA), and the Commission on
Teacher Credentialing university representatives develop new credential requirements to be
presented to the Commission on Teacher Credentialing. Moreover, it is imperative that
universities, ACSA, CAAASA, and CALSA convince the Commission on Teacher
Credentialing to revise the California Administrator Performance Expectations and
California Standards for the Teaching Profession. The revision would incorporate cultural
inclusiveness within the existing domains or the creation of a seventh domain that allows
for a more accurate assessment of cultural competency and inclusiveness of administrators
and teachers could be established. The abundance of knowledge and intentionality of
implicit and explicit understanding required of an inclusive leader is imperative to the
success of the district’s mission to its staff, students, families, and communities. The
exemplary CHROs indicated that training and guiding other leaders account for a major
portion of the responsibility of their role. Including cultural intelligence into administrative
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programs will reduce, if not eliminate, barriers to creating a culturally inclusive
organization.
Implication for Action 3
Districts must develop secondary screening processes to include culturally inclusive
philosophy and practices. This information would assist districts in hiring candidates who
possess cultural intelligence and who are committed to engaging the strategies used to
create an organizational culture of inclusiveness. Hiring administrators, teachers, or
support staff should include assessing the cultural competency of the candidate. The
increased enrollment of minority students dictates that CHROs of K-12 school districts
must review hiring practices to ensure that job descriptions, interviews, qualifications,
performance exams, and supplemental questionnaires aid in identifying teachers, staff, and
administrators who are culturally proficient. The literature identifies minority employees at
high risk for burnout and turnover, given the lack of inclusiveness or lack of feeling of
belonging and acceptance (T. H. Cox & Blake, 1991). In addition, the same feeling of
disconnectedness is experienced at the school site level by teachers, staff, and students
(Horsford, et al., 2011). The Culturally Intelligent Leadership Survey strategies identified
in this research study could be used to identify potential CHROs and educational
administrator candidates who possess the desired characteristics based on their responses,
as it is critical for those responsible for hiring and those being hired demonstrate their
cognitive ability and motivation to support a culture of inclusiveness.
Implication for Action 4
Professional organizations such as ACSA must be compelled to lobby equity and
diversity initiatives, as well as increase the number and frequency of equity, diversity, and
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inclusion trainings. The study findings must be shared with ACSA, one of the largest
professional organizations in California that has an active legislative presence for initiatives
that impact education. ACSA regularly contacts its members to lobby their state
representatives on critical issues relevant to educators and students. Additionally, ACSA
provides the personnel administrator academy training for new or current human resources
practitioners as well as superintendent and principal training. Further, sharing the findings
with ACSA will provide other human resources practitioners with strategies useful in
creating a culture of inclusiveness. In addition, ACSA must be implored to publish the
results in in its state magazine, affiliate organizations publications or websites such as
CASBO and Cal Ed, thus expanding the availability and access to the strategies in this
study. There is a paucity of empirical research related to cultural intelligence and public K12 district human resources. Sharing the results of the study with state organizations such
as ACSA could engender further research specific to the discipline of human resources.
Implication for Action 5
It is imperative that districts develop targeted training for educational administrators
based on identified gaps of cultural proficiency to aid districts with a top-down start of
creating an organizational culture of inclusiveness. California school districts’ increasingly
diverse employee and student population, combined with the lack of diversity of its
educators, demands that all K-12 public school districts within the state require their
educational leaders (district administrators and site principals) to participate in training
designed to develop cultural proficiency strategies. The growing demographic divide
between the multicultural student population and the disproportionate number of White
educational leaders who serve them is stark. Educational administrators are key to
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fostering and shaping a culture of inclusiveness (Horsford et al., 2011). The educational
administrator, including CHROs, communicate through their actions, attitudes,
assumptions, and behavior the importance of culture, diversity, and inclusiveness to district
goals, such as learning, to those they lead and whose student achievement they affect.
Although the majority of educational administrators are predominantly White, their race
does not preclude cultural intelligence. However, as Horsford et al. noted, it is unrealistic
to expect the majority of White educational administrators to have the skills necessary to
function in culturally diverse interactions without adequate preparation or commitment to
meet the unique needs of diverse students.
Moreover, without preparation, educational administrators create cultural silos,
sending signals to those they lead (other leaders, teachers, and support staff), of
exclusionary behavior, resulting in weakened learning opportunities and outcomes,
decreased engagement, and increased staff turnover. The strategies of the Culturally
Intelligent Leader Survey could be used during recruitment or after to help assess the
cultural proficiency of leaders and develop individualized training.
Creating a culture of inclusiveness has many benefits. This research study
identified burnout and turnover as a problem facing many public K-12 school districts.
Providing educational administrators, including CHROs, with strategies shown to create a
culture of inclusiveness will help to increase their ability to influence feelings of belonging
and psychological safety and to support increased levels of job satisfaction and longevity.
The Culturally Intelligent Leader survey must be administered to all leaders of the district
and the data used to assess how truly inclusive district practices are to create new practices
or reengineer those that authentically help a culture of inclusiveness become a part of the
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fabric of the organization at all levels that attracts, retains, promotes, and values cultural
differences for the betterment of all staff and students (T. H. Cox & Blake, 1991; Mor
Barak et al., 2016; Randel et al., 2018; Shore et al., 2018).
Implication for Action 6
It is critical that all staff members within the district understand that they are
essential in their role to establishing cultural inclusiveness and receive the necessary
training. It is vital that site administrators ensure that classified staff receive the
professional development necessary to create a culture of inclusiveness along with district
office support staff.
The strategies espoused by CHROs as identified in this research study must be
shared districtwide with all staff to create a culture of inclusiveness. School districts are a
microcosm of a larger society with its own culture, systems, and norms. At the district
level, department heads lead staff to achieve the district’s mission and mandates. Because
all staff members play a direct or indirect role in the district’s mission, staff members
should receive training and be expected to promote cultural inclusion. Further, school sites
and classrooms reflect the culture of the district and are led by educational administrators
and teachers respectively. In classrooms, the teacher uses strategies to create a culture of
inclusiveness, reflective of the site culture established by the administrator.
Implication for Action 7
It is critical that the superintendent or the board of trustees empower CHROs to
effectively promote or implement inclusive practices throughout the district. The
unexpected findings of this study revealed that not all CHROs have the authority or are
involved in moving the district forward in creating a culture of inclusiveness. Limiting the
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ability of CHROs to advocate for social justice for district staff, students, and parents
potentially limits the opportunities for success for those individuals. Moreover, CHROs
are responsible for policy and process developing related to fairness and equity. Metzger
(1989) argued that as districts continue to increase in size and demographics, the
responsibility of the CHRO must naturally shift and have the authority to address cultural
and social justice issues of an increasingly diverse staff and student population. Further,
T. H. Cox (1991) found that when human resources was underutilized, it resulted in
unresolved problems for underrepresented members within organizations, lost
opportunities, and feelings of exclusion. Therefore, CHROs must have the authority and
ability to begin to address the challenges of creating inclusive environments.
Implication for Action 8
K-12 school districts must be willing to take an unflinchingly honest assessment of
the current state of diversity and the cultural inclusiveness environment that critically
examines the current state and assesses gaps and obstacles as well as where the district
intends to go and the plan to move forward. The responses of the CHROs in this study
make it clear that the ability to see and acknowledge differences in oneself and others helps
foster a culture of inclusiveness. The district must be willing to review policies, strategic
objectives, the mission and vision, and the performance of leaders to ensure alignment with
the advocacy of a culture of inclusiveness. Further, K-12 school districts have legal
obligations for ensuring that a wide range of employment areas meet equality requirements,
beginning with recruitment, retention, and promotional strategies (Rebore, 2011).
Therefore, it is essential that districts engage the assistance of subject matter experts to
facilitate assessing district’s cultural inclusiveness status and the development of an action
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plan with realistic benchmarks to measure consistency of efforts of invested stakeholder
efforts to move districts forward in creating an inclusive environment. Additionally, the
measures and action plan should be specific to inclusiveness at the district level, site level,
and classroom.
Recommendations for Further Research
Based on the findings of this research study, several recommendations are proposed
for future research. The current racial and cultural tensions make addressing inclusiveness
an imperative to the success of school districts’ mission of providing equitable education
for all students. The success of that mission is reliant on culturally intelligent leaders. The
proposals are identified for their benefit in expanding the research of this study. The
following seven recommendations are intended to provide opportunities for future
researchers stemming from different perspectives of this study’s findings.
Recommendation 1: Charter and Nonpublic School Replication
To gain a greater understanding of strategies used by exemplary leaders, it is
recommended that a replication of the study be conducted with charter schools and/or
nonpublic schools in Orange, Riverside, and San Bernardino counties in Southern
California. The replication of the sequential explanatory mixed methods study would be
conducted to identify and describe the leadership strategies that exemplary CHROs in
charter and/or nonpublic schools use to create an organizational culture of inclusiveness
using Kennedy’s (2008) five leadership qualities of cultural differences. The study may
produce findings that add to the conclusions drawn from data collected and add to the body
of knowledge on cultural intelligence.
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Recommendation 2: Conduct a Delphi or Phenomenological Study of CHROs of
Color
Leaders of color continue to be underrepresented in K-12 public school districts in
California. To gain a better understanding of the strategies from the perspective of CHROs
of color, a Delphi or phenomenological study could be conducted to identify and describe
the experiences of exemplary African American, Hispanic, or Asian CHROs in public K-12
school districts utilizing strategies to create an organizational culture of inclusiveness.
Exemplary leaders of color bring a rich perspective on diversity and inclusiveness that
could add to the research of leaders of color. Further, a study that focuses on the efforts
and unique experiences of leaders of color to address creating a culture of inclusiveness
will enrich the body of existing knowledge. A study that focuses on the rich experiences of
employees as strategies are implemented would enhance the body of available knowledge
of cultural inclusiveness and strategies used by CHROs in K-12 school districts.
Recommendation 3: Replicate the Study in Other Geographical Locations
It is recommended that the sequential explanatory mixed methods study be
replicated in other geographical locations to determine if a change in geographic location
produces similar or different results in an effort to create a culture of inclusiveness. This
study was designed to identify the strategies used by exemplary CHROs in Orange,
Riverside, and San Bernardino counties in Southern California. The demographic diversity
of the population in Northern California compared to Southern California is different.
Moreover, it would be beneficial to conduct a comparative analysis of the original study
and a replicated study from Northern California, with other states with similar
demographics or nationally. The results of the study could provide additional strategies
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and themes, thus expanding the strategies leaders have at their disposal to create a culture
of inclusiveness.
Recommendation 4: Comparative Analysis of Identified Strategies Across and
Between the Thematic Team
A comparative or meta-analysis of identified strategies across and between the
thematic team could reveal those strategies endemic to leading irrespective of the industry
or position. The findings could prove beneficial in producing rich approaches and practices
necessary to create culturally inclusive organizations by leaders. Further, the findings
would ground the theoretical foundation of this study and further add to the body of
knowledge of culturally intelligent leaders.
Recommendation 5: Conduct a Correlational Study of Employees K-12 Districts
Further research could include a correlational study of a cross-section of employees
in K-12 districts in Southern California. A correlational study of the strategies CHROs use
to create a culture of inclusiveness would allow researchers to gain understanding from the
perspective of employees. District employees bring rich perspectives on diversity and
inclusiveness that could add to the research and will enrich the body of existing knowledge.
A study that focuses on the rich experiences of employees as strategies are implemented
would enhance the body of available knowledge of cultural inclusiveness and strategies
used by CHROs in K-12 school districts. Further the findings would provide the
opportunity to assess which strategies have the greatest effect on influencing employees to
cultivate inclusive practices and embrace a culture of inclusiveness. Finally, the findings
could be used to refine the survey and interview instruments.
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Recommendation 6: Conduct a Delphi or Meta-Analysis Study of Professional
Development Most Likely to Foster a Culture of Inclusiveness
The CHROs indicated intentional, targeted, and purposeful professional
development as a strategy to inform and train individuals about the importance of making
diversity a priority. Although the exemplary CHROs emphasized the importance of
providing intentional, targeted, and purposeful professional development, the leaders did
not share information on the type of training provided or whether training has proven
successful. Therefore, the recommendation is to conduct a Delphi study of CHROs or
other leaders of K-12 districts with professional development that is targeted toward
supporting cultural inclusiveness and its success. If previous studies exist on professional
development specific to cultural intelligence, future research could be a meta-analysis. The
purpose of the study would be to expand the existing body of knowledge of cultural
intelligence and professional development. The study results could have real-world
implications for school districts, other educational institutions, and industries. The Delphi
and meta-analysis could provide specific examples of targeted, purposeful, and intentional
professional development training districts could provide in supporting making diversity an
organizational priority.
Concluding Remarks and Reflections
The CHROs of K-12 school districts play an important role in creating
inclusiveness, but the complexities involved are often overlooked. Exemplary leaders
guide the practices and behaviors that respect cultural diversity and support inclusive
environments. CHROs are challenged with creating or aiding the creation of inclusive and
supportive environments where differences are embraced, and effective intercultural
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relationships ultimately benefit students. Kennedy (2008) highlighted the importance of
understanding cultural differences and using those differences to the organization’s
advantage to not only create inclusive environments but to achieve organizational mission
and goals.
Can school districts achieve a culture of inclusiveness? The answer is it depends.
An inclusive environment is one where cultural diversity is valued; everyone feels accepted
and included (Shore et al., 2018). As culturally intelligent leaders, the responses of the
CHROs in this study make it clear that districts must communicate clearly and regularly
about the importance of valuing cultural diversity and respecting differences. The ability to
see and acknowledge differences in oneself and others to help foster a culture of
inclusiveness is essential for promoting inclusive organizational environments. However,
more than communication and self-introspection is needed. Districts must be willing to
make an unflinching assessment of its current level of diversity and inclusiveness and
Periodic review and realignment of mission statements, strategic objectives, and policies to
ensure they advocate for cultural diversity and inclusiveness is necessary. K-12 school
districts have legal obligations for ensuring that a wide range of employment areas meet
equality requirements, beginning with recruitment, retention, and promotional strategies.
Further, K-12 school districts have an obligation to ensure that enrolled students receive a
quality and equitable education.
Yet, creating an inclusive environment is not achievable without garnering
districtwide support from all stakeholders and taking real measurable steps toward
inclusiveness. This includes reviewing the inclusive leadership skills and implicit biases of
leaders (Tran & Choi, 2019; Zhang & Guo, 2019) but also requires engaging in
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discussions, training, and professional development necessary that allow leaders to acquire
culturally responsive strategies in daily management. Cultural inclusiveness does not occur
independent of culturally intelligent leaders to guide and shape the behavior of individuals
and environment. Culturally inclusive environments take time and require constant
attention to sustain.
This doctoral journey has been a series of hurdles and mountains that I thought I
would never overcome. I struggled, as all doctoral students do, to navigate uncharted
territories and to translate the ideas in my head to cogent written text. I have never doubted
myself more than through this journey, but I have completed it nonetheless. I am grateful
to the thematic team, for without them, this journey would have been more arduous. I am
especially grateful to the exemplary CHROs who participated in the study. It is their
expertise and knowledge that allowed me to glean the information necessary to formulate
findings and conclusions. The participation of exemplary leaders occurred during COVID19, making it difficult to complete the research portion of the study. As districts began to
reopen, the CHROs exhibited graciousness in allowing me to interview them. As a human
resources practitioner, I was well aware of the mandates and timelines required of school
districts to reopen.
Moreover, the timing of this study, more aptly the timing of the results of this study
coincided with the climate of a country divided by cultural and racial issues. Just as issues
affecting the country cannot be solved solely with laws or rules, developing a cultural
inclusiveness of inclusiveness within school districts cannot be mandated; neither can
ingrained bias. Led by culturally competent CHROs and other leaders, districts must be
willing to weed out individuals resistant to creating environments that serve the diverse
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needs of their employees and students. It is fervently hoped that, at the very least, school
districts can and will use the strategies presented or similar ones to begin the gradual
process of creating and maintaining cultural inclusiveness.
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APPENDIX C
Interview Protocol, Questions and Probes
SCRIPT AND INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Introduction Script
My name is Tonia Watkins and I’m a doctoral candidate at UMass Global in the
Department of Organizational Leadership. I’m a part of a thematic dissertation team
conducting research to determine what strategies are used by exemplary leaders to create an
organizational culture of inclusiveness.
I want to thank you for expressing your agreement to participate in this interview on
culturally intelligent leadership and for completing the survey prior to this interview. This
interview is intended to explore further information and provide depth to what was
provided in the electronic survey.
As a leader in Human Resources, you are responsible for providing strategies and
directions that create a positive organizational culture. The purpose of this study is to
identify and describe the strategies that you utilize to create a culture of inclusiveness. We
are framing our research around the five qualities of culturally inclusive leadership as
defined in Debbe Kennedy’s book, “Putting Our Differences to Work”. Those five
leadership qualities are: making diversity a priority, getting to know people and their
differences, empowering rich communication, making accountability a core value, and
establishing mutualism as the final arbiter. Together these qualities are believed to create
an organizational culture of inclusiveness. During this interview, please feel free to refer to
the document sent to you by e-mail that gives specific descriptions of these qualities.
I am conducting 5 interviews with leaders like you. The information you give, along with
the others, hopefully will provide strategies that exemplary leaders, such as yourself, have
identified to create an organization of inclusiveness that will add to the body of research
currently available.
Incidentally, even though it appears a bit awkward, I will be reading most of what I say.
The reason for this to guarantee, as much as possible, that my interviews with all
participating exemplary leaders will be conducted in the same manner.
Informed Consent (Required for Dissertation Research)
I would like to remind you any information that is obtained in connection to this study will
remain confidential. All of the data will be reported without reference to any individual(s)
or any institution(s).
Did you receive and read the Informed Consent and UMass Global Bill of Rights I sent you
via email and do you agree to participate in this research. I need to hear your affirmative
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answer so it is recorded as confirmation of consent to participate. Do you have any
questions or need clarification about either document?
We have scheduled an hour for the interview. At any point during the interview you may
ask that I skip a particular question or stop the interview altogether. For ease of our
discussion and accuracy I will record our conversation as indicated in the Informed
Consent.
Do you have any questions before we begin? Okay, let’s get started, and thanks so much
for your time.
Introduction- Establish a comfortable environment with the interviewee.
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Organizational Priority
1. As you reflect about your work as a leader, what are some ways you make diversity
an organizational priority?
Probe: What are some examples?
2. In your role as leader, how do you educate your organization about the significance
of diversity?
Probe: Why do you think that this was effective? worked well?
Personal Responsibility
3. In your role as leader, how have you intentionally incorporated personal
responsibility in your decision making?
Probe: Can you give me an example of a time when that happened and how
behavior changed?
4. As leader, how do you influence others to take personal responsibility as a core
value?
Probe: Give me an example of a time when that happened and how behavior
changed?
Rich Communication
5. What communication strategies do you use to foster a deeper cultural understanding
within your organization?
Probe: Can you share an example?
6. How do you use communication to develop a personal connection with individuals?
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Probe: Can you share and example?
Know People and their Differences
7. How do you get to know the people in your organization on a personal basis?
Probe: Can you tell me about a time when this worked very well in establishing a
personal connection?
8. How do you interact with people in the organization to gain a better understanding
of their cultural differences?
Probe: Describe some of the things that you do to gain a better understanding?
Mutualism as the Final Arbiter
9. As you think about your work as a leader how are final decisions decided in your
organization?
Probe: How do you engage members of your organization in conversations that are
respectful of all ideas and interests?
10. What do you perceive are the most important advantages of creating a culture of
inclusiveness within your organization?
Probe: Can you give me an example of how this created a culture of inclusiveness
in your organization?
Culture of Inclusiveness
11. In your role as a leader, how have you been able to create a culture of inclusion
within your organization?
Probe: Can you provide an example of what have you implemented to increase
cultural inclusion in your organization
12. In your experience as a leader, in what ways do you believe there are advantages in
creating an environment of mutual respect and acceptance?

That concludes my questions. Is there anything else that you would like to share at this
time?
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“Thank you very much for your time. If you like, when the results of our research are
known, I will send you a copy of my findings.”
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APPENDIX D
Survey Field Test Participants Feedback
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APPENDIX E
Field Test Interview Participant Feedback
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APPENDIX F
Expert Review of Researcher Interview Skills
Field Test – Observer Feedback
Conducting interviews is a learned skill set based on experience and feedback. Gaining
valuable insight about interview skills and affect with the interview will support the
collection of data gathering when interviewing actual participant. As the interview
observer you should reflect on the questions below after the interview is finished. You
should provide independent feedback at the conclusion of the interview field test. As
observer you should take notes that will assist the interviewer to be successful in improving
their interview skills.
1. How long did the interview take?

2. Did the interviewer communicate in a receptive, cordial, and encouraging manner?

3. Was the introduction of the interview friendly with the use of commonly understood
language?

4. How did the interviewee feel during the interview?

5. Was the interviewer prepared and relaxed during the interview?

6. Did the interviewee understand the interview questions or did they require clarification?
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7. What parts of the interview went smoothly and why? Over all the interview went very
smoothly.

8. What parts of the interview seem to struggle and why do you think that was the case?
.
9. Did the interviewer maintain objectivity and not interject value judgements or lead
.
10. Did the interviewer take opportunity to discuss or request artifacts that support the data
gathered from the interview?
.
11. If you were to change any part of the interview, what would that part be and how would
you suggest changing it?

12. What suggestions do you have for improving the overall process? Consider being a bit
more conversational while interacting with interviewees while maintaining proper
interview protocol.
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APPENDIX G
Researcher Self-Evaluation of Interview Skills
Interview Feedback Reflection Questions
Conducting interviews is a learned skill set/experience. Gaining valuable insight about
your interview skills and affect with the interview will support your data gathering when
interviewing the actual participants. As the researcher you should reflect on the questions
below after completing the interview. You should also discuss the following reflection
questions with your ‘observer’ after completing the interview field test. The questions are
written from your prospective as the interviewer. However, you can verbalize your
thoughts with the observer and they can add valuable insight from their observation.

1. How long did the interview take?
2. How did you feel during the interview?
3. Going into it, did you feel prepared to conduct the interview?
4. setup the questions and meeting room in advance to help with technology issues
5. What parts of the interview went the most smoothly and why do you think that was
the case?
6. What parts of the interview seemed to struggle and why do you think that was the
case?
7. If you were to change any part of the interview, what would that part be and how
would you change it?
8. What suggestions do you have for improving the overall process?
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APPENDIX H
CITI Certification of Human Subject Research: Social-Behavioral-Educational
Researchers Basic
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APPENDIX I
BUIRB Approval
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APPENDIX J
UMass Global Participation’s Bill of Rights
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APPENDIX K
Informed Consent Form
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APPENDIX L
Invitation to Participate
DATE: February 9, 2020
Dear Current or Former Chief Human Resources Officer
My name is Tonia Watkins, and I am a Doctoral Candidate in the School of Education at
UMass Global. I am participating in a thematic dissertation with 9 other researchers. This
letter serves as an invitation for you to participate in a research study.
PURPOSE: The purpose of the study is to identify what strategies that chief human
resources officers use to create a culture of inclusions within their organization with diverse
individual.
PROCEDURES: If you choose to participate in this study, you will be invited to
participate in a short online survey consisting of questions that ask you to answer questions
Likert-scale questions that range from “strongly agree to strongly disagree.” The total time
to complete the survey is approximately 15 minutes. I am also seeking volunteers to
participate in interviews conducted on Zoom. Interviews will be no longer than one hour in
duration. I am seeking a total of fifteen exemplary elementary chief human resources
officers to participate in this study.
Most respectfully,
Sincerely,
Tonia Watkins
UMass Global
Doctoral Candidate, Ed.D.
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In agreeing to participate, you acknowledge that you meet at least four of the following six
criteria:
Exemplary Criteria Checklist


The chief human resources officer participates in organizational and community
activities involving diverse individuals.



The chief human resources officer demonstrates evidence of leading a culturally
inclusive organization.



The chief human resources officer has a minimum of five years of experience in the
profession



The chief human resources officer has had articles, papers, or materials written,
published, or presented at conferences or association meetings about cultural
inclusion.



The chief human resources officer has received recognition by his or her peers as a
leader who gives respect to all people.



The chief human resources officer is a member in good standing in professional
associations in his or her field



The chief human resources officer has received recognition by his or her peers as a
leader who gives respect to all people.
If you are willing to participate in the study, please check the boxes of all the

exemplary criteria for which you meet, or provide them in list form, in your response to
this email. Once approved for the study, I will provide you with a link to the survey. If you
have any questions, please respond to this email or call me at the number listed below. I
sincerely appreciate your consideration in supporting my research study.

Email: tXXXX@mail.umassglobal.edu
Phone: (XXX)XXX-XXXX
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APPENDIX M
Research Questions Ranked by Average Score
Num

RQ

Strategy

Strategy Descriptions

8
11

2
3

3
1

17
34

4
6

2
9

Stand up for others if they are being treated unfairly
Remain open to feedback to develop deeper understanding of
different perspectives
Take ownership of personal behavior that supports respect of others
Listen carefully to make people comfortable

Avg
5.92
5.92

SD
0.28
0.28

5.92
5.92
5.92
5.85
5.85

0.28
0.28
0.28
0.58
0.55

38

6

13

Treat people with genuine regard regardless of position

26
32

6
6

1
7

See things from other people’s point of view
Interact respectfully with different people in the organization

2

1

2

Take personal responsibility for
inclusion of all people

5.85

0.38

10
36

2
6

5
11

Intervene when intolerance is present
Show respect by helping people

5.85
5.83

0.38
0.39

5

1

5

Provide opportunities for people to develop new skills

5.77

0.60

16
27
28
15
23
25
12
20

4
6
6
3
5
5
3
4

1
2
3
5
3
5
2
5

5.77
5.77
5.77
5.69
5.69
5.69
5.69
5.69

0.60
0.60
0.60
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.63
0.63

30
39

6
6

14

5.69
5.69

0.63
0.63

13
23
14
18

3
5
3
4

3
4
4
3

5.62
5.62
5.55
5.54

0.65
0.65
0.52
0.88

4
6
1
7
37
3
22
31
9
21

1
2
1
2
6
1
5
6
2
5

35

6

19
40
33
29

4
6
6
6

4
1
1
2
12
3
2
6
4
1
10
4
15

Promote organizational culture that values inclusion
Consider diverse perspectives when making decisions
Encourage open dialog with stakeholders
Create a culture where people feel safe to share controversial ideas
Encourage new ideas that benefit all stakeholders
Lead with intentional collaboration where no one is placed at risk
Approach conflict by looking at all sides
Promote a culture where everyone sees themselves as an important
part of the organization
Embrace interaction with people of different cultures
Celebrate the unique contributions of diversity to the success of the
organization
Remain accessible to others
Cultivate a thoughtful inspection of diverse thinking
Share honestly what is going on when the chips are down
The importance of diversity is shown in organizational hiring
practices
Provide coaching to develop talent within the organization
Listen without judgement to understand diverse cultures
Model diversity as an organizational priority
Embrace Interaction with others from different culture
Value the contributions of people through positive recognition
Communicate the importance of culture differences
Insist on fairness as core value
Promote policies that ensure cultural participation
Encourage open dialog about controversial issues
Create a deep sense of shared purpose

5

8
4

Collect regular employee feedback
Willing to take personal risks to see that others are valued
Hold others accountable for inclusion
Encourage everyone to be themselves
Challenge intolerance in others
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5.54

0.78

5.54

0.78

5.54

0.66

5.50
5.46

0.67
1.13

5.46

0.88

5.46
5.44
5.38
5.31
5.23
5.20
5.15
5.08
5.08

0.88
1.16
0.87
1.11
1.36
0.92
1.41
1.00
0.76

APPENDIX N
Qualitative Research Questions Ranked by Themes
Research Question
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

What strategies do
exemplary chief human
resources officers use to
make diversity a priority?
What strategies do
exemplary chief human
resources officers use to
get to know people and
their differences?
What strategies do
exemplary chief human
resources officers use to
enable rich
communication?
What strategies do
exemplary chief human
resources officers use to
make personal
responsibility a core
value?
What strategies do
exemplary chief human
resources officers use to
establish mutualism as the
final arbiter?
What do exemplary chief
human resources officers
perceive as the most
important advantage of
creating an organizational
culture of inclusiveness?

Themes

Frequency in descending order

 Diverse hiring practices
 Professional development
 Modeling or influencing
inclusive behavior

 81
 23
 17

 Engaging in formal and
informal interactions
 Developing personal
connections
 Listening and asking questions

 33
 32
 16

 Multiple communication
methods
 Open and authentic
communication
 Demonstrating care and
understanding

 Influencing others
 Lead by example

 36
 17
 `2

 Create inclusive systems that
benefit everyone
 Fostering collaborative
decision-making
 Ensure all thoughts and ideas
are heard
 Fosters a trusting and mutually
respectful environment
 Engaging in ongoing
conversations
 Establishes personal connection
 Benefits diverse needs of
students and community
 Promotes retention and
engagement
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 28
 23

 16
 11
 9







15
13
11
9
8

APPENDIX O
Top Ten Strategies in Descending Order by Average
RQ

Strategy

6

4

Listen carefully to make people comfortable

Strategy

6
92.31%
92.31%

Avg
5.92
5.92

SD
0.28
0.28

6

8

Treat people with genuine regard regardless of
position

4

2

92.31%

5.92

0.28

92.31%

5.92

0.28

92.31%
92.31%

5.92
5.85

0.28
0.55

5

Take ownership of personal behavior that supports
respect of others
Remain open to feedback to develop deeper
understanding of different perspectives
Stand up for others if they are being treated unfairly
Interact respectfully with different people in the
organization
Intervene when intolerance is present

3

1

2
6

3
2

2
1

84.62%

5.85

0.38

2

Take personal responsibility for the inclusion of all people

84.62%

5.85

6
4

0.38

6
1

Show respect by helping people
Promote organizational culture that values inclusion

83.33%
84.62%

5.83
5.77

0.39
0.60
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